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NORTH AMERICAN MOUNTAINEERING SHOPS 
The shops listed: here carry a selection of mountaiheering, touring, and rock climbing gear appropriate 

to their geographic location and are sources of i~formation on looal clubs,.s._~hools, ethics, and areas. 

Alaska: Anchorage 
REI Co-op 
502 W. Northern Lights Blvd. 
(907) 277-2423 

Arizona: Tempe 
Roadrunner Climbing & Touring 
1825 N. Scottsdale Road 
(602) 949-5082 

California: Berkeley 
REI Co-op 
1338 San Pablo Ave. 
(415) 527-4140 

California: Carson (Los Angeles) 
REI Co-op 
405 W. Torrence Blvd. 
(213) 538-2429 

Colorado: Denver 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
1428 15th St. at Blake 
(303) 571-1160 

Colorado: Denver 
Forrest Mountain Shop i 
1517 Platte St. , 

'; (303) 433-6419 

Colorado: Glenwood Springs 
Summit Canyon Mountaineering 
1001 Grand Ave. 
(303) 945-6994 

Connecticut: Hartford 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
One Civic Center Plaza 
(203) 278-7105 

California: Cupertino Georgia: Decatur 
Antelope Camping Equipment Mfg. Georgia Outdoors 
21740 Granada Ave. 1945 Candler Road 
(408) 253-1913 (404) 289-9717 

California: La Canada 
Sport Chalet 
920 Foothill Blvd. 
(213) 790-2717 

California: La Habra 
Sports & Trails, Inc. 
1491 W. Whittier 
(213) 694-2164 

California: Mammoth Lakes 
Sports & Trails, Inc. 
Ivey Square, Old Mammoth Road 
(714) 934-3078 

California: San Francisco 
The Mountain Shop 
228 Grant Avenue 
(415) 362-8477 

California: San Francisco 
The Smilie Co. 
575 Howard St. 
(415) 957-1972 

California: San Luis Obispo 
Granite Stairway Mountaineering 
871 Santa Rosa 
(805) 541-1533 

California: Santa Barbara 
Granite Stairway Mountaineering 
3040 State St. 
(805) 682-1083 

California: Ventura 
The Great Pacific Iron Works 
235 W. Santa Clara 
(805) 643-8616 

Colorado: Boulder 
,Bpulder Mountaineer 
1335 Broadway 
(303) 442-8355 
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Idaho: Boise 
Bootworks 
515 Main St. 
(208) 344-3821 

Idaho: Driggs (Teton Park) 
Mountaineering Outfitters 
62 N. Main 
(208) 354-2222 

Illinois: Champaign 
Bushwhacker Ltd. 
702 South Neil 
(217) 359-3353 

Illinois: Woodstock 
Outdoor Recreation Inc. 
1801½ S. Rt. 47 
(815) 338-6088 

Indiana: Evansville 
Pine Mountain 
1529 S. Greenriver Road 
(812) 476-2684 

Kansas: Wichita 
Mountain High, Inc. 
2936 E. Douglas 
(316) 684-6579 

Kansas: Wichita 
Trail-Phernalia, Inc. 
1071 Parklane 
(316) 684-8129 

Maine: Auburn 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
10 Minot Ave. 
(207) 784-5704 

Maryland: Gaithersburg 
Hudson Bay Outfitters Ltd. 
315 East Diamond Ave. 
(301) 948-2474 

Maryland: Kensington 
Hudson Bay Outfitters Ltd. 
1P560 Metropolitan Ave. 
(301 I 949-2515 

Massachusetts: Amherst 
~,istern Mountain Sports 
~t. 9, Amherst-Hadley Line 
(413) 253-9504 

Massachusetts: Andover 
Moor & Mountain 
63 Park Street 
(617) 475-3665 

Massachusetts: Boston 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
1041 Commonwealth Ave. 
(617) 254-4250 

Massachusetts: Boston 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
One Winthrop Square 
(617) 482-4414 

Massachusetts: Hyannis 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
223 Stevens St., Chart House Village 
(617) 775-1072 

Massachusetts: Wellesley 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
189 Linden St. 
(617) 237-2645 

Michigan: East Lansing 
Great Lakes Mountain Supply Co. 
541 E. Grand River Ave. 
(517) 351-2060 

Minnesota: Minneapolis 
REI Co-op 
710 West 98 St. 
(612) 884-4315 

Minnesota: St. Paul 
Eastern Mountain Sports/Lob Pine 
1627 W. County Road B 
(612) 631-2900 

Missouri: Kansas City 
Adventure Sports 
4710 Jefferson 
(816) 561-5393 

Montana: Bozeman 
The Ski Surgeon 
240 East Main 
(406) 587-2929 

New Hampshire: North Conway 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
Main Street 
(603) 356-5433 

New Hampshire: Peterborough 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
Vose Farm Road 
(603) 924-7231 

New Jersey: Hackensack_ 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
Riverside Square Mall 
(201) 488-3315 

New York: Ardsley 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
725 Saw Mill River Road 
(914) 693-6160 

New York: Carle Place 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
174 Glen Cove Rd. off Voice Rd. 
(516) 747-7360 

New York: Lake Placid 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
Main Street 
(518) 523-2505 

New York: New Paltz 
Rock and Snow, Inc. 
44 Main St. 
(914) 255-1311 

New York: Tonawanda 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
1270 Niagara Falls Blvd. 
(716) 838-4200 

North Carolina: Charlotte 
Base Camp Mountain Sports 
1534 East Blvd. 
(704) 333-5003 

North Carolina: Gastonia 
The Pack Shack 
2242 E. Franklin Blvd. 
(704) 867-7871 

North Carolina: Wesser 
Nantahala Outdoor Center 
Star Route, Box 68 
(704) 488-2175 

Oregon: Portland 
REI Co-op 
1798 Jantzen Beach Center 
(503) 283-1300 

Pennsylvania: Monroeville 
Exkursion 
4123 Wm. Penn Hwy. 
(412) 372-7030 

Pennsylvania: Philadelphia 
Base Camp 
1730 Chestnut St. 
(215) 563-9626 

Pennsylvania: Pittsburgh 
Avalanche 
1794 N. Highland Road 
(412) 833-7800 

Pennsylvania: Pittsburgh 
Wilderness Voyageurs Outfitters 
7703 Perry Hwy. 
(412) 364-1000 
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NORTH AMERICAN MOUNTAINEERING SHOPS 
South Dakota: Custer 
Yellow Hair Outfitters 
516 Mt. Rushmore Road 
(605) 673-2263 

Tennessee: Nashville 
The Packrat, Inc. 
4004 Hillsboro Road 
(615) 297-0569 

Utah: Lindon 
International Mountaineering 
290 North State Road 
(801) 785-4167 

Vermont: Burlington 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
100 Dorset St. 
(802) 864-0473 

Vermont: Stowe 
Stowe Mountain Sports 
Stowe Center, Mountain Road 
(802) 253-4233 

, Virginia: Fairfax 
Hudson Bay Outfitters Ltd. 
9683 Lee Highway 
(703) 591-2950 

Virginia: Vienna 
Geneva Spur Ltd. 
1109 Lakewood Drive 
(703) 281-3316 

Washington: Bellingham 
Base Camp, Inc. 
1308 E St. 
(206) 733-5461 

Washington: Bremerton 
Mt. Constance Mountain Shoppe 
3561 Wheaton Way 
(206) 377-0668 

Washington: Seattle 
The North Face 
4560 University Way NE 
(206) 633-4431 

Washington: Seattle 
REI Co-op 
1525 11th Avenue 
(206) 323-8333 

Washington: Spokane 
Selkirk Bergsport 
W. 30 International Way 
(509) 328-5020 

Washington: Tacoma 
Northwest Mountain Supply 
786 Commerce 
(206) 572-4857 

West Virginia: Mouth of Seneca 
The Gendarme 
Across from Seneca Rock 

Wisconsin: Madison 
Erehwon Mountain Supply 
401 State St. 
(608) 251-9059 

CANADA 

Canada: Alberta, Banff 
Monod Sports 
111 Banff Ave. 
(403) 762-4571 

Canada: Alberta, Calgary 
Mountain Equipment Co-op 
601 11th Ave. SW 
(403) 269-2420 

Canada: Alberta, Jasper 
Totem Men's Wear & Mountaineering 
410 Connaught Drive 
(604) 852-3078 

Canada: Vancouver, B.C. 
ABC Recreational Equipment 
555 Richards St. 
(604) 687-7885 

Canada: Vancouver, B.C. 
Mountain Equipment Co-op 
1820 Fir St. 
(604) 733-9197 

Canada: Ontario, Ottawa 
Blacks Camping International 
225 Strathcona Ave. 
(613) 235-1461 

Canada: Ontario, Toronto 
Black's Camping International 
16 Carlton St. 
(416) 597-0488 

Canada: Ontario, Toronto 
Margesson's Sports Ltd. 
17 Adelaide St. E. 
(416) 366-2741 

Canada: Willowdale, Ontario 
Wilderness Encounters 
5647 Yonge St. 
(416) 221-5155 

Canada: Quebec, Montreal 
Blacks Camping lnterna_tional 
3525 Queen Mary Road 
(514) 739-4451 

Canada: Quebec, Quebec City 
Blacks Camping International 
2600 Blvd. Laurier 
(418) 658-2885 

For listing information 
please write OFF BELAY 
15630 S. E. 124th St. 
Renton, WA 98055 

WANT TO COMPLETE YOUR SET 

C/01e Out S11/e 
MOUNTAIN BOOKS 

We're closing out our mountain book depart
ment. This special sale is limited to the quantit ies 
on hand, first come first served. 

California 
CLIMBER'S GUIDE TO THE HIGH SIERRA By 

Steve Roper $5.57 ($5.87) 1 remaining 
CLIMBER'S GUIDE TO YOSEM ITE VALLEY By 
Steve Roper $5.57 ($5.87) 3 remaining 

Canada 
THE UNKNOWN MOUNTAIN By Don Munday 
$4.87 ($5.13) 3 remaining 
ALPINE GUIDE TO SOUTHWESTERN B.C. By 
Dick Culbert $7 .1 8 ($7 .56) 2 remaining 

Colorado 
ROOF OF THE ROCKIES By William Bueler $6.67 
($7 .02) 4 remaining 

Washington 
CASCADE ALPINE GUIDE - COLUMBIA RIVER 

TO STEVENS PASS By Fred Becky $6.67 1$7.02) 
1 remaining 

On Technique 
FREEDOM OF THE HILLS 1974 Edition By The 
Mountaineers $8.37 ($8.81) 5 remaining 
SNOWSHOEING By Gene Prater $2.78 ($2.93) 
2 remaining 
BIG WALL CLIMBING By Doug Scott $8.75 ($9.21) 
1 remaining 
ROCK WISE By Pat Ament $6.67 ($7.02) 
1 1:emaining 
ROCK CLIMBING By Peter Livesey $6.87 ($7.23) 
2 remaining 

Add 59 cents postage per order. Washington State 
orders must include 5.39' sales tax noted in 
parenthesis. 
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Rating Climbs, Padded Hip Belts, Securing a Rappel 
Rock Glaciers, U.l.A.A. Belaying Report, Burns 
Frost Bite, Avalanches, Yeti, Sudden Survival 
Idaho Sawtooth Issue, German Equipment Tests 
Fitness, Rope Failure, Rope Life, Ben's Cookbook 
California Palisades Issue, Equipment Notes 
Sunlight & Ropes, Ascending Safety, Alpine Dangers 
Columbia Gorge Issue, Equipment Notes, Moss Campion 
Avalanche Search, Bonneville's Climb, Stove Lighter 
Chock Talk, Rope Litter, Conrad Kain, The Alps 
Pulmonary Edema, Berg Lake, Gearfreak Caper 
Grabens & Wild Horses, Mount Hayden, Nutrition 
Mount Baker, Joe Morovits, Mountain Sickness 
Cold Injury, Baffin Island, Bronx Plumber, Chock Talk 
McKinley Crisis, Prusik Safety, Russian Exchange 
Ski Mtnrg. Equipment, Yoga, Chock Talk, Ring Injuries 
Fremont's Climb, Chock Tests, Water Problems, Weather 
HAPE, Iodination , Duke of the Abruzzi, Gore-Tex ® 
Medical Round Table, Duke (cont.), Rescue Pulleys 
Pinnacles Nat'I Mon., Avalanche, Mountain Medicine 
Chief Mountain, Avalanches, Headlamps, Pamirs 
Gros Ventre, Abalakov Cams, Mountaineering BC 
Dogs, Red Snow, Climbing Tips, Shock, Equipment Notes 
"Friends," Altimeters, Shadow Self, Mount Hood, High Atlas 
Crevasse Self Rescue, Tetanus, Anchor Failure, Chock Talk 
Exped ition Planning, Frostbite, Mexican Maps, Nordic Norm 
Avalanche Paths, Canadian Rockies, Pyrenees, Vapor Barrier 
Nordic Ski Mountaineering, Women at the Gunks, Chock Talk 
Water lte, Examininri the Injured, Tetons, Maroon Bells 
Upper Fraser, Juneau lcefield, Chock Talk, Snake Talk 
Paul Petzoldt, Climbing Harnesses, Willi Unsoeld, Chock Talk 
Paul Petzholdt, New Belays, Mount Index, Cold Environment 
Holiday Cheers, Cold Injury, Nordic Boots, Chock Talk 

Issues # 19, #21, & #28 limited-subscribers only. Issues not listed are no longer available. 

All back issues must be prepaid, Compute cost as follows: 1 issue - cover price plus 25 cents postage 
and handling; 2-5 issues - cover price plus 50 cents; 6- 11 issues - cover price (postpaid); 12-17 
issues - co.,,er price less $7,00; 18- 23 issues - cover price less $2.00; 24 + issues - cover price less 
$3.00. Please allow one month forpostal service. 

Microfilm and microfiche editions, xerox copies of out of print issues and of single articles can be 
obtained from Xerox University Microfilms, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, 

~z~ 0 ,,,56!~~~! STREET. RENTON. WA 98065 
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All sports have their legends, heroes, and 
myths-products of their history. But what 
about modern American ice climbing? After 
all, the whole sport would seem to be such a 
recently evolved phenomenon with a singular
ly brief history. True, there were heroic as
cents in the Alps in the early part of this 
century and, on our own continent, Conrad 
Kain climbed Mount Robson back in 1913. 
Still it is probably fair to say that pioneers like 
Kain were more interested in getting up peaks 
and faces than in advancing the sport of ice 
climbing. Ice just happened to be the medium, 
climbing it the means to an end. There are a 
few exceptions, of course. Climbing the ice 
gullies of New Hampshire's Mount Washing
ton began in the 1920's, but most of today's 
popular routes were not climbed until much 
more recently. Watching the queue-up at 
popular Frankenstein Cliffs (New Hampshire), 
it is easy to forget that all of these routes were 
unclimbed in 1969, just ten years ago. 

The truth is that Chouinard's pioneering 
development of new tools did more than 
change the techniques of ice climbing. It revo
lutionized the nature of the sport, turning 
routes that were "desperate" or even unat
tempted only a decade ago into trade routes 
for intermediate mountaineers. American ice 
climbing now, in the late 1970's, is a com
pletely different animal than ice climbing was 
as late as the mid-1960's. 

Not the stuff of legends, really. After all, 
are oot legends a product of history? With ice 
climbing, as we now know it, so recently evol
ved, legends have barely had time to develop. 
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Scottish ice climbing: the traverse 
pitch on "Parallel Gully A," on Loch· 
nagar in the Cairngorms. 

SCOTTISH 

Perhaps not in America, but let's look 
elsewhere for our legends. During all those 
years when America's best were content to 
chop steps up the old routes, the Scots were 
making remarkable advances in the sport of 
ice climbing, in their own country, and with
out the new tools! 
'\ There was littie communication among 
America's climbing regions then, still less be
tween countries as distant as the United 
States and Scotland. But about the time 
Chouinard's new axe brought ice climbing to 
the masses, along came such books as Tom 
Patey' s One Man's Mountains. The legends of 
Scottish winter mountaineering had crossed 
the Atlantic. Proper nouns like Ben Nevis, 
Hamish Macinnes, Zero and Point Five Gul
lies, and Cairngorms began to pop up in con
versations in Mount Washington's Harvard 
Cabin or over foosball at International Moun
tain Equipment in North Conway, New Hamp
shire. Before long everyone was convinced 
that Scotland must be the place to climb ice. 

I too, of course, fell under this spell. Poss
essing a taste for overseas living from a hitch 
in the Peace Corps, I decided to move to 
Scotland to find out for myself what this 
Scottish winter mountaineering was all about. 
Altogether, I spent about seven months in 
Scotland-from Christmas, 1977, until June, 
1978, plus two weeks in March, 1979. 

I first went to Scotland with little idea of 
what the climbing would actually be like. I had 
read the colorful accounts of Patey, but, lack
ing any information to Ithe contrary, was com
pelled to believe that Scottish climbing must 

ICE 
By Doug Teschner 

be like New England water ice, but with longer 
approaches and no trees. Upon arrival in 
Scotland, I quickly learned that the winter 
climbing is very different from anything I had 
previously experienced. This article is an 
attempt to share basic information on Scot
land and Scottish climbing with interested 
American mountaineers. 

The Country and Its People 

Scotland is a small country, which, with 
England, Wales, and Northern Ireland, forms 
the United Kingdom. Prior to 1707, however, 
Scotland was an independent nation and even 
today there is underlying hostility toward the 
English. While England's treatment of Scot
land is no longer brutal, many Scots are un
happy with government control based in dis
tant London, out of touch with Scotland and 
its problems. But even though the discovery 
of North Sea oil has increased Scotland's 
economic power, the Scottish National Party 
is waning and recently there was insufficient 
Scottish electoral support for the creation of a 
semi-autonomous assembly. The Scots are an 
intensely loyal, hardy, hardworking people. 
Still, as a nation, they seem to lack the imag
ination for a dynamic approach to the national 
problems. Even sadder is the attitude of self
defeatism, a root cause of Scotland's failure 
to achieve goals of which it is capable. 

The population of Scotland is concentra
ted in cities in the south, and along the east 
coast. By far the largest city is industrial Glas
gow. Further to the east lies Edinburgh, Scot-
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land's beautiful capital , rich in history and 
tourist interest. 

The northern and western parts of Scot
land are mountainous and thinly populated. 
Small farms, known as crofts, are scattered 
about the rugged, predominately treeless 
landscape, where sheep are more plentiful 
than people. The coastline is sinuous and rug
ged with occasional small fishing villages. 
These also serve as access points to Scot
land's many islands, most of which are inhab
ited. For me, the most interesting part of 
Scotland was the west coast. The countryside 
is beautiful, yet bleak and desolate. Ancient 
castles of forgotten clan chiefs and the ever
present mist lend an air of mystery to this 
unique environment. 

To experience Scotland is to experience a 
history so much richer than our own, to ex
plore castles and cities, seacoast and moun
tains, whiskey distilleries and so much more. 
Only a fool would visit Scotland just to climb 
mountains. 

The Mountains 

For such a little country, Scotland has a 
lot of mountains. While the highest, Ben 
Nevis, is only 4406 feet above sea level, there 
are more than 270 peaks over 3000 feet in ele
vation. The "peak-bagging" phenomenon is 
not confined to the United States. Ascending 
all the "Munros" (the 3000 foot peaks, so 
named after Sir Hugh T. Munro, who first 
compiled the list) is a coveted goal among 
Scottish mountaineers. 

Many of these peaks rise right out of the 
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sea. Scotland is one of the few places in the 
world where peak elevation also represents 
the elevation gain required to ascend it! 

There is an almost limitless potential for 
hiking, better known in Scotland as "hill
walking," and extended overnights, especially 
in the Northwest where mountains span every 
horizon but the Atlantic. There is strong tra
dition in maintaining open access to the Scot
tish Highlands and few restrictions on day use 
and camping, except for certain heavily used 
areas, such as Glencoe, which are afforded 
special protection. There camping is limited to 
specific areas. Although not of concern to 
winter climbers, a second exception is the 
"stalking" season, which occurs in the late 
summer and autumn. Much of the Highlands 
is owned by large estates whose economic 
base is provided by allowing the wealthy to 
hunt deer. Mountaineers are generally wel
come on estate lands at all times but these. 

Good climbing can be had throughout 
the Highlands, but favorable winter conditions 
are found most consistently on mo9ntains 
where the climbing begins at 2500 feet or 
higher. On easily accessible, low lying crags, 
ice only forms under unusual periods of very 
cold weather. Scottish winter climbing is 
basically a mountain event, more akin to 
climbing at Mount Washington's Huntington 
Ravine or Maine's Mount Katahdin than at 
Frankenstein Cliffs or Cathedral Ledge, New 
Hampshire. 

Climbing generally takes place in glacially 
carved carries, also spelled coires, high on the 
mountains. There is considerable geological 

DOUG TESCHNER 

diversity in Scotland. While some mountains 
are quite spectacular in appearance (the Cuil
lin, the peaks of Glencoe, Liathach, in the 
Loch Torridon region of the Northwest, for 
example,) most appear rounded, even boring 
at first glance. But the Scottish hills are full of 
surprises. Some of the finest carries are found 
on the dullest looking hills, Ben Nevis for 
example, and Creag Meaghaidh. Even today 
new "discoveries" are being made. Scotland 
rewards those with a passion for exploration. 

The Climbing 

Scottish winter climbs fall into two basic 
categories-gullies and buttresses. Gullies are 
in many ways not unlike Huntington Ravine 
and Mount Washington, New Hampshire 
climbs, with pitches of ice interspersed with 
sections of snow. But many are considerably 
steeper than anything found in Huntington. 
Buttress climbs, on the other hand, are very 
unlike anything I have previously experienced. 

Scottish ice is a product of thawing and 
refreezing snow, thinner and softer than typi
cally thick, brittle New England water ice. 
New England water ice is confined to gullies 
and slabs with seepage water, but Scottish ice 
can form any place snow is deposited, includ
ing rock ridges and faces. Climbing New Eng
land rock in winter generally amounts to rock 
climbing after scraping away powder snow. 
But on Scottish ridges, (some of which are 
relatively low angle,) and faces, there are of
ten small pockets of climbable ice or at least 
consolidated snow. None the less, Scottish 

Continued. 
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All photo's by DOUG TESCHNER 
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To experience Scotland is to experience 
a history so much richer than our awn, ta 
explore castles and cities, seacoast and 
mountains. 
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buttress climbing is neither rock climbing nor 
ice climbing. It is something completely differ
ent, more than the sum of its parts. 

Even today, a climber experienced in the 
use of hob-nailed boots and a long ice axe 
could probably climb a buttress as efficiently 
as a climber in rigid crampons with the latest 
ice climbing tools. 

Actually, the distinction between gully 
and buttress climbing is somewhat artificial. 
Scottish winter mountaineering, a name I 
consider much more appropriate than "ice 
climbing," invariably involves combining rock 
and ice climbing techniques with brute 
strength, knees and elbows, grunts and 
groans, clinging to heather, wriggling under 
icy chockstones, and anything else that seems 
to work. While modern equipment has contri
buted to the ongoing advancement of Scot
tish winter mountaineering, it has understand
ably not had the revolutionary impact it did in 
New England where the climbing is generally 
pure ice. 

In Scotland, climb lengths are measured 
in distance climbed rather than elevation 
gained. While one thousand foot routes are 
fairly typical, they vary from 300 feet to Ben 
Nevis's magnificent half mile long Tower 
Ridge to the extreme case of the ten mile 
winter traverse of the Cuillin Ridge, Isle of 
Skye. Route length in itself, however, is not a 
meaningful measure of a climb's seriousness 
since the actual difficulties are often confined 
to short sections. This type of information can 
usually be obtained from guidebook descrip
tions. 

Huge cornices form at the top of many 
carries and sometimes pose serious obstacles 
to completing climbs. While usually skirtable, 
they occasionally must be chopped away or 
even tunnelled. 

Getting to the climbs poses its own prob
lems. While some approach walks are less 
than two miles, as the Northern Carries of the 
Cairngorms and most of the Glencoe corries, 
four to five miles is more typical as for Ben 
Nevis, Creag Meaghaidh, and Lochnagar. 
Many approaches are as long as eight to 
twelve miles, Coire Etchachan, the coires of 
Beinn a Bhuird, for example. Most popular 
areas have trail access even though the lack of 
trees allows you to roam unimpeded. Snow is 
usually confined to the upper reaches of the 
mountains and long slogs in deep snbw are 
the exception rather than the rule. Less for
tunately, however, the Scottish moors are wet 
underfoot. Some approach trails, Ben Nevis, 
in particular, are notorious for their boggy sec
tions. Unless the turf is frozen, great care is 
required to avoid wet feet. 

Getting down the mountains after the 
climbs poses another set of problems. While 
very few descents involve technical difficul
ties, many Scottish summits are featureless 
plateaus and whiteout conditions are fairly 
common. The cornices that top the cliffs may 
be impossible to distinguish from the sur
rounding landscape. Scottish winter moun
taineering requires a high level of expertise in 
navigational, map and compass skills. Getting 
"lost" is incredibly easy, it happened twice to 
me, and truly frightening. 
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Scottish gully climbing somewhat resembles Huntington's Ra
vine. Above is "Staghorn Gully," a Creag Meaghaidh grade Ill. 

Most climbing is done on day trips from 
the valley, since winter overnights in the High
lands are not very much fun . Lengthy ap
proaches and long routes, coupled with mid
winter day lengths an hour or more shorter 
than even those in New England (Ben Nevis, 
at 56°, is north of Mount Washington by 
twelve degrees latitude), make for serious, de
manding mountaineering. Fitness, willingness 
to make early starts, and above all, a keen 
attitude are essential elements of successful 
Scottish winter climbing. 

Grading and Ethics 

The Scots have developed their own sys
tem for grading winter climbs, thusly: 

"Grade I: Generally straight-forward, uni
form but sometimes steep slopes of snow or 
ice or exceptionally easy ridges. Even these 
climbs may involve serious cornice problems. 

"Grade II: Fairly difficult climbs involving 
short pitches and:or route-finding problems. 

"Grade Ill: Serious routes which should 
not be undertaken except by experienced 
parties. 

"Grade IV: Exacting climbs of sustained 
severity or climbs of the highest standard 
which are too short or lack the seriousness to 
merit Grade V. 

"Grade V: Formidable undertakings, 
often only feasible in exceptionally favorable 
conditions." 

While conditions are highly variable, 
much more so than in New England, my own 
experience is that these grades give a good 
indication of route difficulty and are consis
tently applied from one area to another. It is 
difficult to compare the New England Ice 
Rating System (which is also on a 1 to 5 
basis), with the Scottish gradings since the 
nature of the climbing is very different in each 
of the two places. Some comments might be 

useful, however. Having led New England ice 
routes of N.E.I. 3 + /4 difficulty, I found the ll's 
quite straight-forward, and the Ill's fairly ser
ious, but with technical sections that are short 
and not exceptionally difficult. A veteran of 
Huntington Ravine might feel very comfor
table on a grade Ill gully, but terrified on a 
grade Ill buttress, being unfamiliar with butt
ress climbing. Huntington Ravine's Damna
tion Gully (N.E.I. 3), which, in terms of length 
( 1200 feet) and the type of climbing (short, 
steep ice pitches interspersed with snow), is 
fairly typical of a Scottish Ill gully. While my 
experience with Scottish Grade IV's is con
fined to several climbs on the lower limit of 
difficulty, most information I obtained indi
cates that this grading is quite variable. Some 
IV's involve extremely difficult climbing, but 
are fairly short overall. Others have technical 
difficulties more comparable to Grade Ill's, 
but are too sustained and/ or serious to be 
placed in this lower category. Among the 
grade V climbs, there are some very steep 
pure ice routes, such as Zero and Point Five 
Gullies, and John Cunningham and Bill 
March's Chancer on Hell's Lum Crag, but 
most, especially the more modern routes, in
volve sustained mixed climbing, perhaps com
parable to climbs like Fafner on Cannon cliff, 
New Hampshire, or Ragnarok in Smuggler's 
Notch, Vermont. 

I consider Scottish winter mountaineer
ing to be relatively "pure" in the sense that 
there is no need for an artifical ly imposed set 
of " ethics." Basically, anything goes. The 
"style" of a climb is determined simply by the 
speed of ascent. This system has inherent 
beauty and simplicity since those within their 
range of difficulty climb fast, while those 
bogged down by difficulties in excess of their 
abilities invariably climb slowly. The system 

Continued. 
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Scottish winter climbing ls seldom pure Ice and the 
crux moves ore often mixed. Left - The first pitch 
of "Creampuff Direct" on Meall Gorm. Center -
On Anoach Dubh , Glencoe. 

Scottish buttress climbing has no close parallels in 
the U.S. At right is a typical pitch, the first on the 
"Central Crack," Coire Lochan , in the Cairngorms. 

breaks down somewhat because of the vari
ability of conditions, but guidebook writers 
generally take this into account by providing a 
range of reasonable times for any given route. 

Weather and Climbing Conditions 

It is said that no point in Scotland is more 
than forty miles from the sea. This, and the 
prevailing winds which come across thi::: At
lantic from the west, make Scotland's climate 
so mild and wet. Although winter tempera
tures rarely reach 0° F., even on the highest 
peaks, I must admit that the winter I spent in 
Scotland seemed like the coldest of my life! 
The dampness is oppressive and the energy 
conscious Scots forego central heating to 
huddle over electric heaters which are only 
turned on when rooms are in use. Sparkling 
clear days are truly exceptional, bad weather 
or at least overcast skies the rule. While snow 
occasionally falls at sea level, it is generally 
confined to the upper elevations of the moun
tains. Even so, rain is not at all uncommon, 
even high on the peaks, in mid-winter. Be
cause of the lack of trees, you are contin
uously exposed to the winds. The hypother
mia potential is enormous! 

Still, it is this awful weather that pro
duces proper climbing conditions. The eleva
tion at which freezing is taking place is an 
important factor. Climbing is best when the 
"freezing level" is low, provided that snow 
has previously fallen and undergone thaw, but 
downright dangerQUS when it is higher than 
upper mountain elevations. Avalanches occur 
regularly under such thaw conditions, as well 
as during and up to twenty-four hours follow
ing major storms. There is also considerable 
avalanche risk during extended subfreezing 
periods following major snowstorms, as oc-
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curred in the Cairngorms during the past two 
seasons, since the snow may fail to consoli
date or wind slab may form. If in doubt, re
treat or choose a safer climb, say a buttress 
instead of a gully. There have been many ava
lanche fatalities in Scotland, primarily a result 
of failure to use good judgement and/ or lack 
of experience in evaluating conditions. 

Even when there is little avalanche risk, 
climbing can still be impossible. The weather 
may be too unbearable or the snow insuffi
cient in quantity or just not "right." Scottish 
climbers are patient, accepting there are many 
times when you just cannot climb. At the 
same time, they are eternally optimistic, ever 
appraising available information, trying to 
determine where the climbing will be reason
able. Predicting conditions is an art, an inte
gral part of the Scottish climbing experience. 
Climbers keep close tabs on the weather and 
known climbing conditions, but all know that 
Scotland's weather is very unpredictable and 
conditions can change dramatically in as little 
as a few hours. You often cannot be confi
dent of conditions even when at the base of 
the mountain. The only way to be sure is to 
walk to the corrie and have a look. 

Although this aspect of Scottish winter 
climbing is frustrating, it has its occasional re
wards. As an example, I recall one of my most 
memorable Highland experiences, an ascent 
of Creag Meaghaidh's Staghorn Gully Direct. 
Despite warm weather and a bad forecast, we 
slogged the four miles into the corrie, under
going a deluge of rain en route. Such short, 
but sometimes fierce, rain and snow squalls 
are a common occurrence, even on "good 
days. We found good ice and a descending 
freezing level and enjoyed an excellent climb. 
There is little more satisfying than success 

All photo's by DOUG TESCHNER 

that comes from perseverance in face of signs 
pointing to failure. 

Getting the most from Scottish winter 
mountaineering requires the experience and 
ability to predict where the climbing will be 
best, committment to getting there, and pro
per evaluation of conditions upon arrival in the 
corrie. While we normally picked out the route 
we wanted to do in advance, we often selec
ted another upon assessing conditions in the 
corrie. Even so, the sad fact of the matter is 
that conditions are rarely good. The ice is 
often thin or honey-combed, the snow uncon
solidated or mushy. The weather always ver
ges on the atrocious. A mark of successful 
Scottish winter mountaineers is their ability to 
distinguish technical challenge and/or reason
able levels of discomfort from poor and/or 
dangerous conditions. 

Still , willingness to accept a high level of 
risk is an elemental part of Scottish winter 
mountaineering . This, perhaps, accounts for 
the great successes by Scotland's climbers in 
the world's greater ranges. Is it also a factor in 
the high death rate among Scotland's best 
climbers? Tom Patey, Ian Clough, Bugs Mc
Keith, _Jim McCartney, Robin Smith, Dougal 
Haston-gone, but not forgotten. 

Equipment 

The equipment used in Scottish winter 
climbing is basically the same used on a day 
length winter climb in the United States. 
While OFF BELAY readers do not need a pri
mer on climbing equip;nent, a few comments 
specific to Scottish climbing may prove valu
able. 

While I am not about to enter in the de
bate between travelling light and fast versus 
heavy and slow, it is worth emphasizing that 
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these are mountain routes where · forced bi
vouacs are always a possibility. First aid and 
emergency gear are standard equipment for 
most Scottish climbers. Most carry at least 
one bivouac sack in a party of two. Cheap 
"poly bags," similar to tube tents, but sewn 
shut at one end, are easily obtained in any of 
Scotland's numerous climbing shops. 

Most climbers use single boots with long 
gaiters. It is really not cold enough to warrant 
the use of double boots. Supergators are not 
necessary either, although they do help keep 
the water out, especially if you have old boots. 

Down clothing is not well suited to Scot
land. Besides the lack of extreme cold, there is 
the ever-present possibility of rain. If you have 
ever seen a soggy down parka you know what 
I mean. Wool is good, of course, and synthe
tics, especially pile clothing, are very popular. 
Overheating on the approach is a real problem 
for which I have no satisfactory solution. I 
quickly eliminated long johns, however, my 
thick wool knickers alone more than sufficed. 
Waterproof outer garments, including rain 
pants, are essential. If Gortex really works, I 
have no first hand experience, this is where it 
may prove most valuable. 

Snowshoes are unknown in Scotland. 
While a few Cairngorm climbers took to using 
cross country skis for approaches following 
last winter's heavy snowfalls, they are not 
usually much of an assistance. If the snow is 
deep and soft enough to require their use, the 
climbing is invariably poor. 

Crampons have totally supplanted hob
nailed boots among Scottish climbers. 

Like Americans, Scottish climbers carry 
two climbing tools, usually an axe and a ham
mer. Terrordactyls are popular, since they can 
be placed in small pockets of ice that would 
be obliterated by the swing of a curved tool. 
Highly specialized ice climbing tools, such as 
the Hummingbird, would probably be of limi
ted utility except on the hardest pure ice 
routes. 

Many Scots climb with two nine milli
meter ropes. Having two ropes greatly facili-

tates multiple rappels in the event retreat be
comes necessary. 

Except on hard pure ice routes, two ice 
screws or wart hogs are all that need be car
ried. Rarely is the ice thick enough or of suffi
cient quality for many good placements. 
Much more commonly used is rock protec
tion. A selection of six pitons, Lost Arrows, 
knife blades, and small angles, and six mid
sized nuts should suffice. Fairly often it is 
impossible to find a suitable rock or ice anchor 
and a deadman (snow fluke) must be used. 
One or two of these are a standard part of the 
Scottish climber's hardware. Slings are useful 
for runners and threading natural chock
stones. One or two large slings are especially 
useful for placing 0V\!r blocks. 

Despite the variety of hardware normally 
carried, points of protection and belay an
chors invariably are difficult to find and leave a 
lot to be desired. This is a reality of Scottish 
winter mountaineering that you learn to ac
cept. 

Where To Climb 

Although there are innumerable carries 
with potentially good winter climbing, condi
tions are most reliable at the highest eleva
tions. Here's a brief outline of the most popu
lar areas; all contain a variety of routes of 
varying difficulty. 

Ben Nevis: Few mountains anywhere of
fer the scope and variety of winter mountain
eering opportunities as does "the Ben." Being 
the highest mountain in Scotland, conditions 
are fairly reliable, but Nevis is located on the 
west coast where the weather is worst. The 
best routes are long and serious. Tower Ridge 
(grade Ill) is one of the first "real" Scottish 
winter climbs. It was first climbed in 1894 by 
Norman Collie. Observatory Ridge (Ill/IV) and 
the Northeast Buttress (Ill / IV) subdivide the 
corrie and augment its complexity. On Nevis 
lie Scotland's most famous ice gullies, (Zero 
and Point Five and the impressive 1500 foot 
Orion Face Direct, all V's) . There are many 
other quality climbs, including some that are 

Ben Nevis is Scotland's highest mountain and birthplace of Scottish 
iceclimbing. Tower Ridge [left] was one of the first winter climbs. 
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Featureless summits and white 
out conditions frequently compli
cate descents, as above on the 
Cairngorm plateau. 

relatively short and easy, such as Bob Run (II). 
Glencoe: Glencoe's air of lonely desola

tion is accentuated by typical west coast over
cast and mist. Mountains rise abruptly on 
both sides of the road through the valley. 
There are many tine climbs and the approach
es are short. But unfortunately, many of the 
climbing areas are at relatively low elevations 
and only occasionally come into condition. A 
good example, the peak of Buachaille Etive 
Mor, famous for some of the finest rock 
climbs in Britain, has a pair of classic winter 
routes, Crowberry Gully (Ill / IV) and Raven's 
Gully (V), but they are not often found in good 
"nick." Fortunately, Glencoe does have sever
al high areas with fairly reliable conditions, 
among them Stob Coire nam Beith. Scot
land's best pre-war climbers, Bill Murray and 
W .M. MacKenzie, put up this corrie's classic, 
the Deep-Cut Chimney (Ill / IV) back in 1939). 
Stob Coire nan Lochan with Twisting Gully 
(11/111) and Bidean nam Bian with the Gash 
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Glencoe's Buchallle Etive Mor (right) has a pair of win• 
ter classics, among them "Crowberry Gully" (above). 
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Left-The view down a typical 
Glencoe Valley, with peaks ris
ing abruptly from near sea level. 

Above-Approaching the west 
face of Anoch Dubh, Glencoe. 

DOUG TESCHNER 

Stob Coirre nam Beith (far left) is one of the 
higher Glencoe areas. "Deep Cut Gully," 
the prominent slash near its base, is this 
corrie's classic (center, below). 

GEORGE ALLAN 
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(Ill/IV) are two others. Across the valley lies 
the Anoch Eagach (1/11), a classic ridge tra

verse. 
Glencoe is the home of that legendary 

climber, the inventor of the Terrordactyl, and 
mountain rescue authority, Hamish Macinnes. 
It is an excellent climbing base. Besides its 
own wealth of good climbs, Ben Nevis is a 
scant hour's drive away. The pub at the Cla
chaig Hotel is perhaps Scotland's only "de 
facto climber's pub" and serves as a good 
place to seek information, engage a climbing 
partner, and observe or participate in typically 
Scottish climbing discourse and oneupsman
ship . Climbers new to Scotland would prob
ably do best to head for Glencoe. 

Creag Meaghaidh: This important winter 
crag is inland near Loch Laggan, about half
way between Ben Nevis and the easterly 
Cairngorms. There are a number of fine, long 
climbs, up to 1500 feet, especially on the cen
tral Post Face. Its greatest classic, however, is 
Smith's Gully (V) on adjacent Pinnacle Butt
ress. Also on Meaghaidh lies the Crab Crawl, a 
girdle traverse first done by Tom Patey in bold 
solo style. 

The Cairngorms: These large mountains 
in Eastern Scotland were formed by the dis
section of a massive granite plateau. The sum
mits are especially featureless and good navi
gational skills are an absolute must. There is 
less precipitation than in the west coast, and 
temperatures are generally colder. Cairngorm 
blizzards are noted for their severity and 
weather conditions are often similar to that on 
Mount Washington, cold wind and drifting 
powder snow. The climbs tend to be shorter 
than in other areas. Many of the carries are 
among the most remote in the British Isles. 

Among the best Cairngorm climbing 
areas are the two Northern Carries, Caire 
Lochan and Caire an't Sneachda, popular be
cause of easy access provided by the nearby 
Cairngorm ski development road. While the 
climbs are short, some are excellent, among 
them the Vent (11 / 111) and the Central Crack 
Route (111). 

It is my greatest regret that I have not 
climbed in the superb Loch Avon area. Tuck
ed away on the north side of Cairngorm peak, 
this beautiful lake is surrounded by the cliffs 
of Cairn Etchachan, Shelterstone Crag (so 
named for the nearby large rock which serves 
as a shelter), Hell's Lum Crag, and Stag 
Rocks. The approach is arduous and involves 
climbing over Cairngorm peak and descend
ing the opposite side, although the initial as
cent can be eliminated by taking the Cairn
gorm chairlift. Hell's Lum Chimney (11 / 111), 
Raeburn's Buttress (111), and Route Major (IV) 
are among the finest of its many quality 
routes. 

Lochnagar, the name refers to a lake en
circled by cliffs, is a very beautiful, one thou
sand foot crag, second only to Ben Nevis in its 
wealth of fine winter routes. It lies in the 
southeast Cairngorms, above the villages of 
Ballater and Braemar, and has a fairly reason
able approach, only 4 ½ miles. Raeburn's 
Gully (II), Parallel Gully A (11 / 111), Polyphemus 
Gully (IV), and Eagle Ridge Direct (V) are 
among the finest routes. 

There are numerous other fine climbing 
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A dissected granite plateau, the Cairngorms, 
as seen from the summit of Cairnwell. 

areas in the Cairngorms: Caire Etchachan, not 
to be confused with Cairn Etchachan, the 
carries of Braeriach and Cairntoul, the Dubh 
Loch, Caire Sputan Dearg, and the carries of 
Beinn a Bhuird. Although they offer much fine 
climbing, approaches of six to twelve miles 
reduce their popularity. 

While there are many other Scottish 
crags, most are relatively low in altitude and 
climbers seeking them out would have to be 
fairly lucky to find reasonable conditions. The 
Cuillins on the west coast of the Isle of Skye, 
perhaps the finest mountains in all of Britain , 
have been traversed in winter, but good con
ditions are extremely rare. Undoubtedly, the 
greatest potential for new winter routes is the 
Northwest, still largely untouched because of 
its relative distance from the population cen
ters. Liathach near Loch Torridon , Sgorr 
Ruadh in the Achnashellach area, and Beinn 
Lair, north of Loch Maree, are among the 
mountains worth further exploration . 

When To Climb 

Unlike in New England, climbs are consi
dered "winter ascents" if they are done under 
conditions of snow and ice, regardless of ca
lendar date. While winter conditions may be 
present from November to May, they are most 
likely to be good between January and the 
first week of April. March is a good time to 
climb in Scotland. The days are longer and the 
weather tends to be more stable than earlier in 
the winter. 

Climbers visiting Scotland should be ad
vised that conditions can be bad for weeks at 

Colrre Etchachan in the Calrn
gorms is one of the more remote 
oreas. Bothies like the Hutchison 
Hut provide welcome refuge, but 
are damp and cold. 

a time. Those chancing a two week visit may 
even go home without having done a single 
climb. While it is likely you would get in some 
climbing, don't expect to bag a slew of clas
sics in such a limited period of time. 

Accommodation 

Outdoor overnights in the Highlands can 
be very uncomfortable. This is particularly 
true of tenting. For example, one cold Friday 
night in January we pitched a tent on frozen 
ground in Glencoe. A thaw set in on Saturday 
afternoon and we found ourselves sitting in a 
soggy mess. Pouring rain that night comple
ted the picture. 

One alternative to tenting are bothies, pri
mitive huts scattered about in remote areas of 
the Highlands. Invariably, however, climbers 
are wet, if not soaked, after a day in the Scot-
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tish mountains and it is very difficult to dry 
boots and clothing in a bothy. Even so, these 
are the best alternative for visiting some of the 
remote corries. 

A convenient base on Ben Nevis is the 
luxurious Scottish Mountaineering Club lo
cated at the base of the climbs. Unfortunately 
it is very popular and spots must be reserved 
months in advance. 

Good valley accommodation can be had 
in the Scottish Youth Hostels found through
out the Scottish Highlands. These are clean, 
fairly inexpensive (about $2.50 per night), and 
have cooking and drying facilities. Despite the 
name, persons of all ages can use the hostels. 
Unfortunately, hostelling is not conducive to 
"alpine starts," since residents are compelled 
to remain in bed until 7 a.m. and must perform 
some sort of morning task. Fortunately, how-

ever, many hostel wardens, especially those at 
popular climbing hostels like Glen Nevis and 
Glencoe, are sensitive to the needs of climbers 
and willing to bend the rules a bit. Another 
disadvantage is that most hostels close at 10 
p.m., an hour before the pubs close. While 
pub visits are an integral part of the Scottish 
climbing scene, it is undoubtedly true that 
most climbers are better off getting to bed at 
ten . 

Hostel users and other climbers as well 
are encouraged to leave descriptions of climb
ing plans in the event rescue is required. Un
fortunately, mountain rescue is somewhat 
controversial in Britain . Rescuers are volun
teers and there is a certain status and self
righteousness associated with many Moun
tain Rescue personnel. Many teams tend to 
overreact, even to the point of looking for 

Storm's a brewing in the Cairngorms. This high , exposed 
plc:;teau is noted for the severity of its winter weather . 
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Lochnagar in the southeastern Cairn
gorms (left) . One of its fine routes is 
"Parallel Gully A" (above) . 

people on the sole basis of having found an 
overnight parked car. While I do not want to 
detract from the many fine efforts by Moun
tain Rescue, I generally did not leave word 
where I was going because I did not want to 
be subject to this type of overzealous behav
ior. 

Transportation 

The train system in Britain, while far su
perior to anything available here, is fairly ex
pensive and does not penetrate much of the 
Highlands. Buses leave a lot to be desired. 
Fortunately, hitchhiking is fairly easy. Scot
land is a small country and the various climb
ing areas are not all that far apart. But High
land topography is complex and road links 
between various places are sometimes very 
indirect. 

A ll things considered, there is no ques
tion that having your own vehicle is best. A 
car insures maximum mobility and enables 
you to roam the country quickly and freely, 
seeking out the best conditions. 

Meeting Climbers 

The climbing scene in Brita in is very dif
ferent from the States. Most climbers are 
associated with informal clubs and have regu
lar climbing partners. Seldom do they "pick 
up" partners in the mountains; most arrange
ments are made in advance in the cities. Find
ing partners was a very frustrating element of 
my first month in Scotland and an American 
climber might do best to bring a partner along, 
especially if on a short visit. 

On the other hand, finding a Scot for a 
partner pays off in exposure to a wealth of 
knowledge about t he country and its cl imb
ing. Many clubs may be somewhat leery of 
outsiders, but their meetings are still the best 
place to meet climbers. Invariably these meet
ings are informal pub drinking sessions, so it is 
hard to feel out of place. 

Some of Scotland's many clubs, like 
Aberdeen's Etchachan Club, which meets 
Wednesday evenings in the "Blue Lamp," are 
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strictly for climbers, while most, like Edin
burgh's Jacobites, meeting Thursdays in the 
"Covenanter" on High Street, are hillwalking 
groups that include a few climbers among the 
members. Climbers visiting Edinburgh would 
probably do best to seek out the university's 
climbing club. If all else fails, head for the 
Clachaig in Glencoe. There is always a good 
chance of finding a partner in Scotland's 
number one climber's pub. 

Maps and Books 

The maps produced by Great Britain's 
Ordinance Survey are far superior to those 
generally available in the United States, but 
also quite expensive, between two and four 
dollars per sheet. They can be purchased in 
most book stores and even in some small 
Highland grocery stores. 

There are several types of maps. Climbers 
on a tight budget might select the "Tourist 
Maps" for areas such as the Cairngorms. 
They are drawn on a scale of one inch to the 
mile and are specifically designed to include 
features of interest to mountaineers. The 
newer "metric maps" (scale 1 :50,000, approx
imately 1 ¼ inches to the mile) are superior in 
quality, important in whiteout navigation, but 
laid out on a national grid system, with mini
mal overlap and without consideration to the 
specific needs of the mountain traveler. For 
example, it would take several metric maps to 
cover the Cairngorm area included in the 
single "tourist map." Some areas such as the 
Cuillin, Loch Torridon, and High Tops of the 
Cairngorms, are also shown on special sheets 
of scale 1 :25,000, showing great detail, but are 
considerably more expensive. 

I also suggest the Scottish Touring 
Board's Scottish Touring Map, available in 
most book stores and tourist offices. Virtually 
every road in Scotland plus many mountains 
and streams are shown. While of little value 
on the hill, this map is excellent for touring the 
country and generally getting oriented. 

There are two authors I strongly recom
mend who excel in developing the flavor of 
the climbing. The first of these is Tom Patey 
whose book, One Man's Mountains is well 
known in American climbing circles. Much 
less well known is William H. Murray, author 
of Mountaineering in Scotland and Undiscov
ered Scotland. Murray, the finest mountain 
writer I have had the pleasure to read, has an 
amazing knack for conveying his love of the 
Scottish hills in concise, vivid prose. Both of 
his books, accounts of pre-World War II ex
ploits, had been out of print, but fortunately a 
new edition incorporating both works in a sin
gle volume was recently released in Britain. I 
sincerely hope some copies of this delightful 
work cross the Atlantic. 

There are many climbing guidebooks. 
The most complete are the Scottish Moun
taineering Club books, but unfortunately, 
something like fifteen volumes are needed to 
include all the majGr Scottish climbing areas. 
Fortunately, some condensed guidebooks are 
also available. Two small , inexpensive, but 
very useful works are the Guide to Winter 
Climbs-Ben Nevis and Glencoe by Ian 
Clough with Hamish Macinnes, and John 
Cunningham's Winter Climbs-Cairngorms, 
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Creag Meaghaidh, Lochnagar. You could get 
by with these books alone. 

Hamish Macinnes has also authored the 
two volume Scottish Climbs-A Mountain
eer's Pictorial Guide to Climbing in Scotland, 
which includes rock as well as winter climbs. 
It contains many aesthetically attractive pho
tographs which are helpful in finding routes. 
Unfortunately, these volumes have been sub
ject to considerable valid criticism. Macinnes 
stresses Glencoe climbing to excess, while 
failing to include some of Scotland's finest 
climbing areas. Even more important, Mac
Innes incorporates grading systems for both 
rock and winter climbs that are not in practice 
in Britain; and the gradings themselves are in
consistent. The books are confusing and it 
takes considerable practice to feel comfor
table using them. Still, as an alternative to the 
S.M.C. series, the two volumes are worth 
owning but they are best used in conjunction 
with other sources, such as the two smaller 
works mentioned. 

Climbers interesed in the most recent 
routes should consult the Scottish Mountain
eering Club Journal, published annually in 
May. 

Some climbers may wish to purchase 
W.A. Poucher's The Scottish Peaks. Al
though not a climbing guide, this book des
cribes walking routes up many of the Scottish 
mountains , and includes many fine photo-

graphs. While some of Poucher's advice is 
peculiar (wear red socks so you can be spot
ted in the event of rescue) and his writing 
style a bit overdone, this book is useful for 
getting yourself oriented. 

Lastly, you will probably. wish to pur
chase one of the many inexpensive tourist 
guides. I enjoyed using the Scottish Tourist 
Board's 600 Thing$ to See in Scotland. And, 
reading one of the many histories of Scotland 
greatly increases your appreciation of the 
country. 

Summer Climbing 

It would be an injustice to fail to mention 
Scotland's innumerable summer rock climb
ing possibilities. Unlike the eastern United 
States, there are many mountain scrambles 
and easy climbs in Scotland and the line be
tween climbing and hillwalking is at times de
lightfully subtle. 

Virtually all the major winter crags offer a 
selection of good rock climbing routes as well. 
In addition, there are many areas too low for 
good winter climbing that offer superb rock 
climbing. The Cuillin on the Isle of Skye is the 
most obvious example, but there are many 
others. In Scotland there are many, many fine 
mountain cliffs, five hundred feet or higher. It 
is one of Scotland's charms that, despite such 
a long history of mountaineering, there is still 
much room for exploration. 
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All photo's by DOUG TESCHNER 

On the summit of Buchallle Etlve Mor. 

As in winter, weather is a continual prob
lem, although it tends to be stable in May, just 
before the infamous midges take over the 
Highland~. Rock climbing is primarily a moun
tain event, but there are exceptions. Favorites 
of mine are the beautiful granite sea cliffs 
along the Aberdeen coast. The birds, surf, and 
shortness of the climbs (50 to 200 feet) create 
a mellow environment, a pleasant contrast to 
the seriousness of the winter routes. 

Conclusion 

Scotland in winter is a hard place to love. 
But every now and then it gives you a special 
feeling. Topping out on the plateau of Loch
nagar and seeing a "bracken spectre," your 

Brocken Spectre. 
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own shadow in the mist, or starting up a 
steep, unprotected ice bulge on the Northeast 
Buttress of Ben Nevis, or standing in sunshine 
atop Buachaille Etive Mor, gazing out at the 
peaks of Glencoe and the Mamores, or lead
ing a delicate Northern Corrie chimney, one 
crampon on rock, one on ice ... 

Scotland invariably rewards those willing 
to put up with short days, long approaches, 
atrocious weather, poor protection, and inti
midating climbs. After all, these are the things 
that make mountaineering interesting and 
give it character. While there are many moun
tains in this world, few offer as much as these 
fine old Scottish hills. -Doug Teschner 

New Harbor, Maine 

I am greatly indebted to George Allan, my 
regular climbing partner in Scotland, for 
teaching me so much about his beloved native 
hills. Also, much useful information was ex
tracted from Yvon Chouinard's delightful 
book Climbing Ice. 

Some advance warning for individuals 
considering residing in Scotland, immigrating 
to Great Britain is not a simple matter. Tech
nically speaking, working in Britain requires 
advance arrangements with an employer, who 
must obtain a "work permit" by convincing 
the government that no British citizen could 
do the job. Generally, immigration officials do 
give three month tourist visas upon arrival, 
provided you have plenty of money, a return 
ticket, or resident friends willing to cover your 
expenses. These visas can be extended once 
by applying to the government in the country. 
It may be possible to enter the country on a 
tourist visa and subsequently find work, since 
employers are unlikely to be concerned about 
immigration status. Be forewarned, however, 
that immigration officials are tough characters 
who will search luggage, even read mail, for 
evidence they are not being told the whole 
story. If you are caught working in Britain 
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without a permit, you could face a term of six 
months imprisonment. I can attest to some of 
these difficulties from my nearly disastrous 
arrival in Britain in 1977, at which time I was 
told I was being sent back to the States on the 
next plane out. Now that is another story, but 
let it be said that resourceful individuals can 
find their way around any bureaucracy. 

While the terms United Kingdom and 
Great Britain are often used interchangeably, 
the latter does not include Northern Ireland. 
Also, it is worth pointing out I have limited this 
article to Scotland. Climbing areas in England, 
such as the Lake District and Wales are not 
included. Climbing "south of the border" is 
very different. For one thing, winter is rela
tively mild and ice climbing possibilities are 
very limited. And, by the way, the easiest way 
to get a Scot mad is to call him English! 

For up to date weather conditions in 
Scotland, a good source is the Royal Air Force 
Meteorological Office at lnverkeithing, tele
phone 038-34-12566, which accepts calls 
twenty-four hours per day and gives person
alized weather information for all parts of the 
country. 

For climbing conditions, here are a few 
good sources: for Ben Nevis-the Nevisport 
climbing shop in Fort William (telephone 
0397-3245); for Glencoe-the Clachaig Inn 
(085-52-252), for the Cairngorms-Glenmore 
Lodge, the national school of mountaineering, 
skiing, and other outdoor sports (047-986-
256). 

Climbing shops can also be found in 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Inverness 
and Aviemore. They tend to be small but well
equipped with most anything you could buy in 
an American store. Employees are usually 
most helpful and willing to supply informa
tion. 

Skiing facilities in Scotland are compar
able to most major New England ski areas. 
Cairngorm is by far the largest and most de
veloped, but the sn__ow and weather are fickle 
and the approach road is sometimes closed by 
drifting snow. The nearby resort town of Avie
more has many amenities but is very atypical 
of Scottish villages, an example of what I call 
the "Americanization" of Scotland. 
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TEACHING 

IN THE 

COLD 
ARNOR LARSON 

PART Ill: TECHNIQUES FOR A COLD ENVIRONMENT 

In Part I, we explored the fundamentals 
of heat loss and the physiological response of 
the human body to cold. In Part II, we went on 
to summarize the many types of cold injury, 
their treatment, and their prevention. This 
knowledge is of course the minimum any out
door instructor should possess before accept
ing the responsibility of caring for people in an 
extreme, cold environment. 

Applying this knowledge, however, may 
not always be a simple matter. The instruc
tor's primary goal is to fulfill the objectives of 
the course he is teaching. At the same time he 
must avoid cold injury to himself and prevent 
it in his students. The students, however, will 
be focusing in on creature comforts, in this 
case staying warm, and tend to disregard 
everything else . In this type of situation, the 
learning rate may approach an all time low. 

This final section emphasizes methods 
the instructor can use to accomplish these 
conflicting objectives. They are, so to speak, 
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"tricks of the trade," a variety of hints and 
suggestions covering a myriad of situations, 
all drawn from personal experience. They are 
presented in random order, as they came to 
mind. Others may wish to add to the list, or 
may have experienced different results. I hope 
you will share your experiences. 

Here are some thoughts, in random 
order. 

Major Considerations When 
in a Cold Environment 

1. Alleviate fear of the cold - talk about how 
to deal with it, suspect it in everyone until 
proven otherwise. 
2. Dehydration - should be avoided since it 
inhibits both the body's functions and its abil
ity to keep warm. 
3. Awareness - make your students aware of 
what their body (feet, hands, head, etc.) looks 
and feels like when they are healthy so they 
may be able to notice when they are not. 

BY ALAN EWERT 

4. Communication - should be an important 
part of your student rapport . Students should 
feel like they can and should tell you when 
abnormally cold or ill. 
5. Teach by Example - rather than words. 
Students often emulate you and if you show 
correct cold weather field techniques - so 
will they. 
6. Assume Nothing - as to what your stu
dents know or can do without first doing 
some checking and observation. 

Techniques for Helping Students Stay Warm 
While in the Cold 

The following list is by no means a com
plete summary of techniques you as the out
door instructor can use. Doubtlessly, you 
have others of your own, which work equally 
w ell or better. The following are simply ideas 
you may want to include in your cold weather 
"bag of tricks." Assuming the outdoor in
structor already possesses basic cold weather 
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Teaching in the Cold - Continued 
skills, teaching methods, and common sense 
in the outdoors, here are some suggestions. 
1. Use a hat to regulate body heat, particularly 
the back of the head and neck. A cold brain is 
a numb brain; only dumbrains get numbrains. 
2. A scarf or earband can be a valuable and 
adaptable piece of clothing. 
3. There are no "little jobs" at temperatures 
less than -30 degrees F. 
4. Moderate amounts of alcohol neither signi
ficantly increases total body heat loss nor de
creases heat production and may actually en
hance an individual's tolerance of cold injuries 
through vasodialation. 1 Overindulgence can 
lead to poor judgement and interference with 
the shiver reflex. 
5. Hot drinks usually add a very small amount 
of heat to the body mass, however, hot drinks 
produce an immediate peripheral vasodiala
tion which can have a positive effect. 2 

6. Smoking acts as a vasoconstrictor and de
creases the circulation to the fingers and toes 
and increases the possibility of cold injury.3 

7. Insulated cups are preferred over metal 
containers in cold weather for retaining food 
warmth. 
8. Lack of body movement predisposes cold 
weather injury through a decrease in peri
phery circulation. 
9. Lack of body movement decreases body 
heat loss in cold water immersion.4 

10. To prevent their faces from freezing, arctic 
explorers often "made faces" to stimulate cir
culation.5 
11. When using clothing follow the letters: C 
- keep your clothes CLEAN, 0 - avoid 
OVERHEATING (sweating), L - wear your 
clothes LOOSE and LAYERED, D - keep 
your clothing DRY. 
12. A light dacron vest that covers the thorax, 
kidneys, and upper belly conserves large 
amounts of body heat. 6 

13. Pull thumbs into palms, and arms out of 
sleeves and inside parka if they become ex
tremely cold. 
14. Blacks are more susceptible to cold in
juries than caucasians. 7 

15. Hypoxia from high altitudes causes an in
crease in blood flow to the surface with an 
increase in body heat loss.8 

16. An overboot or wool sock over your ski 
boots reduces heat loss through the foot. 
17. Have students assume responsibility for 
both themselves and others to prevent cold 
injuries. Place responsibility upon the students 
as well as yourself. 
18. In inclement weather have your students 
form a half circle with their backs to the wind. 
When giving a talk, be sure it is concise, un
derstandable and to the point. 
19. An overnighter before the actual field trip 
often prepares students for dealing with the 
cold in a realistic and effective manner. 
20. If using tarps, place them end to end thus 
creating one large shelter, ("circus tent") this 
will enable the instructor to monitor the group 
as a whole. 
21. If feet are cold after the shelter has been 
erected, one way to warm them is to have 
students dry their feet, change to dry socks, 
and sit in a circle with their feet to the center. 
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Cover their feet with a sleeping bag and have 
them wiggle their toes. Hence the instructor 
can talk to the group while the students warm 
their feet (Snakeballing). 
22. Zipping sleeping bags together can allow 
the students to pass a cold night safely. 
23. Leakproof water bottles filled with warm 
water can pre-warm cold sleeping bags be
sides providing unfrozen water in the morn
ing. 
24. If overheating is a problem, besides re
moving the hat, mittens, etc., unzipping pants 
fly or pulling pants above knees can effective
ly eliminate surplus heat.9 

25. Consider the following chart when in a 
cold stress environment: ,o 

Factors Which Affect Cold Stress 

Increase Stress 

Wind 
Wetting 
Exhaustion 
Injury 
Drugs 
Hypoxia 

Decrease Stress 

Insulation 
Huddling* 

Shelter 
Solar Radiation 

Exercise 

* Animals huddle together to increase 
over-all body size which decreases exposed 
body surface besides creating a wind break. 
Humans may want to utilize the same prin
ciple. 

Cold Weather Strategy 

Before Students Arrive: ANALYZE Students, 
Area/Temperature, Program/Equipment 
Upon Arrival of Students: DISCUSS Fear of 
the Cold (i.e. Initiative Games - "Fear in a 
Hat," etc., Guided Discussion Stories). 
Prior to Outdoor Field Experience: TEACH 
The Mechanics of Cold Injury, How to Stay 
Warm. PREPARE Give Students Trial Run, 
Progressive Exposures to Cold Simulations. 
Field Experience: OBSERVE Students for cor
rect: Procedures, Actions, Awareness, Cor
rect Immediately and Firmly, Explain the 
Why's and What For's. TRANSFER AND 
CHECK Responsibility for staying warm and 
healthy onto the students while maintaining 
some control for possible mistakes. MAXI
MIZE SUCCESS The cold can be successfully 
dealt with, instill this self-confidence into 
your students. 
After Student Departure EVALUATE What 
went right, what went wrong, how to improve 
on dealing with the cold. 

Conclusion 

This report has been an attempt to aid 
the outdoor instructor in dealing with stu
dents in a cold environment. Hopefully the 
instructor will be able to glean some techni
ques from this report and combine them with 
the methods s/he already uses in dealing with 
students. With the goal of producing success
ful and safe outdoor courses while in a cold 
environment almost any method that works 
and is safe can be considered a good one. 
Since effectively_ dealing with the cold is an 
active, rather than passive art, using direct, 
effective techniques, however small, can of
ten mean a successful cold weather outing 
instead of a trip to the hospital. -Alan Ewert 

Cheney, Washington 
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RICHARD G. MITCHELL, JR. 

OFF BELAY Readers Speak Out 

On the North Ridge of Mount Humphreys, Sierra Nevada, California . 

Richard G. Mitchell, Jr.: 

Nylon, Candles, & Cocoa Packets 
Yvon Chouinard writes eloquently in 

Climbing Ice of the intrusion of modern tech
nology into the experience of mounta ineering. 
He cautions us that our tools and gear may 
act as impediments to the very action they 
were designed to make possible. Tools isolate 
us from nature and ourselves, he says. This 
may be true for some, but for others modern 
equipment makes enjoyment of the moun
tains possible. 

Climbing is not just some kind of engin
eering exercise. Mountaineering is most im
portantly the search for a moral balance be
tween the climber's resources and the uncer
tainty he or she faces, between the challenges 
of the peaks and the tools and techniques 
used to overcome them. As cl imbers w e work 
under numerous self-imposed handicaps in 
equipment, transportation, the assistance we 
accept from others, and time in order to main
tain this delicate equi librium. We apply ru les 
and ethical judgments at every tu rn to insure 
that a summit reached may be cou nted as a 
moral accomplishment, not merely a technical 
conquest. The climber's ongoing task is to 
tread the narrow path between too much 
force and material which leaves victory mean
ingless and too little support and gear which 
renders climbing impossible. Yet th is path 
takes a different route for each of us. Techno
logical innovations - in mountaineering gear 
only broaden the range of alternatives each 
climber must face. Maintaining the moral bal
ance remains a matter of personal choice. 

I, for one, am thankful fo r some of to
day's modern equipment. In all honesty, whi le 
I share Chouinard's enthusiasm for the moun-
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tains, I lack his talent. For me, in spite of 
modern equipment, many mountains still pose 
an awesome challenge. There is little doubt in 
my mind whose resources are superior. My 
small bag of technological gadgetry does not 
abate the storm or stem the avalanche. I feel 
cold, hunger, exhaustion, uncertainty with lit
t le abeyance. My climbing tools do not render 
the crumbling rock more sound or the ice
plastered wall less slippery. My tent, clothing, 
and sleeping gear do not make me impervious 
to the cold. They offer no more than a fragile 
barrier to the hostile elements. Some argue 
that modern equipment may almost magically 
ca rry even the beginner to the summit of 
mountains. Quite the opposite, I struggle to 
carry my own equipment up the mountain in 
return for the slim margin of survival it does 
provide. Then again, if that margin seemed 
too great, would mountaineering be the same 
for me? 

Climbing equipment and supplies on the 
mountain are quite different from those same 
products carefully analyzed and dissected in 
lowland ease and security. The true social 
meaning of these things emerges in their use. 
For me there is a special moment at the end of 
the climbers' day when this meaning is best 
understood, when the part that equipment 
and supply play in the climbing experience 
becomes clear. 

The sun has gone down. The day's climb
ing is over and we have returned to camp. 
This is the time when courage may be aban
doned in a search for comfort and reassur
ance. Thin fabric walls may be all that separ
ate us from plunging temperatures and rising 

winds outside, but for awhile w e shrink into 
our unnatural cocoon and rejoice in nylon and 
aluminum and premeasured cocoa packets, in 
stoves and sleeping bags and flickering can
dles which say in small but important ways 
"This is home." This time serves as a remin
der that the drudgery and danger of the day 
are past, that given success or failure on the 
mountain at least all have returned safely to 
share this moment together. 

It is a time for communion w ith senses 
denied by the urgency of the day's deeds-
when the terrible burden of a brave indepen
dence from civilization is removed, women are 
free to laugh, and_ men are free to cry. It is 
luxury, a moment of rest, w hen aching limbs 
need no longer be forced to action but lapse 
into well-earned relaxation. Toes, liberated 
from stiff icy boots, wriggle deliciously in soft 
dry socks. Hands that clutched only ice and 
rock and cold steel for hours on end now 
cradle the precious warmth of a cup of freshly 
brewed soup. Steam curls up to bathe the 
parched lips and face stung for so long by the 
freezing wind and driven snow. While arm
chair recollections may change one's prior
ities, in the mountains this is the t ime most 
looked forward to by many. 

The most memorable time is not the crux 
move on the most difficult pitch of the climb, 
not the spectacular panorama from the sum
mit or the airy rappel back down. Rather, it is 
the sharing of a simple beverage, safe at last 
in a warm tent with the company of one's 
companions. -Richard G. Mitchell, Jr. 

Corvallis, Oregon 
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TESTS 
By the German Alpine Club 

The following is a summarizing transla
tion of a series of articles by Pit Shubert, in 
the German Alpine Club's magazine Mitteil
ungen. The first appeared in the February 
1978 issue and the final in August 1979. The 
guiding light throughout the series was the 
question "Does mountaineering equipment 
compare well with the state of the art in man
ufacturing technology?" Are we getting the 
best there could be? In many cases, the ans
wer turns out to be "no" and I feel the details 
should be of interest to American climbers. 
Some of the results are surprising and per
haps disappointing. I have condensed the sec
tion on pitons more than the others. For one 
thing, they are now less popular, and for 
another, hard steel pitons are no novelty in the 
U.S., the country of their origin. In Europe, 
however, climbers still think of soft pitons as 
normal. In some cases, the brands tested in
clude a few not found in the U.S. or, conver
sely, leave U.S. brands out. I have used my 
discretion editing this. 

To forestall the inevitable attacks on the 
tester's qualifications, a few words are in or
der. Pit Schubert is not only a well-known and 
accomplished mountaineer, but also a profes
sional engineer. He has no axes to grind, but 
he wants his own gear to be safe. In the rope 
section, the Austrian, Dr. Kosmath is men
tioned. He has been testing ropes for the 
Austrian Alpine Club for many years, also 
without axes to grind. -Dieter Britz 

Denmark 
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Carabiners 

With carabiners, there seems little to 
complain about or to improve on. There are 
now hollow stock carabiners as light as 43 
grams (1 .7 ounces) in aluminum and 83 grams 
(2.9 ounces) in steel which meet Li .I.A.A. spe
cifications. 

The Li.I.A.A . requires a longitudinal 
strength of 2200 Kp (4800 pounds) and a 
transverse strength of 600 Kp (1300 pounds.) 
Forces greater than this are rarely encoun
tered in climbing. 

To display the Li.I.A.A. seal, and the 
words "Tested," once yearly a set of samples 
is tested to failure and must pass the 2200 and 
600 Kp minimums. More stringent is the re
quirement that every single carabiner sold be 
proof tested longitudinally to 1200 Kp, since 
this will eliminate most defectives, about one 
or two per thousand produced on the aver
age. 

There is still no data on whether the 
smaller, 4.3 mm rope bend radius produced by 
the new Salewa hollow carabiners effects 
rope strength . The Li.I.A.A. rope tests are per
formed over a 5 mm radius. 

Generally, the carabiner situation is 
satisfactory. 

Ropes 

There is very large variation in rope qual
lty, partly because the Li.I.A.A. standard cor
responds to the state of the art of eight to ten 

years ago. To pass the test, rope need sustain 
only three standard falls, while some of the 
newer ropes can now hold up to twelve falls. 
These "high fall" ropes have greater stretch 
around corners and, according to the results 
of Dr. Kosmath, will also have a longer life. 

Not all manufacturers have tried to im
prove their ropes; the Li.I.A.A. standard evi
dently is enough for them. It may seem un
necessary for a rope to tolerate twelve falls, 
but the standard fall used takes place over a 5 
mm radius edge, while in practice, a climbing 
fall will often bend a rope around rock edges 
with much smaller radii, resulting in larger 
forces on it. 

We suggest that the standc!rd test for 
half-ropes (i.e. ropes meant to be used doub
led) is now meaningless. Instead of a 40 kg (90 
pound) weight, they should be tested with 80 
kg (180 pounds), and the minimum number of 
falls set lower than for full, single ropes. For 
example, three falls for half-ropes, six or seven 
falls for full ropes. This can be achieved with
out increasing rope weight, as several manu
facturers have shown. 

The number of rope failure accidents in 
recent years shows that users trust the 
Li.I.A.A. standard more than is justified. The 
standard should be raised. 

Another factor is aging. After two years 
use, a rope may only be able to sustain one or 
two falls. Remember, most ropes in use are 
in tact older ropes. It is not unreasonable then, 
to demand ropes that can take nine falls, 
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which is our recommended minimum for 
single ropes. But we also recommend the use 
of double rope technique because of 1) the 
redundancy effect, and 2) the greater ease of 
retreat from tight spots. 

We also recommend manufacturers 
indicate the date of manufacture on all ropes, 
making it easier to set the retirement date. 
Only one firm is now doing this. 

We conclude that ropes are not fully up 
to today's technical standards. 

Helmets 

Again, there are great differences in qual
ity. The best are three times better than the 
poorest. Manufacturers do not state (or 
know) their product's strength values. 

Some Italian helmets are made from ABS 
plastic (acrylonitrile butadiene styrol), among 
them Boeri, AGV, Camp, and Cassin. ABS 
plastic does not age well, and becomes brittle 
at low temperatures, breaking when lightly 
tapped with a hammer. The buyer can rarely 
tell what material a helmet is made from, but 
only the above Italian manufacturers use 
ABS. Fibre-glass is better. The new Boeri 
Model 029 Super is made from a better mat
erial and is acceptable. The Boeri Standard 
also suffers from the way the suspension is 
fastened to the shell with staples, making it 
quite poor in performance. 

The British Joe Brown and Ultimate hel
mets are very good, since there is a helmet 
standard in Great Britain. The French Galibier 
and Millet are among the worst. The German 
helmets, Romer 37, -46 and -48 are very good. 
Romer now no longer makes the models -42 
and -44. The Austrian Polymot is the strong
est helmet, quite light, but poorly ventilated. 

A chin strap must be present as well as a 
neck band, and these must be joined firmly, 
not with a running loop. 

There is as yet no U.I.A.A. standard. This 
may be why there are so many substandard 
helmets. Many firms produce good, as well as 
poor models. The helmet situation can only be 

BRAND TYPE 

Edel rid-Classic Half 
Edel rid-Classic Single 
Edelrid-Dynaloc L Single 
Edelrid-Bavaria Single 
Edelrid-Dynaloc M* Single 
Edelrid-Dynaloc S* Single 

HF I-Matterhorn** Half 
HF I-Matterhorn** Single 
HF I-Matterhorn** Single 

Elite-Superflex Single 
Elite-Superstar Single 

Elite-Everdry K 40 Single 

El ite-Superdry Half 

Elite-Superdry Single 

Elite-Everdry Half 

Elite-Everdry Single 

Rocca-Top Half 

Rocca-Top Single 

Mammut-Dynaflex Half 
Mammut-Dynaflex Single 
Mammut-Dynamic Half 

Mammut-Dynamic Single 

Edelweiss-Extrem Half 
Edelweiss-Extrem Single 
Edelweiss-Compa kt Single 

MM WEIGHT SUSTAINED PEAK LOAD 
GMS/M FALLS*** KPS (LBS) 

9 48 13 520 (1140) 

11 70 5 980 (2160) 

10 60 4 960 (2110) 

11.5 75 4 1010 (2220) 

11 69 9* 950 (2090) * 

11 74 11* 990 (2180) * 

9.6 46 7 540 (1190) 

11.4 71 3 1120 (2460) 

12 84 6 1130 (2490) 

11 83.7 6 1050 (2310) 

11 82.3 7 1100 (2220) 

11 80 4 1070 (2350) 

10 62 14 600 (1320) 

11.2 78 7 920 (2020) 

9 51 13 550 (1210) 

11 76 4 1050 (2310) 

9 47 13 520 (1140) 
11 71 3 1050 (2310) 

9 49 12 550 (1210) 
11.1 72 8 1060 (2330) 

9.1 52 12 550 (1210) 
10.3 66.3 3 940 (2070) 

9 50.5 20 550 (1210) 

11 72 9 975 (2150) 

11 67 5 950 (2090) 

•Not U.1.A.A. tested .. Carry manufacture date 
•••we tested 3 pieces, and took, according to U.I.A.A., 

the minimum number of falls sustained. 

German Alpine Club Test Results: 

Above-Standard U.I.A.A. fall tests. The number of falls before 
failure and the peak load on the rope are recorded. The tests were 
conducted early 1978. 

Below-Comparison of the rated number of falls with the number 
observed in tests conducted by the Technical University of Stuttgart. 

BRAND RATED NUMBER NUMBER OF FALLS 
OF FALLS PER TEST 

Edelrid Dynaloc M 9 8,8,9 

described as substandard. J, 
Reepschnur 

Edelrid Dynaloc S 11 7,8,8 
8,8, 7 

Elite Superdry 2000* 12 11, 11, 11 

Reepschnur, material thinner than rope 
but of similar construction, comes in either 
kernmantel or spiral (laid) form. There is no 
U.I.A.A. standard. Climbers usually tie it into 
closed loops used as slings. Theoretically, a 
sling should have double the strength of the 
schnur itself, but the knot inevitably reduces 
this by about half. A good guide is to assume 
the strength of a sling i the same as the reep-
schnur itself. \ 

Reepschnur ages just like rope and 
should be retired after some time in use. 

Harnesses 

The demands here are complicated. 
There is as yet no U.I.A.A. standard, but work 
is in progress. There is agreement that the 
point of suspension-(tie-in) should be above 
the body's center of gravity, even with the top 
of the hip-bone. A good refer nee is the base 
of the breast bone. The chest c Cl best absorb 
a fall, but one cannot hang from there. A two
point tie-in is best. The U.1.A.A. preliminary 
criteria for harnesses are as follows: 

NUMBER 49 

13, 15, 14 

Edelrid Dynaloc L 4-5 3,4,3 

•since what we found deviated markedly from manufacturer's data, 
a second rope was purchased and tested; hence two sets of results. 
Dynaloc S is not made any more. 

1. Webbing strength should be 1600 kp 
(3500 pounds) measured on a wooden dum
my over one minute. 
1. Webbing strength should be 1600 kp (3500 
pounds) measured on a wooden dummy over 
one minute. 
2. Geometry: 

a) 45 mm webbing, 20 mm on shoulders. 
b) Tie-in point not lower than base of the 
breast bone. An upsiq_e-down climber 
must be able to r(ght himself without 
problems. With two-piece harnesses, the 
slings must come up to this point. 
c) No pressure points, such as buckles, at 
genitals, groin, kidneys, and armpits. 
d) Buckles must not rotate when loaded, 
creating pressure points. 

e) Seams should have contrasting colors. 
Comments on (b): this means a climber 

with a pack on. The Whillans seat harness 
fails this specification. 

On (c): adjustable buckles are bad, al
though convenient. 

We also suggest at gear loops attached 
to harnesses should b ade from round rope 
stock. Carabiners i variably snag on flat tape 
loops. j\ 1 

Some det~il!l on the models tested: 
Edelweiss A/pin Compact (chest) plus 

Hoi (seat): Strength and geometry acceptable, 
but no contrasting seams. One U.I.A.A. tester 
commented it was the most comfortable to 
hang in. 

Continued. 
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10 

5 

0 

15 

5 

0 

probable U.I .A.A. standard 

MSR Galibler Galibier Millet Cassin Camp 
Super Standard 

probable LI.I.A.A. standard 

Boeri 
Super 

Boeri 
Standard 

AGV Czech. 

,--, 
I ' . ' 

Romer Romer Romer Romer Salewa Cosy Ultimate Joe Brown Joe Brown Polymot 
20 37 46 48 Industrial Super Standard 

Vertical axis: energy absorption in units of m.kp, for a force of 800 kp {1760 lbs.) (black bars) 
and 1000 kp (2200 lbs,) (dotted bar tops). Tests carried out at room temperature. 

* Made of ABS, which loses its toughness when cold. 

The Romer 20 and the Salewa are industrial helmets. 

Germon Alpine club Test Results: 

Above-Energy absorption of climbing helmets in a vertical impact. 

Below- The strength of reepschnur ( accessory cord). 

BRAND DIA. 
CONSTRUCTION STRENGTH BRAND MM KP (LBS) 

Elite 3 Kern mantel 180 (400) Edel rid 
4 Kern mantel 320 (700) 
5 Kernmantel 710 (1560) 
6 Kern mantel 750 (1650) 
7 Kern mantel 1110 (2440) 
8 Kern mantel 1310 (2880) 

3.5 Spiral 300 (660) 
4 Spiral 390 (860) 
5 Spiral 420 (920) 
6 Spiral 540 (1190) 
8 Spiral 875 (1920) 

HFI 3 Kern mantel 227 (500) Rocca 
4 Kern mantel 420 (920) 
5 Kernmantel 510(1120) 
7 Kern mantel 1250 (2750) 
6 Spiral 600 (1320) 
8 Spiral 700 (1540) 

20 OFF BELAY 

Tests-Continued 
Elite Everest: One piece chest and seat, 

adjustable. All parameters acceptable, except 
one buckle presses into the groin, and no 
contrasting seams. This will be changed in the 
future; the model tested was a prototype. 

Ede/rid Futura: One piece adjustable. Ac
ceptable, except for buckles in armpits and 
groin. 

Ede/rid Perfekt Kombi: One piece. Not 
strong enough; a metal part failed at 808 kp 
(1800 pounds). Webbing too narrow in places 
(legs, only 25 mm). Buckle pressure in places, 
and geometry no good. No stable upright 
hanging attitude. Danger of broken ribs and 
1 jured spine in a fall. The medical experts 
among the testers considered this one dan
gerous. 

Ede/rid Seilgurt (chest) plus Additional 
Dynamic (seat): Top piece strong enough, 
bottom piece not; broke at 802 kp ( 1800 
pounds). Geometry acceptable, but no con
trasting seams on bottom piece. No seams on 
top piece. 

Rope [Webbing] Slings 

In all tests the tape knot (water knot), the 
only one that will hold with tapes, was used. 

Sewn Slings 

There is an increasing tendency to use 
ready-sewn slings. The seam must generally 

, be considered the weak point even when large 

' ] due to greater susceptibility to rock wear. 
, Some of the sewn slings didn't meet the 
I manufacturer's specifications. Elite ,slings 
, usually tore at the carabiner, showing good 
I I seams. In principle, the seam ought not to be 
, the weak spot, but in practice, use the same 
I formula as for knotted slings: the strength is 

the same as that of the webbing itself, not 
double. Sewn slings are a risk, because they 
are not proof tested. The best slings tested 
were Troll's; not surprisingly, since their 
seams are five times as long as some others. I 

I L _________________ _ 

DIA. 
CONSTRUCTION 

STRENGTH 
MM KPS (LBS) 

3 Kernmantel 250 (550) 
4 Kern mantel 395 (870) 
5 Kern mantel 620 (1360) 
5.5 Kern mantel 640 (1410) 
6 Kern mantel 660 (1450) 
7 Kern mantel 1335 (2940) 
8 Kern mantel 1710 (3760) 

5 Spiral 380 (840) 
6 Spiral 560 (1230) 
7 Spiral 630 (1390) 
8 Spiral 770 (1690) 

3 Kern mantel 240 (530) 
4 Kern mantel 330 (730) 
5 Kern mantel 520 (1140) 
6 Kern mantel 880 (1940) 
7 Kern mantel 1100 (2420) 
8 Kern mantel 1610 (3540) 
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Unfortunately they don't have contrasting 
color. 

Pitons 

With good hard-steel pitons, the problem 
usually shifts from the piton to the rock. 

Many different pitons were tested for eye 
strength. Generally, most hard-steel pitons are 
acceptable, with a few exceptions, like the 
Ra/ling Torque piton with less than 1000 kp 
(2200 pounds). Eyes with elongated shape are 
weaker than others (Elite Channel). Some 
very highly hardened pitons (Ra/ling Torque, 
Elite Channel, Camp/lnteralp Lost Arrow) 
show a large spread in values. Hardening re
quires good control, but little about this is 
specified. Some very weak rings were found 
in ring pitons, indicating very little control. 
The welded seams often don't penetrate 
through as they should. 

Pitons ought to be as strong as cara
biners, but only a few make it. The thin, sheet 
steel types such as the Ra/ling Torque, Salewa 
Z, and Elite Half-round do not. Seeing that 
pitons are often stronger than their hold on 
the rock, we can accept a lower limit strength 
of 1400 kp (3100 pounds) Some pitons should 
be used as aid only, but if a climber carries a 
mixture, he may confuse them, or at some 
point be left with only aid types, while needing 
a belay quality piton. 

Beware of old pitons sitting in the rock. 
Good ones cost money and climbers tend to 
remove them. 

Wired Chocks 

The chocks themselves, mostly of alum
inum, although some are brass, are strong 
enough. If well placed, the wire will be the 
weak point. If properly made, the swage joint 
will not be the failure point. Usually it will fail 
either at the carabiner or inside the chock 
itself. However, there are some badly swaged 
joints that fail under load. 

Test results show that not all chocks 
meet their specifications. Of thirty Chouinard 
chocks tested, only two met their rated stren
gths; some were 40 to 45% low. Only the 
smallest, Clog/Elite (3mm) reached specifica
tions. Of fifteen 4 mm chocks, only two did. 
All the Salewa chocks reached their rated 
strengths, which were noticeably low, how
ever. 

If we demand our usual 1400 kp (3100 
pound) strength, we can recommend as run
ners and belays only chocks with cables larger 
than 3 mm. Small 3mm and 2.4 mm wires 
(Chouinard No. 1 and 2) are not safe for this 
purpose. 

Most wired chocks do not reach 1400 kp. 
The swages are evidently not tested and are a 
potential danger with every single chock. 
Manufacturers rate their products too highly, 
and the chock situation is unsatisfactory. 

In recent years, there has been an explo
sion of wired chocks, which at first were 
meant only for narrow cracks, say up to 2 cm. 
Now they are manufactured for the larger 
sizes, where chocks with rope slings should 
be used. 

Larger Chocks 

Larger chocks and wedges, used with 

NUMBER 49 

German Alpine Club 
Test Results: 

Right-Strength of tape 
(webbing) loops made 
with (water)knots. 

Below-Strength of 
tape (webbing) laaps 
made with a stitched 
(sewn)joint. 

BRAND 
SIZE 
MM 

Troll 15 x 3 

25 X 3 

TYPE 

BRAND 

Edelrid 

Elite 

SIZE 
MM 

10 X 3 
14 X 3 

16 X 3 
25 X 2.5 
12 X 2 
20 X 2 
25 X 2 
45 X 2 
25 X 3 
12 X 3 
15 X 3 
20 X 3 
12 X 2 
20 X 2 
25 X 2 

2000 
(4400) 
3000 

(6600) 

TYPE 

Tubular 
Tubular 
Tubular 
Tubular 
Flat 
Flat 
Flat 
Flat 
Flat 
Tubular 
Tubular 
Tubular 
Flat 
Flat 
Flat 

STRENGTH 
KP (LBS) 

695 (1530) 
830(1830) 

1000 (2200) 
1800 (3960) 
600 (1320) 

1200 (2640) 
1500 (3300) 
2200 (4840) 
2200 (4840) 

700 (1540) 
900 (1980) 

1400 (3080) 
600 (1320) 

1200 (2640) 
1500 (3300) 

MEASURED 
STRENGTH 

KP (LBS) 

2360 2290 2240 2420 2290 
(5190) (5040) (4930) (5320) (5040) 
3150 3380 3280 3500 3150 
(6930)(7440)(7220)(7700)(6930) 

Elite 20 x 2 

25 X 2 

Flat 

Flat 

Flat 

Flat 

1200 2000 1830 1860 1840 1810*1850 
(4030)(4090)(4050)(3980)(2970) (2640) (4400) 

1500 2700 2300 2280 2280 2260 221 0 
(5060) (5020) (5020) (4970) (4860) (3300) (5400) 

15x3 15x3 Tubular 

Tubular 

900 1530 1370 1480 1340*1580 1460 
(3010) (3260) (2950) (3480) (3210) (1980) (3370) 

20 X 3 

Edelrid 25 x 2 

1400 3000 2150*1670*2150*1680*1840* 
(4 730) (3670) (4 730) (3700) (4050) (3080) (6600) 

Flat 

Flat 

1500 1450 1580*1620*1270*1540*1440* 
(3480) (3560)(2790)(3390)(3170) (3300) (3190) 

25 X 2 ** 1500 1250 1420*1250*1270*1180*1300 
(3120) (2750)(2790) (2600) (2860) (3300) (2750) 

*Sling broke at seam 
**Two loops joined by a single strand of webbing. 

All others were standard loops. 

I -- --------------------------------
rope slings, should have holes about 1 mm 
larger than the rope diameter. The best slings 
are kernmantel. Knots should be a fisherman's 
or figure-8, both better than the water knot for 
rope slings. 

Chocks should also contain sufficient 
metal for strength. Our tests found several 
which collapsed before the slings broke. In all 
tests, we used the largest diameter rope we 
could thread through the holds, up to 11 mm 
for the largest. 

The new Simond Multicoins have no 
holes, but only notches at the bottom ends of 
the tube. This is a good idea in thee>JY, but 
they are not well made, and the chocks break 
before the slings. For sizes 1 and 3, the metal 
is too thin. We have to recommend against 
these. The Simond Polycoins are similarly 
bad. The metal is thick enough, but has sharp 
corners where the rope bends over it, leading 
to markedly low breaking loads. Here too, the 
ability to stack is lost due to poor manufac
ture. If you want to use these chocks, round 
off the holes with a proper rounding bit, not 
just a 90° chamfering bit. 

Chouinard Stoppers have rounded holes, 

but not sufficiently so. We found breaking 
strength 23% weaker than for slings without 
the chock. The holes should also be rounded 
more by the user. 

The Rocca chock (only one size available) 
is excellent. 

Larger chocks are made with a lot of 
holes. We can thread rope which is stronger 
than the chock itself into these. The material 
ought to be thicker. Chouinard Hexentrics 
have thinner, rather than thicker walls, and are 
rather weak. If your chock collapses, its belay 
value is zero. The same goes for Camp/Inter
alp Hexentrics. It is noticeable that No. 4, 
meant for 7mm sling, was the strongest at 
1300 kp. We must assume that the manufac
turer does not test them, or ignores the results 
of such tests. 

Clog-Gags are available in two lengths 
for each diameter. The longer has inconsis
tently rounded holes, leading to some lower 
breaking loads. The short ones have only a 
single somewhat larger bottom hole. This 
leads to sharp forces on the sling and break-

Continued. 
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RATED TEST Tests-Continued BRAND, TYPE & SIZE MM STRENGTH STRENGTH 
KPS (LBS) KPS (LBS) 

Chouinard Hexentrics 1 1.6 362 215 217 186 198 202 
age at this point. A small change here could 

(800) (470) (480) (410) (440) (440) I 
improve these chocks a lot. All in all, Clog-

1½ 1.6 362 295 260 287 227 222 Gogs are good. They also use much thicker 
(800) (650) (570) (630) (500) (490) stock. 

2 2.4 771 650 660 700 680 620 Basically, smaller chocks hold less be-
(1700) (1430) (1450) (1540) (1500) (1360) cause of the smaller diameter slings we put 

3 3.2 1315 1280 810 1020 850 1030 into them. We are justified in demanding that 
(2890) (2829) (1780) (2240) (1870) (2270) chocks hold more than the slings, and should 

4* 3.2 1315 not cut them. Most chocks, except Clogs, do 
(2890) 

not fulfill this demand. We consider chocks 
5 3.2 1315 1200 1160 1190 1250 1230 

not up to today's standards. (2890) (2640) (2550) (2620) (2750) (2710) 
6 4.0 1814 1750 1820 1740 1800 1820 Friends 

(3990) (3850) (4000) (3830) (3960) (4000) 
*Not tested, as same cable as no. 3 & 5 Due to the high cost, we only had one 

Friend to test. We tried to pull it apart, using a 
Salewa Wedges 4 3.2 800 1170 1180 1220 1220 1220 double sling. At 1700 kp our Friend deformed, 

(1760) (2570) (2600) (2680) (2680) (2680) but held; then the sling broke. If the rock and ~ 5* 4.0 930 the sling hold, the Friend will too. If it de-(2050) 
forms, .only a hammer will get it out. We can 

6 4.0 930 1400 1420** 1520 1580 1580 
(2050) (3080) (3120) (3340) (3480) l3480l recommend the Friend, but it is expensive. 

*Not tested, cable same as no. 6 **Tore at swage joint Ice Axes 

Camp/lnteralp Stoppers 1 * 3.2 800 There are now six U.I.A.A. approved 
(1760) models: Camp/lnteralp Cerro Torre and Anna-

Stoppers 2 3.2 800 980 870 930 960 800 puma, Laprade Desmai!$On Huandoy, Super H 
(1760) (2460) (1910) (2050) (2110) (1760) and Randalp, and Leborgne Alpelit. 

Stoppers 3* 3.2 800 The U.I.A.A. now demands 450 kp (1000 
(1760) 

pounds) "dead man" strength, applied to the 
Stoppers 4 3.2 800 1190 1070 1120 1170 1190 center of the shaft while it is supported at (1760) (2680) (2350) (2660) (2570) (2628) 

both ends. Stoppers 5 4.0 930 1410 1450 1370 1480 1300 
(2050) (3100) (3190) (3010) (3260) (2860) Sticht Belay Brake 

Stoppers 6* 4.0 930 
(2050) Some tests were commissioned because 

Stoppers 7 4.0 930 1420** 1500 1440 1470 1500 of a court case. If the direction of the pull is 
(2050) (3120) (3300) (3170) (3230) (3300) directly downward, this brake may not work, 
*Not tested, cable same as others * *Broke at swagejoint without certain (positive) actions from the 

1035 1050 1010 
belayer. It is "semi-automatic" only for an up-

Clog/Elite Clog 3.0 1000 1030 1070 ward pull. (2200) (2270) (2350) (2280) (2310) (2220) 
Clog 2* 4.0 1900 Munter Hitch Belay 

(4180) 
A carabiner with a large flat bottom Clog 3* 4.0 1900 

(4180) should be used or else the hitch may jam. 

Clog 4 4.0 1900 1640 1740 1720 1710 1720 Stubai is now marketing a special carabiner 
(4180) (3610) (3830) (3780) (3760) (3780) for this. The Ede/rid Frog is also acceptable. 

Clog-Gogs 1 4.0 1900 1465 1670 1475 1620 1565 
Concluding Remarks (4180) (3220) !3670) (3250) (3560) (3130) 

Clog-Gogs 2** 4.0 1900 Many firms have reacted positively to 
(4180) 

these reports. Boeri now makes an acceptable 
Clog-Gogs 3** 4.0 1900 

helmet, and Romer has stopped producing (4180) 

Clog-Gogs 4 4.0 1900 1650 1570 1920 1620 1920 their poorer models. Elite has improved their 

(4180) (3630) (3450) (4220) (3560) (4220) ropes and harnesses, as have the Edelweiss 
Clog-Gogs 5** 4.0 1900 firm, Teufelberger. _J 

(4180) 
'*Not tested, same as 4 **Not tested, same as 1 & 4 * * * 

Translator's remark: One of the issues of 
Camp/lnteralp .Hexentric 2 3.2 800 930 950 960 950 980 Mitteilungen contains a preview of thereport 

(1760) (2050) (2090) (2110) (2090) (2160) 
' soon to be published by the Safety Commi-

Hexentric 3 3.2 800 1180 1050 1050 1050 1040 ttee of the German Alpine Club. This can be 
(1760) (2600) (2310) (2310) (2310) (2290) ordered from Deutscher Alpenverein, Prater-

· 1050 
I 

Hexentric 4 3.2 800 1.030 1070 1010 1040 t inset 5, 8000 Munchen, West Germany, and (1760) (2270) (2310) (2350) (2220) (2290) 
costs 10 Deutchmark. It will contain, in Ger-

Hexentric 5 3.2 800 600* 950 950 920 920 ' 
(1760) (1320) (2090) (2090) (2020) (2020) man, all of the foregoing, plus results of more 

*Broke at swage joint ' 
work on ropes, especially rope ' bent around 
sharp rock corners; rope damage by Jumars; 
strength of ascenders; Deutscher Alpenverein 

German Alpine Club Test Results: accident statistics, for the last ten years; 
, crampon tests; alpine distress signals; intro-

Artificial chocks with wire cable slings. duction of S.I. units (Newton, Joule, .. . ) into 
, mountaineering theory. - Dieter Britz J 
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Editor's Comments: When using the data 
from a summary report such as this, keep in 
mind they reflect geographic preferences as 
well as the author's and tester's own personal 
prejudices. Because the testing originated in 
Europe, for example, the full body harness 
with a high tie-in point is presented as opti
mum. In this country, where seat harnesses 
are the norm, similar tests have produced the 
opposite conclusion. 

At one point, the author, Pit Schubert, 
suggests that U.I.A.A. specifications which 
are set too low produce complacency on the 
part of some manufacturers, who make no 
further effort to improve their product. Real
istically, however, any "minimum" standard 
has this effect sooner or later, since cost con

siderations are the deciding factor. The author 
further suggests that "users trust the U.I.A.A. 
standard more than is justified." Schubert's 
solution to both these dilemmas is to raise the 
minimums. 

However, raising the minimums is no 
solution at all. As long as we are dealing with 
a product that is either "approved," or "not 
approved," the reactions of both manufac
turer and user will remain unchanged. The 
only real solution is to eliminate the minimums 
and the approval system entirely. 

One way of accomplishing this is to re
place it with a standardized reporting system. 
Instead of an "approval" tag, the product 
would bear a tag stating "Conforms to 
U.I.A.A. reporting standards" with a standar
dized reporting form below. In the case of 
ropes, values for number of standard falls, 
peak load on each fall, static braking strength, 
stretch, low load stretch, plus other meaning
ful data would be required. If a manufacturer 
chose not to list certain values, then he would 
not be permitted to display the U.I.A.A. tag at 
all. 

This system throws the responsibility for 
choosing equipment back to the climber, 
where it belongs, and gets the U./.A.A out of 
the equipment endorsement business, with its 
inherent temptations. After all, would you buy 
official B.S.A. gear? It has a seal of approval 
too. 

In a study such as this, the authors can 
rarely resist passing "judgement" on a piece 
of equipment. In reality, a piece of equipment 
is rarely "inadequate," but it may often be 
used beyond its design limits. A wooden 
shafted ice axe is not necessarily "inade
quate" for casual mountain travel, but could 
be used in ways the shaft would never sur
vive. Whose fault is this? The U./.A.A. would 
have us believe it is the manufacturer's fault, 
and the solution is a 1000 pound ice axe shaft. 
The Volkswagen has been proclaimed inade
quate and we must all now buy one-ton flat 
bed trucks. 

The U.I.A.A. is needed, and it does pro
vide a valuable service to the world climbing 
community. But the road it is traveling is lined 
with perils. - R.S. 

On Mount Hood, Oregon 
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BRAND SIZE SLING STRENGTH FAILURE 

KP (LB) POINT 

Multicoin 8mm RS 1160 (2550) chock tore out 

2 9mm KM 1750 (3850) chock tore out 

3 11mm KM 840 (1850) chock tore out 

Polycoin 4 7mm RS 1130 (2490) sling at chock 

5 9mm KM 1330 (2930) sling at chock 

6 9mm KM 1360 (2990) sling at chock 

Chouinard 5 6mm RS 670 (1470) sling at chock 

Stoppers 6 7mm RS 1150 (2530) sling at chock 

Chouinard 8 9mm KM 1470 (3230) sling at chock 

Hexentrics 9 9mm KM 1250 (2750) sling at chock 

10 9mm KM 1100 (2420) chock collapsed 

11 9mm KM 900 (1980) chock col lapsed 

Rocca wedge 9mm KM 2180 (4800) sling broke 

Campllnteralp 3 6mm RS 740 (1628) sling at chock 

Hexentrics 4 7mm RS 1330 (2930) sling at chock 

5 8mm RS 1060 (2330) chock tore out 

6 9mm KM 1260 (2770) chock tore out 

7 9mm KM 1320 (2900) chock tore out 

8 9mm KM 1250 (2750) chock col lapsed 

9 9mm KM 1280 (2820) chock col lapsed 

10 11mm KM 1300 (2860) chock col lapsed 

" 11 11mm KM 960 (2110) chock collapsed 

Clog-Gog 1 6mm RS 800 (1780) sling at chock 

(long) 2 6mm RS 870 (1910) sling at knot 

3 7mm RS 1170 (2570) sling at chock 

4 8mm RS 1700 (3740) sling at knot 

5 8mm RS 1400 (3080) sling at chock 

10 11mm KM 3000 (6600) chock collapsed 

(short) 6 6mm RS 850 (1870) sling broke 

7 6mm RS 850 (1870) sling broke 

8 7mm RS 1230 (2700) sling broke 

9 9mm KM 1560 (3430) sling at chock 

10 9mm KM 1510 (3320) sling at chock 

RS = reepschnur KM = kernmantel 

German Alpine Club Test Results: 

Artificial chocks rigged with reepschnur ( accessory cord). 
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GALLERY 
Carl Smith: A Steep Walled Canyon in Zion N.P., Utah 

Dave Knudson: Skiing Detour Ridge, Garibaldi P.P., British Columbia 
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Above-The landing site on 
the North Fork of the Toko
sitna Glacier. The North Ridge 
of Mount Hunter is the right 
skyline. 

Left end below- On the North 
Ridge of Mount Hunter, Alaska 
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MOUNT HUNTER, NORTH RIDGE 
The North Ridge of Mount Hunter, one of 

the most direct lines to Hunter's North sum
mit, was successfully cl imbed in May of 1979 
by Dave Adams, Mike Kalvelage, John Mar
coni, and myself, all from Seattle. We were 
flown into the North Fork Tokositna Glacier 
on May 7th and established a base camp at 
8,500 feet near our landing zone. Camp I was 
at 9,500 feet on the Tokositna Glacier, Camp II 
in a snowcave at 11,000 feet, and Camp 111 

also in a snowcave at 13,000 feet. We all made 
the summit together on May 18. 

The North Ridge was first climbed in 1972 
by a party of Japanese. They approached via 
the Southeast Fork Kahiltna Glacier and 
gained the ridge at the 9,950 feet col separ
ating the Tokositna and the Kahiltna Glaciers. 
The second ascent was made in 1977, again 
by Japanese. This time they approached via 
the Tokositna Glacier and picked up the ridge 
at 10,500 feet. Our climb followed the 1977 
Japanese route and was the third ascent of 
the ridge. In 1978 the route was descended by 
John Waterman in his extraordinary 145 day 
solo traverse of Hunter. 

The principal difficulties on the route via 
the Tokositna approach involve 1) crossing a 
scrund at 10,000 feet on the Tokositna Glacier 
and ascending a 50° snow/ ice face to the 
ridge crest at 10,600 feet, 2) traversing the 
corniced, nearly knife edged ridge from 10,600 
feet to 10,900 feet, 3) working across a very 
exposed portion of the ridge at 12,900 feet, 
either going up a buttress of frozen mud or 
around a delicate ice serac at 13,000 feet. 

We spent fourteen days of the ascent 
establishing Camps II and Ill in single carries. 
The North Ridge route offers a direct ascent 
to Mount Hunter's North summit with ample 
technical challenge and minimal hazard . 

~ Donald J. Goodman 
Seattle, Washington 

t 
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MEDICAL CONTRIBUTIONS HONORED BY A.A.C. 
The Angelo Heilprin Award was estab

lished by the American Alpine Club in 1976. It 
is awarded annually to the person who, in the 
opinion of the selection committee-this year, 
Bob Craig, Sam Silverstein and Sam Strei
bert, has shown exemplary service to the club. 
The purpose of this citation is to recognize 
those who have worked to maintain and to 
strengthen the organization and to further its 
ability to service its fundamental purposes. 

The Angelo Heilprin Award committee is 
trying to fulfill its obligations in selecting a 
person who has shown exemplary service to 
the club felt that one of the most significant 
contributions to the sport and craft of moun
taineering made in recent years has been the 
development of a new branch of internal 
medicine that concerns itself with high alti
tude illness. The thought and the candidate 
for the Heilprin Citation were happily fused in 
one man, a man who has given much to the 
sport of mountaineering in many other ways, 
first whose contributions to medical research 
and clinical application in high altitude pul
monary edema has been recognized around 
the world and thereby brought considerable 
credit to the American Alpine Club in its con
cern for the health and safety of climbers. 

To his many friends, Charlie Houston is a 
man of almost boundless talent, he has lived 
many lives, but none has been more important 
to mountaineering than his observation of 
puzzling symptoms long involved in sickness 
at altitude, the awareness and understanding 
of which have led to the prevention of many 
fatalities among climbers. 

Headache, nausea, dehydration and 
shortness of breath have long been recog
nized as symptoms of altitude. But prior to 
1960 the sudden onset of pulmonary edema 
was generally believed to be pneumonia and 
was treated accordingly with antibiotics. In 
every case, antibiotics were of no use and the 

TWO HUNDRED MILE CAVE 
Culminating 7,600 hours of exploration 

by more than a dozen cavers, four men and 
one woman discovered an 850 foot passage 
connecting the 197 mile long Flint Ridge
Mammoth Cave System with the 15 mile !ong 
Proctor Cave System. This brings the tota l for 
the longest single cave system to 212 miles. 

Prior to 1972, the Flint Ridge Cave Sys
tem in Mammoth Cave National Park, Ken
tucky was the longest listed cave at 87 miles. 
Mammoth Cave itself ranked third at 58 miles 
of mapped passages. The two systems were 
connected in 1972 by way of an underground 
stream passage. (See "Reviews: The Longest 
Cave, " OFF BELAY 30.) Subsequent explora
tion extended the total to 197 miles, when the 
Proctor connection pushed the longest cave 
to more than 200 -miles. 

The crux of the connection, which 
involved 24 hours underground, was a low 
water passage that provided only four inches 
of airspace for breathing during the first 50 
feet. 
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illness progressed rapidly to death. 
In the late 1950's Charlie Houston was 

practicing internal medicine in Aspen, Colo
rado. There he participated in the rescue and 
treatment of a young man named Roy Cox, in 
his early 20's who was evacuated to Aspen 
from a tent at 11,000 feet where he had fallen 
ill after a rapid ski ascent to 13,000 feet and 
thence to his camp. The skier had fallen ill 
during the ascent and was in severe respira
tory distress. 

When Dr. Houston saw this young man 
he recognized that the skier's illness was not 
pneumonia. On reaching Aspen, the skier was 
treated with oxygen and bed rest and recov
ered within 48 hours. A chest x-ray showed 
that this healthy young man had pulmonary 
edema. Charlie at that moment recognized 
this was an unusual case of potentially great 
importance. 

Shortly after he treated the skier, Dr. Paul 
Dudley White, the noted cardiologist, visited 
Charlie Houston in Aspen. Charlie showed 
him the young man's x-ray and asked Dr. 
White what he thought of the case. Dr. White 
agreed that it looked like pulmonary edema, 
that it was indeed unusual and that it should 
be written up for the medical profession. 

Charlie Houston's description of the Roy 
Cox case, the first paper on high altitude pul
monary edema in the English language, ap
peared in the influential and widely read, New 
England Journal of Medicine in 1960. In this 
article, Charlie suggested the disease was a 
primary disease of the lungs; was not due to 
heart failure, might be more common then 
heretofore suspected, and that lack of oxy
gen, cold and exertion all contributed to its 
appearance in previously healthy and normal 
individuals. His description of high altitude 
pulmonary edema, for a time referred to as 
Houston's Disease, led to the recognition of 
this disease state by the medical profession 

MESSNER AGAIN 
Reinhold Messner, who made himself a 

name by climbing Mount Everest without oxy
gen, by solo climbing Nanga Parbat, and by 
numerous other extremely difficult climbs, 
added another accomplishment to his long list 
of conquests. On July 12, 1979 he reached, 
together with his companion Michael Dacher 
and with no other support to back them up, 
the top of K-2, 8611 meters (28,251 feet). K-2 
is the second highest and by many considered 
to be the most difficult of all the big Himal
ayan mountains. And what is more, he did it in 
the incredibly short time of only five days. 

Messner's book on his solo climb of 
Nanga Parbat will be published by Oxford Uni
versity Press, New York, and will come out 
sometime in late Spring/early Summer of 
1980. Surely, we can expect another book, on 
his K-2 climb, after that. 

- Jurgen Meyer-Arendt 
Forest Grove, Oregon 

Charlie Houston at a 1978 
Mountain Medicine Symposium . 

and prompted further and w idespread study 
and characterization of many of the affects of 
altitude on the lungs, the brain and the retina. 

Many mountaineers. owe their lives to 
Charles Houston's identification of the dis
ease and to the understanding of its appro
priate treatment. For Charlie, the work has 
gone on, as for the past ten years he has pur
sued research in his laboratory at 17,000 feet 
on Mount Logan in the Canadian Yukon. 

It is worth recalling here that the com
mon heart attack was once thought to be 
acute indigestion. Each of you who has ex
perienced an episode of intestinal upset re
cognizes the importance of this distinction. 
Houston's description of high altitude pul
monary edema was no less significant for 
those of us who seek high places. 

-James F. Henriot 
American Alpine Club 

HALF DOME CLEAN-UP 
In October 1979 various members of the 

Sierra Nevada section of the American Alpine 
Club gathered in Yosemite Valley to remove 
the garbage from the bivouac site at the foot 
of the Northwest Face of Half Dome. We had 
arranged to cooperate with the Park Service; 
we would scour the ground and package the 
litter into burlap bags (conveniently labelled 
"Packed for Export"); they would load the 
sacks into a helicopter sling and fly them out. 
Much of the plan was executed. We found 
some seventeen bags of garbage, and several 
days later the National Park Service flew· it 
out. It is difficult to describe the volume and 
the disgusting nature of the mess (see Climb
ing Half Dome- Twenty Years After" 1978 
AAJ) but its presence raises an interesting 
question. Will climbers clean up their act to 
prevent the build-up from occurring again, or 
are we condemned to wallow in our own filth? 
We wonder if it will lead to more litter if we 
guarantee to pick up after the bad guys. 

- Greg Donaldson 
A.A. C. Sierra Nevada Section 
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GAURISANKAR & ULI BIAHO CLIMBED 
Gaurisankar (7150 meters/23,450 feet) 

was climbed by a ten-man American-Nepal
ese team via the West face on May 8, 1979. 
John Roskelley and Dorje Sherpa reached the 
summit after the team worked on the steep 
ice and rock face for three weeks, overcoming 
pitches of extreme difficulty and continuous 
daily snowfall. 

Three camps were established on the 
face, with another located some distance 
from the beginning of the climb. Camps were 
located on the 7000-foot face at altitudes of 
17,000 feet, 19,300 feet, and 21,200 feet (all 
elevations approximate). Camp IV (21,200 
feet) was the only ledge on the entire upper 
4000 feet that was big enough for two people 
to sit/lie, although a tent could not be pitched 
properly, and neither climber could relax. 

One pitch at 22,000 feet involved 80 feet 
of 70- to 90-degree water ice (thin and nar
row) leading into aid in expanding cracks, 
then moderate free climbing. The overall 
climbing on the face was similar to the Eiger, 
but with more difficult ice climbing on Gauri
sankar. A suggested name for the route is 
"Snow Leopard." 

Vii Biaho (20,000 feet), located in the 
Trango group in the Karakorum, was climbed 
by John Roskelley, Ron Kauk, Bill Forrest, and 
Kim Schmitz via the East face direct during an 
eleven-day period in June and July. After 
overcoming a nasty narrow 2500-foot ice gully 
with moderate climbing (and high rockfall), 
we ascended a continuous crack system lead
ing up the prominent East prow and even
tually leaning right into the upper center of the 
face. 
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We proceeded alpine style, two leading 
and two hauling, with each group switching 
jobs the next day. Ledges were small and few, 
only four large enough for one of our party to 
lie down for sleeping, although we stopped 
for bivouacs at places where one man could 
stand and cook. The majority of our bivouacs 
were hanging in " cliff dwellings," a type of 
rigid hammock designed by Mike Graham. 
Only one day was lost to bad weather. 

The climbing was extreme. Thirty-four 
pitches were led, of which only two went 
mostly free. Nailing was anything from tied
off knifeblades, continuous "Friends" and 
stacked pins, to tied-off ice screws in over
hanging corners-although the majority of 
the pitches involved straightforward A 1-A2 
nailing. The upper five pitches were mixed 
rock and ice with odd maneuvers to surmount 
large seracs blocking the upper gullies and 
difficult 60-degree ice. 

Objective dangers such as falling debris, 
overhanging seracs and loose blocks provided 
some intense yet exciting moments. If one 
was to choose the most significant problem 
on the climb, I think dehydration would be 
first. Ten days later in the season, we would 
have been in real trouble because of the lack 
of ice and snow on the route. 

We graded the climb by the following 
criteria: Difficulty of the rock and ice climbing; 
length of the route; style of ascent (alpine); 
difficulty of living conditions (sleeping, eating, 
water); height of peak; objective danger; and 
commitment (no rescue possibility). The climb 
rates as a Grade VII, 5.8, A4. -John Roskelley 

via American Alpine News 

ARNOR LARSON 

TETON PIONEER HONORED 
Dr. Fritiof M. Fryxell, recently was award

ed the honorary Doctor of Laws degree by the 
University of Wyoming. Raymond G. Jacquot 
of the University of Wyoming writes that Dr. 
Fryxell was so honored because of his contri
butions to establishing and developing Grand 
Teton National Park, where he served as its 
first Ranger Natural ist, starting in 1929. Dr. 
Fryxell made pioneer climbs in the Tetons dur
ing that period . He is the author of several 
significant mountaineering books, among 
them The Teton Peaks and Their Ascents 
( 1932), which served for so\Tie years as the 
Tetons guidebook. The Tetons, Interpreta
tions of a Mountain Landscape (1953); and 
Mountaineering in the Tetons, the Pioneer 
Period 1898-1940 (1978) . His latest book was 
written in collaboration with his old climbing 
partner and A.A.C. member Phil D. Smith. 

- via American Alpine News 

VANDALISM BY ANY NAME ... 
Members of the Alaskan Alpine Club, led 

by club president Douglas L. Buchanan, van
dalized the summit of Mount Drum in the new 
Wrangell-St. Elias National Monument. Ac
cording to Buchanan, they " ... accomplished 
their purpose of placing on the summit a com
mercial quality aluminum sign, with reflective 
lettering ... " as well as " .. . a thick aluminum 
plaque ... " 

According to Buchanan, the peak . was 
vandalized to protest National Park Service 
control of Alaska land. Specifically, "The Club 
is also protesting the N.P.S. 's replacement of 
the respectful and harmonious Alaskan bush 
lifestyle with California oriented, Park Service 
developed 'Disney/ands' in the wilderness." 

Apparently Buchanan considers " ... a 
commercial quality sign with reflecting letter-
ing ... " as being " .. .respectful and harmon-
ious ... " since he intends to similarly vandalize 
other Alaskan peaks. "This Trepass climb is 
the first of a series to place such signs and 
plaques on N. P. S. Monument mountains," 
states Buchanan. "These Trespass climbs 
will continue and the signs shall remain ... " 

These actions seem contradictory to ear
lier statements, particularly one which appear
ed in OFF BELAY 45: "Our land use philosphy 
is simple. We visit the wilderness imparting a 
minimal impact. The marks of our passing are 
as minimal as humanly possible." I am sure 
that other climbers visiting Mount Drum, a 
true wilderness peak, will not see Buchan
an's marks as either "minimal" or "harmon
ious." 

Regardless of your stand on the Alaska 
lands issue, vandalism has no place in our 
mountains. 

Ski touring in the Canadian Rockies . 
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MOUNTAINEERING SUMMARY FOR MOUNT McKINLEY NATIONAL PARK 
About 680 mountaineers climbed the 

major peaks of Mount McKinley National Park 
and Denali National Monument. As in pre
vious years, nearly a third of the climbers tra
velled to Alaska from foreign countries. Eight
een Japar;iese expeditions and eight German 
parties climbed in the park and monument 
along with groups from Belgium, Ireland, Ko
rea, Switzerland, Sweden, Mexico, England, 
Canada, France, and Iceland. 

The overall success ratio for climbers was 
approximately 60%. Sixteen climbers were in
volved in major accidents and three climbers 
were killed in accidents on Mount Hunter and 
Mount McKinley. 

The Northeast Ridge of Mount Foraker 
(via Mount Crosson) was climbed for the first 
time by an Alaskan party who completed their 
winter ascent in March. All sections of the 
route had been previously climbed but this 
was the first time that the entire route was 
completed in one trip. Later in the summer, a 
climbing team from Oregon made first ascents 
of the South Ridge of Mount Huntington and 
the South Face of the South Peak of the 
Rooster's Comb. 

Another "first" was recorded in May 
when an Alaskan dog team reached the sum
mit of Mount McKinley via the West Buttress 
route. 

A Japanese climber was killed and an
other injured early in May when a corniced 
ridge they were traversing collapsed on the 
West Ridge of Mount Hunter. The injured 
climber was able to make his way alone back 
to the landing spot on the Kahiltna Glacier. 

Two Korean climbers were killed and one 

MOUNTAINEERING SUMMARY 1979 

MOUNT McKINLEY 

Expeditions Climbers Successful 

West Buttress 64 240 124 

West Buttress 
165 (guided\ 14 188 

Muldrow Glacier ·1 5 0 

Cassin Ridge 8 28 24 

Cassin Ridge 
(guided) 3 3 

South Face 4 0 

WesrRib 12 54 31 

South Buttress 2 9 4 

Southeast Face 2 0 

104 533 351 

MOUNT FORAKER 

Southeast Ridge 3 13 0 

Northeast Ridge 2 5 3 

Northeast Ridge 
(guided) 6 5 

Infinite Spur 4 0 

28 8 

OTHER 

Mount Hunter 7 19 8 

Mount Huntington 4 11 4 

Ruth Gorge Peaks 9 32 16 

Peak 12.380' 3 6 2 

Moose's Tooth 6 16 0 

Rooster's Comb 2 4 4 

Mount Si lverthrone 2 0 

Mount Mather 18 0 

Mount Brooks 1 2 2 

Other Peaks 4 9 3 

Grand Total 149 680 398 
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was seriously injured when they fell descend
ing the upper part of the West Rib on Mount 
McKinley. The team had reached the summit 
and were descending when one member lost 
his footing. The exhausted team was unable 
to stop the fall and slid 1,500-2,000 feet down 
the slope. 

Three West German climbers were evac
uated from the West Buttress route after two 
became seriously ill from cerebral and pul
monary edema. The group had climbed up the 
mountain far too fast for proper acclimatiza
tion, reaching 18,000 feet only four days after 
beginning their climb. Two other cases of high 
altitude pulmonary edema were also caused 
by rapid ascents. 

Five cases of pulmonary edema, three 
cases of cerebral edema, and at least ten 
cases of acute mountain sickness were repor
ted. Eight climbers reported falls and twenty
two reported receiving some frostbite. More 
minor cases of acute mountain sickness and 
frostbite probably occurred but were not re
ported. 

The National Park Service was involved 
in twelve separate incidents where climbing 
parties required outside assistance or evacua-

tion . These incidents cost the National Park 
Service approximately $10,000. Several climb
ing groups voluntarily paid for the costs of 
their rescues. 

Trash left by mountaineers continues to 
plague the more popular routes on Mount 
McKinley. Most is left by groups who do not 
carefully plar:i in advance. Repacking food into 
plastic bags before the climb can eliminate a 
great deal of foil and unnecessary wrappings. 
This will greatly reduce the amount of trash to 
be dealt with while on the climb. Groups 
should carefully plan how much food is nec
essary for their climb to avoid the necessity of 
abandoning excess food on the mountain. On 
certain routes, fixed ropes litter many sec
tions. Fixed ropes should be used as infre
quently as is safely possible and should be re
moved after each climb when feasible. Most 
importantly, all climbers must make a commit
ment before they start their climbs that they 
will bring everything back down with them 
that they have carried up. Only if this is done 
will future climbers be able to enjoy the beau
ty and cleanliness of Alaska's mountains as 
they should. - Bob Gerhard 

National Park Service 
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This route is called "The Crack of Doom." 
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CHILEANS EARN FIRST HIMALAYAN ASCENT 
Two members of a Chilean expedition 

reached the summit of Gasherbrum II (8035 
meters, 26,360 feet) in the Karakoram Range 
on June 9. The climb was accomplished with
out oxygen or the use of porters above base 
camp. This marks the first time South Ameri
cans have completed the ascent of an Asian 
peak; previous Argentine expeditions narrow
ly failed on Dhualagiri (1954 and 1956) and 
Everest ( 1971). 

Members of the Chilean team were: 
Jorge Bassa, age 37, medical doctor; Claudio 
Galvez, 23; Ruben Lamilla, 45; Claudio Lucero, 
45, deputy leader; Nelson Munoz, 34; Gaston 
Oyarzun, 32, leader; Jorge Quinteros, 46; Ivan 
Vigoroux, 37; and Hector Zuniga, 38. 

Team members lay claim to dozens of 
first ascents and new routes in the Andes as 
well as climbs in Antarctica, the Alps, Pyre
nees, and Caucasus. All except Bassa had 
climbed Aconcagua, three of them by the 
south face, and generally each one had been 
climbing for ten years. This was their first trip 
to the Himalaya. 

The group arrived in Skardu, Pakistan on 
Aprii 24, where they hired 130 porters. Wash
ed out bridges, bad weather, and the slower 
than expected progress of their porters forced 
them to reduce their supplies to 1800 kilos 
during the approach. They reached the Bal
toro Glacier on May 6 and established base 
camp on the 16th at 5150 meters (16,995 feet). 

Leader Gaston Oyarzun later wrote 
(translation by Evelio Echevarria) : 

"There were thirteen kilometers of glacier 
ahead of us well broken with crevasses and 
surrounded by slopes prone to avalanche. The 
windblasts of avalanches five kilometers away 
were still felt in our camps and would leave us 
and our tents covered with powder snow. But 
the place was most impressive. We often 
paused to admire the graceful flutings of the 
lower Gasherbrum peaks to the south. As for 
our goal, it was a giant mountain of ice topped 

by a dark cone which we called the Piramide 
Egipcia [Egyptian Pyramid]." 

The team followed the first ascent route 
pioneered by Austrians in 1956, introducing a 
variant on the final pyramid. 

"Most of the time we had to work in the 
mornings because in the afternoon the wea
ther became unsettled." wrote Oyarzun. "Yet 
we were full of faith and optimism." 

Vigoroux, Lamilla, Lucero, and Oyarzun 
made a summit bid from high camp at 7200 
meters but were only able to reach 7600 me
ters by nightfall. They were nearly exhausted, 
without tents or sleeping bags, had neither 
food nor liquids, and were still 400 meters 
short of the top. After much thought, Oyarzun 
decided to bivouac. 

"Our situation was exposed. Had there 
been a storm, results could have been disas
trous. We knew all too well that retreat meant 
failure. On June 25th the permit for our stay in 
the mountains would expire and the liason 
officer assigned to us had shown himself to be 
strict regarding timetables. What bothered us 
most now was hunger and thirst. We dug a 
hole in the snow and put our feet into our 
packs. Dressed in our duvets we huddled 
against one another to spend the night. 

"One thought was fixed uppermost in 
our minds: the sacrifices the Federacion de
Andinismo de Chile (primary sponsor of the 
expedition) had made in order to field a na
tional expedition to Asia had been tremen
dous and we could not disappoint those who 
had done so much. " 

Next day the four climbers continued on. 
At 7800 meters Vigoroux and Lamilla felt 
much too weak and had to descend. Only 
Oyarzun .and Lucero remained. They stepped 
onto the summit at 6:00 p.m. accompanied by 
strong winds, some snow, and temperatures 
around -30° C (-20° F) . 

"All we did at the summit was embrace. 
We had no other thoughts than to descend 
quickly. As we descended, the weather impro
ved somewhat, a lucky thing, since we were 
exhausted and had to climb down carefully. 
As we went down, the clouds parted and we 
were able to see the lower mountains of the 
immense Karakoram, a wonderful view that 
had been denied to us from the top. 

"By 11:00 p.m. we arrived at our highest 
camp where Vigoroux and Lamilla thrust into 
our hands all they had: a cup of coffee with
out sugar. We had some minor frostbite in our 
toes and our faces were crisscrossed by 
cracks and sores. But we were happy. We all 
descended the following day to the 6000 
meter camp where we ate well, so much so 
that we became sick. Once in base camp true 
relaxation overtook us. Our doctor somehow 
concocted a drink with alcohol and we had 
our first real celebration. Before us lay the 
march out of those impressive mountains, the 
trek down river, the arrival at the big cities and 
the final flight back to Chile. But at that mo
ment, watching the lovely ice peaks of the 
Karakoram, we could only think about the ex
pedition 's achievement. It was our hour of 
triumph. " - Pieter Crow 

Burlington, Vermont 
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FIFTY YEARS OF CLIMBING 
When Donald G. Onthank first climbed 

with a party of Mazamas in 1917, "I broke all 
the rules, and nobody did anything about it," 
he says. In the ensuing years he became a 
leader who kept attention to skills and safety 
precautions foremost within the mountaineer
ing group. 

When interviewed in the Mazama club
rooms library on NW 19th where you ' ll find 
the 87-year-old Mazama patriarch holding 
forth, as is his routine each weekday, he had 
just been honored with an endowed life mem
bership in the American Alpine Club. It is pre
sently the only such membership bestowed by 
the club. 

The Alpine Club, which is che official 
voice for American climbers, held its national 
meeting last weekend at Timberline Lodge on 
Mount Hood where Onthank was recognized 
for his "enduring personal contributions to 
mountaineering." 

Although qualified by his ascents in the 
West, Onthank had never been a member of 
the American Alpine Club. 

His life has been entwined with moun
tains, and especially Mount Hood, since a 
summer day in 1912 when he drove with four 
companions in a car from Hood River to the 
turnaround on the steep pitch below Cloud 
Cap Inn and went to the summit by the Coop
er Spur Route and home in the same day. 

Prior to this it was always an overnight or 
longer assault on the summit, with most of 
the climbing done from the north or Hood 
River side because this is where the parties 
had access, by Northern Pacific railroad from 
Portland with a six-horse stage team from 
Hood River to the log and stone inn which 
first opened in 1889 for guests. Today, this 
historic site is cared for by a group of Hood 
River mountaineers, the Crag Rats. 

In answer to the question, "Has the 
mountain changed visibly in all these years?" 
Onthank plucked from the shelves a 1913 Ma
zama annual and opened it directly to a photo 
showing White River Glacier extending over a 
vast area and Crater Rock surrounded in sum
mer by a wall of snow 180 or more feet deep. 
He also cited how Eliot Glacier has shrunk 
since he first climbed. The glaciers and the 
snowfields in one man's lifetime have retreat
ed rapidly. 

As for his first climb with the Maza mas in 
1917, it gives a taste of how much those early 
parties were propelled by enthusiasm and 
least of all equipment or techniques. 

Onthank rolled in a blanket, on a hard 
rock (no pads) that night, and he had a bor
rowed alpenstock. Climbing boots then meant 
logger corks or boots with hobnails. 

There was a party of some 80 Mazamas, 
including teachers who had come on a na
tional convention to Portland and who were 
being escorted by the Mazamas on their first 
climb. Onthank 'and three friends found them
selves part of the congregation, "And I be
came one of seven rope squad leaders, be
cause I had an alpenstock," he mused. 

The reason so many climbed Cooper 
Spur Route in spite of their inability or lack of 
equipment in those days was that a fixed rope 
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On the summit of Mount Adams, Washington, August 1st, 1937. The horses 
were brought up by prospectors mining sulfur atop the 12,276 foot volcano. 

dangled from the summit down the climbing 
route for the most difficult part. 

Neophytes literally pulled themselves up 
the mountain. All of 200 people were taken up 
on "fixed" routes in some of these early Ma
zama climbs, where parties are now limited to 
15 or 20 climbers. 

An impatient young Onthank, who had 
three of those teachers tied into his rope 
squad, decided they didn ' t want to spend the 
whole day getting to the top. They were the 
last squad in line. 

"So we stepped out of the beaten trench 
in the snow on that narrow ridge between the 
two glaciers and hauled those teachers right 
to the top. We didn't know anything about 
climbing ethics then," recalled Onthank. 

The year Onthank joined the Mazamas 
(1927) he participated in their first Sunshine 
Route climb, where 10 climbers on one rope 
were unable to arrest a slide - some were no
vices and several lost their alpenstocks in the 
fall. The whole group went over a bergs
chrund. The speed of the fall, fortunately, 
took them onto soft snow on the lower lip, 
beyond the crevasse. One member was im
paled through the chest with an alpenstock 
and killed. 

Onthank, who participated in rescuing 
the victims, was the last one in that rope 
party, but because it was too short on the end 
for tying around his waist, he had tied a hand
hold loop on the end. He was spared by that 
fluke of too little rope. 

On the mass assault in 1933 when Maza
mas used four different routes on Mount 
Hood for their annual climb, Onthank follow
ed Everett Darr on the club's first ascent of 
Wy'east Route. He was asked to help bring a 
group of novices down from the summit by 
way of Sunshine Route. He vividly recalled 
that of his trials on the mountain this was the 
most harrowing. 

To keep stable footing on this steep des
cent was hard enough for experienced climb
ers, but now he was last in the string, follow
ing the groove in the tapioca snow (like walk
ing on ball bearings) . Some of the group leaned 

too far back, slipped and pulled others down 
with them. Onthank's alpenstock, driven hard 
into the snow, was all that held the group, and 
at times he wondered if he could hold them 
back from a slide onto Eliot headwall. 

In 1938-39 he served as Mazama presi
dent, and throughout his association with the 
Portland-based mountaineering group
which held its charter meeting in 1894 on the 
summit of Mount Hood-Onthank stressed 
mountaineering. The club activities over the 
years expanded into year-round hiking trips, a 
lodge on Mount Hood with its own downhill 
ski slope, ski touring, whitewater river running, 
social gatherings and conservation issues. 
Thinking back on all the climbs the club led in 
North America, Onthank said that considering 
the hazards and the number of people invol
ved it is a remarkable safety record . 

It is the attention to mountaineer training 
and skills, safety precautions and the develop
ment of a corps of leaders that made this 
record of which Onthank is so much a part. 

He kept on climbing into his 70s, his last 
climb being a one-day, 13-mile outing in the 
Goat Rocks area of the Washington Cascades 
to the summits of both Mount Ives and Old 
Snowy. "Not really difficult mountains," ob
served Onthank. He'd still be on trail trips if he 
could, but after a coronary five years ago he 
says his most strenuous and active climbing 
period took place in his 60s. 

The man who tJecame known to so many 
as "Mr. Mazama" is also considered the best 
informed and read on Alpine literature. 

In his lifetime he amassed a library on 
mountaineering that included all issues in the 
eight foremost journals, including that of the 
British Alpine Journal, the Himalayan Journal 
which was started by British Army officers in 
India, the Appalachian Club Journal dating 
from 1902 and the Sierra Club Bulletin that 
began in 1892. 

Here in the Mazama clubrooms library, 
surrounded by the Alpine literature of the 
world, Donald Onthank is both past and 
present. - Tom McAllister 

via Oregon Journal 
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MOUNT RAINIER SUMMARIZES CLIMBING PROBLEMS 
Nearly 7,900 attempts at climbing Mount 

Rainier were made by individuals in 1979. Ap
proximately 1,400 more attempts were made 
this year than last, an increase of some 19%. 

As in past years, the vast majority of clim
bers used the least technical routes via high 
camps, Muir and Schurman. Such usage ac
counts for about 85% of all climbing use on 
the mountain, with the route through Camp 
Muir receiving some 72% of all climber use. 

tamination of melted snow for drinking water. 
There is no statistical data at this time regard
ing degree of contamination but in 1980 at
tempts will be made to sample snow in ran
dom locations for possible contamination . 

The Emmons Glacier climbing route 
through Camp Schurman is the second most 
heavily used route on the mountain with over 
1,000 climbers attempting the route in 1979. In 
early summer the zones above and below 
Camp Schurman had li,:nits on the numbers of 
campers per night as follows: in the zone en
compassing the Inter Glacier, Mount Ruth, 
and the ridge between Mount Ruth and 
Steamboat Prow the limit was 12 persons per 
night. Camp Schurman had a limit of 35 per
sons while the zone between Schurman and 
the 10,200 foot level was 12 persons. There 
was no limit from there to the summit. 

Part way through the summer an experi
ment was conducted to see whether restric
tions could be relaxed. Accordingly, limits 
were removed from the Inter Glacier, and a 
designated camp using existing tent platforms 
was established along the ridge from Mount 
Ruth to Steamboat Prow. This is the Camp 
Curtis area. Over 30 tent platforms were found 
but some were naturalized when it was found 
that rare plants were growing close to the 
sites. Some 23 sites were retained as the des
ignated camp. The Mount Ruth area, proper, 
was limited to no more than 21 persons cam
ped per night. The limit of 35 persons per 

night at Camp Schurman was held. The 
"Emmons Flats" area between Camp Schur
man and the 10,200 foot level was surveyed 
for reasonable tent space and readjusted to an 
unlimited capacity. Thus, the entire route 
from Camp Schurman to the summit became 
unlimited. Park management has recommend
ed adoption of these levels for use for the 
1980 season. 

Again, sanitation and possible crowding 
are concerns on the Schurman route as they 
are on the Muir route. Sociological and sani
tation studies are planned for the Muir route 
and the Schurman route. With the exception 
of a few busy days each summer, crowding 
on the Emmons Glacier is not noticeable. 
However, crowding is a judgmental factor 
that varies with individuals. The fact is that 
the route through Camp Schurman is the only 
other relatively easy two-day climb that offers 
some relief and alternative to the busy and 
more crowded route through Camp Muir. 

There appear to be no significant re
source, sanitation, or crowding problems on 
climbing routes elsewhere on the mountain 
although occasional crowding has been men
tioned at Camp Hazard (Kautz Glacier route) 
and at Thumb Rock (Liberty Ridge route). No 
corrective action other than improved infor
mation for climbers is contemplated at this 
time. -Mount Rainier National Park 

Washington 

The Camp Muir Route is an all-inclusive 
term for several climbing routes reached via 
Camp Muir. Usage on these routes is concen
trated on Disappointment Cleaver and the In
graham Glacier. Some, but very little, use is 
made of the Gibraltar Ledge, Nisqually Ice 
Fall, Nisqually Ice Cliff, and Gibraltar Chute 
routes in that order. No limits are imposed 
upon the numbers of non-campers who may 
be climbing on any routes on the mountain 
but this is hardly an issue because it is virtually 
impossible to climb the mountain without 
spending at least one night camped. There are 
limits on the number of individuals allowed to 
camp each night at Camp Muir and in the 
zones above and below Muir. From Pebble 
Creek to Camp Muir there is a limit of 36 
people, from Muir to the base of Disappoint
ment Cleaver the limit is also 36, and from 
Disappointment Cleaver to the summit the 
limit is 12. Camp Muir has a limit of 100 per
sons per night, 35 of which are reserved for 
the park concessioner use, Rainier Mountain
eering Incorporated. Between May 15 and 
September 15, Camp Muir filled on 15 days 
and was overbooked on seven more. Over
booking results occasionally from administra
tive err.or and frequently from climbers unable 
to continue further to their original destination 
and camping at Muir. The Muir Snowfield, 
between Pebble Creek and Camp Muir, reach
ed capacity on 5 nights and was never over
booked. The zone between Muir and Disap
pointment Cleaver filled 6 times and was over
booked once. Finally, on only two nights was 
the zone from the Cleaver to the summit filled 
to designated capacity and was never over
booked. 

KOREANS REPORT ON RECENT EXPEDITIONS 

While no new problems in backcountry 
management have developed in the climbing 
zone during the past year, some older prob
lems appear to be intensifying, especially 
along the Muir corridor. One involves the at
tempted protection of fellfields between Peb
ble Creek and Camp Muir. Climbers camping 
in those areas have destroyed parts of rare 
plant communities. Attempts at education 
and control have been only partly successful 
so far. Close monitoring of these fellfields will 
be conducted in 1980 and enforcement ac
tions taken. 

Sanitation, in particular disposal of hu
man wastes, is a continuing concern in the 
climbing zone, particularly along the Muir 
route. Waste disposal at Camp Muir is organ
ized with toilets and periodic helicopter remo
val of filled containers. Elsewhere, however, 
no toilets are available and complaints are re
ceived from climbers finding waste on or 
along climbing routes. 

Of even more concern is possible con-
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It is a great pleasure for me to report, on 
behalf of the Korean Alpine Federation, on the 
Korean climbers' overseas activities in 1979. 

From April to July this year four moun
taineering teams from the Republic of Korea 
successfully attacked two overseas moun
tains. Three of them scaled Mount McKinley 
(6,194 m) in Alaska and the other one climbed 
the Eiger in the European Alps0 The challen
ges to the highest peak in North America and 
the biggest north face in the Alps were ven
tured by Koreans for the first time. 

The McKinley expeditions are as follows: 
1) A six-men team organized by Ko

rea Daily News Company, under the leader
ship of Sang-Don Ko (30), who was a sum
mitter of Mount Everest in 1977. 

2) A seven-men team of Hankook Kory
ong Alµi11e Club, a private climbing club, led 
by Hong-Jin Kim (39). 

3) An eight-students party of Korea Uni
versity led by Professor Sang-Kyom Kim (44). 

The Korea Daily News team took the 
Western Rib route. Three men struggled 14 
hours from Camp 3 (altitude 4,700 meters) 
and successfully reached the summit of South 
Peak at 7:15 p.m. on May 29. Unfortunately 
two of them were killed and the other one was 
badly injured in a falling accident. When they, 
roped together, were on the way down from 
the top, at the point of around 5,800 meters, 
Hun-gyu Park (31) suddenly slipped and the 

other two, Ko and 11-Kyo Lee (24), were for
cibly dragged. So all three fell along the steep 
snowy slope about 1,000 meters down. Two 
of them, Ko and Lee, died and Park got ser
iously wounded. They were found by an 
American expedition team. 

The Hankook Koryong Alpine Club party 
took the customary route on West Buttress. 
Two men got to the top at 10:10 p.m. on June 
16. 

The Korea University team took the 
Western Rib route. And six members success
fully reached the summit at the same time at 
18:00 on July 27. 

The Ag-Woo-Hae, one of many rock
climbing clubs in Korea, challenged the Eiger 
Nordwand in July. The climbing expedition 
party was organized by six men under the 
leadership of Eu-Sup Shim (39). They started 
to climb the North Face along the traditional 
Ande"rl Heckmair route on July 21. Two mem
bers, Dae-Pyo Yoon (27) and Wook Huh (28) 
bivouacked three nights on the face and fi
nally reached the top of Eiger (3,970 meters) 
at 12:30 p.m. on July 24. 

Several Korean alpine clubs are preparing 
to scale Pu-mori (7,145 meters), Manasulu 
(8,156 meters) and Makalu (8,481 meters), all 
in the Himalayas, in the season of pre-mon
soon in 1980. -Chang-Sung Huh 

Korean Alpine Federation 
via Pieter Crow 
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BAXTER STATE PARK RELAXES CLIMBING RESTRICTIONS 
This summer many hikers who attended 

the Appalachian Trail Conference meeting at 
Carrabassett, Maine, went on to Baxter State 
Park after the last session to climb Katahdin. 
One group started up Roaring Brook Trail in 
an intermittent August rain. Arriving at Chim
ney Pond, they saw that the summit was 
socked in, but they went up the Saddle Trail 
anyway in hopes that the weather would 
clear. At the Saddle, a steady, frigid wind was 
blowing, and rime from the drifting clouds 
coated parkas and jeans. After a lunch in the 
shelter of the rocks, three members of the 
party-southerners who felt they might never 
be back this way again and who already had 
made several unsuccessful summit bids
went on despite the fact that there would be 
nothing to see on top and they would have 
very little to show for their effort but discom
fort. The others decided to return to Chimney 
Pond. 

A few years ago this scenario would have 
been impossible. As Lee Tibbs, Director of 
Baxter State Park, explained, "Before, the 
Park determined whether the mountain was 
open or closed, and that was that." If it was 
closed, no one was allowed to ascend. 

Now, a different system is in effect. Each 
morning of the season, Park rangers post a 
classification meant to guide climbers who 
want to go above treeline on Katahdin. 

A Class I day is a good one, with no bad 
weather predicted; the mountain is open. A IA 
classification means that the mountain is 
open, but the Knife Edge is closed because of 
high winds or slippery conditions. 

On a Class II day, the kind of day the A TC 
party had, the weather is overcast and the 
forecast unsettled. Ascent is permitted but 
not recommended. Class IIA has the same 
meaning, except that again the Knife Edge is 
closed. 

If the classification is 111, the mountain is 
closed above treeline because of bad wea
ther- ice, sleet, snow, rain, or high winds
and a poor forecast. 

Tibbs said that this change, along with 
others, resulted from Baxter's recent planning 
process. A comprehensive plan for the Park 
was approved by its governing authority last 
year. "One of the directions in 'the plan," 
according to Tibbs, "was that we should try 
to provide the most enjoyable experience 
possible for users." This has been interpreted 
to mean less regulation and more education, 
and all rules and regulations have been re
viewed in light of this basic change in man
agement philosophy. The class-day system is 
one of the results. 

Tibbs feels that the change has been 
"Quite successful" to date. "People tend to 
be quite responsible about it," he said. "They 
have cooperated very well. Before we had to 
do a lot of explaining when the mountain was 
closed; now people·tend to be more careful 
themselves, more responsible." The new rules 
have not led to a great increase in search and 
rescue operations. 

There are also other rule changes that 
make things easier for hikers and climbers. 
The classification for the day, for instance, is 
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not posted until 7 AM, but climbers may start 
earlier if they have checked with the Park · 
office the night before to get a weather report 
and report their intentions. 

During the winter, overnight campers 
and technical climbers were once required to 
have a doctor's certificate indicating that a 
physical examination had been conducted 
and they had been found physically able to 
withstand the rigors of winter activities. Al
though this procedure is still strongly recom
mended, it is no longer required. Each winter 
user of the Park must now sign a certification 
stating that he is in good health and can han
dle the conditions t~at he will face. 

Another aspect of Park management that 
has changed is law enforcement policy. 
"There was some concern a few years ago 
about the restrictive policy of the Park in this 
area," he said. "Law enforcement is still an 
important aspect of Park management, but 
we're trying to keep a lower profile now. Ran
gers are more careful in determining if a vio
lation is intentional. There is more explana
tion, more verbal warning on a first offense. 
There has been a noticeable decline in the 
number of summonses written. This has 
worked better than the hard-nosed ap
proach." 

Baxter has done more than moderate 
some of its regulations, however. "We're 
moving more in the direction of education 
now," Tibbs commented. Last summer the 
Park had a full-time, year-round naturalist on 
the staff for the first time. "Also," he said, 
"we're trying to provide better information for 
winter users, so that people can better plan 
thier trip through the Park." For instance, 
staff members help ski tourers planning multi
day trips select the best routes and campsite 
locations. 

The planning that has led to these chan
ges is "an ongoing process." At the end of 
each summer season, the rules are reviewed. 
"This may lead to additional changes," Tibbs 

said, "but we can't foresee them at this 
point." One change that is under consider
ation following this summer season, but that 
has not been adopted yet, is a policy in which 
the Director could keep the Park open at his 
discretion before the May 15 opening date 
and after the October 15 closing date on a 
day-to-day ba.sis if the weather warranted it. 

"Essentially, we're attempting to make 
the Park as accessible and usable as pos
sible," he said, "while at the same time pro
tecting it and its users." 

Copies of each season's regulations are 
available from Baxter State Park, 64 Balsam 
Drive, Millinocket, Maine 04462. 

-Arlyn S. Powell, Jr. 
Copyright 1979 by Appalachia Bulletin 

Reprinted courtesy of 
The Appalachian Mountain Club 

THE HIGHEST TREE? 
This tree must have a very strong survival 

instinct. It grows, all alone, at an elevation of 
about 12,860 feet on the west shoulder of 
Peak Three in the San Juan Mountains of 
Colorado, nearly a thousand feet above tim
berline. Amazingly it is located at the top 
of a long, narrow ridge. The winds generally 
sweep up the sides of the ridge and over the 
spot where it grows, giving it a sort of lee 
position. I wonder if it is the highest tree in the 
United States. In the background is Vestal 
Peak, 13,864 feet, with its famous Wham 
Ridge to the right. Vestal Lake, · visible below 
the peak is at just over 12,200 feet . 

-William M. Bueler 
Winona, Minnesota 

Vestal Peak in the San Juan 
Mountains of Colorado lies be
yond a tree which could well be 
the hl9he1t In the U.S. 
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FABIANO 
of NAN 
i 
o INOIA'S Highest Peak, 
§: NANDA DEVI (25,645 ft.), 
o was conquered on Sept. 1, 

g !9i:~r;Ac::~~~~~I:~ 
~ mountain climbers. FABIANO 
~ BOOTS were the choice of 
~ this expedition. 

~ 
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Einat~! 
Weightless 
Warmth 
Wltlrout 
Bulk. 

Jacket. 
Vest. 
Mitts. 
Booties. 
Hat. 

Versa Pile® ... from Pak Foam ... is 
the irleal light. warm outdoor wear for 
climbing. camping. jogging. or just 
around town. Made of 100% polyester 
fiber. Versa Pile® has a soft curly pile 
on the inside that provides super insul
ation. When Versa Pile® gets wet , wring 
it out, shake it and your body heat 
will quickly dry it. Perspiration wicks 
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GIBBS 
ASCENDERS 

Each Ascender is tested 
to 1000 pounds. Its smooth 

rounded teeth produce 
little or no rope damage. 

Especially applicable to 
equipment haulage, group 

ascents, fixed rope and 
rescue operations. Operates 

on icy or muddy ropes. 

SPRING LOADED FREE RUNNING 
Rope - Sling - Carabiners 

GIBBS PRODUCTS 
202 E. HAMPTON AVENUE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84111 

20% DISCOUNT 
ON ASCENDERS 

WITH ORDERS OF 
$50.00 OR MORE 

Free 
Catalog 

California Mountain Company 
is a supplier to mountain rescue 
teams. What our catalog offers 

to climbers is access to 
high quality equipment. 

to the outside and rapidly evaporates. 
On the outside. Versa Pile® is smooth. 
stretchy and pill resistant. Available in 
handsome Barnstable Blue with a full 
range of sizes for men and women. For 
more information. contact: 

Our selection of emergency and 
medical gear should be of interest 

to expeditions and self-reliant 
climbing teams. 

The catalog is free, just send 
your name and address to: 

Pak.Foam 
Products 
181 Conant Street Dept. 825 
Pawtucket. RI 02862 
Tel. (401) 726-2360 

California Mountain Company 
P.O. Box 6602a 

Santa Barbara, CA 93111 
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INTERNATIONAL ALPINE ASSOCIATION MEETS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Delegates from 24 nations gathered at 

Pinkham Notch Camp during the first week in 
October for the annual General Assembly of 
the Union internationale des associations 
d'alpinisme, or U.I.A.A. It was the first time 
that the Geneva-based organization had met 
in the United States, and only the second time 
they had convened outside of Europe (the 
1977 meeting was held in Mexico City). 

Representing 50 organizations from 39 
countries, the U.I.A.A. has been active in 
Europe for nearly 50 years, but its influence in 
North America has recently increased as 
alpine activities here have multiplied. Best 
known for setting standards on climbing 
equipment, the U.I.A.A. is more than just a 
consumer protection service. It is active in 
preserving mountain ecologies, promoting 
international alpine exchanges, and helping 
resolve international disputes. 

Pinkham's foreign guests were greeted 
with cloudy skies and brilliant foliage as com
mon ground was sought on several contro
versial issues. With a certain amount of ted
ium (all speeches had to be delivered in two, 
and sometimes three, languages), but with 
constant good will and occasional wit, an 
essentially European organization moved 
toward becoming a more representative, 
international body. 

Monday, October 1, was marked by gen
ial confusion as delegates from as far away as 
Nepal and the U.S.S.R. converged on Boston 
at the same time as Pope John Paul II. Even
tually they made their way north, and the first 
two days of the conference were filled with 
general discussions and Executive Committee 
meetings. Henry Barber, the noted U.S. clim
ber, spoke about modern American climbing 
techniques, and John Williamson, co-editor of 
Accidents in North American Mountaineering, 
led a discussion of North American accident 
reporting. The General Assembly itself was 
held on Thursday, October 4, and concluded 
with a delicious banquet prepared by the Pink
ham staff. 

The U.I.A.A. is noted for its commissions 
that attempt to reach a multi-national consen
sus in such areas as equipment, huts, youth, 
mountain safety, mountain protection, expe
ditions, and alpine skiing. It was the report of 
this last commission that sparked the most 
debate during the Thursday meeting. A reso
lution calling for the U.I.A.A.'s condemnation 
of "heli-skiing" (the practice of transporting 
skiers to high elevations by helicopter) was 
presented. Supported by most European 
members, the motion was vigorously opposed 
by the North American and English delega
tions. As American delegate Bill Putnam suc
cinctly stated, "We in North America have 
taken the U.I.A.A. very seriously-up to this 
point." · 

The North American argument was that 
while "heli-skiing"·may be ecologically dam
aging to European mountains, in the Ameri
can context it is far less harmful to fly a party 
into a remote area than to establish elaborate 
access routes (i.e., roads, railways) such as 
exist in the Alps but not in Alaska or the 
Canadian Rockies. The dispute was resolved 
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by adding a modifier to the original motion, 
which had passed by a narrow margin, that 
stated that the U.1.A.A. resolution applied 
mainly to Europe and that situations else
where in the world needed further study. Iron
ically, the potential impact of "heli-skiing" on 
the White Mountains resembles more closely 
that of Europe and not the rest of North Am
erica. According to the White Mountain Air
port in Conway, New Hampshire, helicopters 
do occasionally land on the summit of Mount 
Washington where skiers can then ski down 
the Auto Road. 

The French habitually refer to le monde 
anglo-saxon (the Anglo-Saxon world), and it 
proved true enough at the conference, as the 
English, American, and Canadian delegates 
were often on the same side of issues. ( It 
should be noted that the Federation Oue
becoise de la Montagne was also present.) In 
addition to the helicopter question, a relatively 
minor issue of executive officer succession 
again brought the English-language alliance to 
the floor. 

"Most European members are estab
lished figures who avoid controversy," said 
Dutch observer K.E.J. Dijk. "People like Bill 
Putnam and Dennis Gray (British Mountain
eering Council) speak their minds, and it is 
refreshing in a meeting of this kind." While 
humorously commented upon by the Cana
dian delegate, this was a clear example of the 
realigning of perspective that the organization 
is currently undergoing. 

In a dramatic address to the assembly, 
the Nepalese delegate, K.B. Shah, asked, 
"What is the U.1.A.A. doing about high-alti
tude sickness and the impact, both ecological 
and cultural, of foreign expeditions on Nepal? 
It is well and good to discuss hut problems in 
the Alps, but the range of discussion must be 
increased." President Pierre Bossus replied 
that "the U.I.A.A. is very concerned with 
climbing groups respecting the rights and cus
toms of host countries." While this is true of 
altitude sickness (a medicine commission is in 
the process of formation), the confusion that 
arose over the U.I.A.A.'s criticism of a Himal
ayan expedition that Shah was not even a
ware of reflects a certain lack of communica
tion between "core members and those on 
the periphery. Much of this is due to the dis
tances involved, and the infrequency of meet
ings. 

Several notable American climbers . were 
present at the conference. Andrew Kauffman, 
a member of the expeditions committee of 
both the American Alpine Club (A.A.C.) and 
the U.I.A.A., is one of two Americans who 
have made first ascents of mountains over 
8,000 meters (26,000 feet). H. Adams Carter, 
editor of the A.A.C.'s Journal, was co-leader 
with Willi Unsoeld on the American Nanda 
Devi expedition in 1976, and was one of the 
members of the original Anglo-American ex
pedition in 1936. Both men served as trans
lators during the conference, Kauffman from 
French to English and Carter from German to 
English. William Putnam, besides representing 
the A.A.C., coordinated that club's efforts as 
host for the Assembly. 

Some delegates felt that eliminating the 
distinction between "permanent" and "im
permanent" members held the greatest future 
significance. In the past, it has meant heavy 
European representation on the Executive 
Committee, which meets more frequently 
than the General Assembly. Committee candi
dates will now be elected from all member 
groups for a limited term. As one delegate 
remarked, "Now we can get on the com
mittee; the problem will be affording the plane 
fare!" It should lead to greater diversity-and 
greater complications-at the leadership level. 
With a European majority and a permanent 
home established in Geneva, the U.1.A.A can 
hardly help but remain essentially European in 
its orientation. But its eyes are no longer fixed 
on the Alps, and it addresses, with increasing 
sensitivity, the international dimensions of 
alpinism. - William McBee 

Copyright 1979 by Appalachia Bulletin 
Reprinted courtesy of 

The Appalachian Mountain Club 

A Thought ... 
When I go rock climbing I often 

feel excited and proud as I cling with 
my arms and short legs to the solid 
mother earth. When I climb the gray 
granite rock I feel for indentations and 
protrusions that I may wrap my fingers 
over or into. I must always remember to 
keep my rearend out and feet on the 
rock as I ascend up the steep cliff. I feel 
a squeeze around my waist as the or
ange and black Kernmantle rope keeps 
me from falling. Even when I know that 
the rope is in a knot secured around my 
waist, my lips still quiver uncontrollably 
as I hang on trying to at least keep 
tliree points in contact. 

I raise my head high to look for my 
next hand and foot hold. I take my right 
arm and stretch it over my head to a 
hole which I can jam my shaking fist 
into. My hand turns red as it receives 
scratches and my fingernails are muddy 
brown as the dirt fills them. My body 
sighs with relief as I approach the top 
ledge and see roots of the slender white 
birch trees. Knowing I'm near my des
tination, I pull my leg with a tremen
dous amount of force to get it up and 
over the last root ledge. Turning my 
head and looking down I see the red 
color of a backpacker T-shirt, and hear 
the signals "Climbing" as Cindy, my 
girlfriend, with the long braid in her 
hair, reaches up to start her climb. 

- Gail Marshall 
Oradell, New Jersey 
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TO BE PRECISE ... 
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(gJ GALIBIER climbing shoes are the last word in 

quality materials, meticulous craftsmanship and 
advanced design. Consider the RR VARAPPE, one 
of the two finest rock shoes in the world. Which 
one climbs best? A matter of taste. Which one is 
better made? The RR hands down. And they fit! 
GALIBIER makes no compromise with quality. Why 
should you? 

MDUNTAI\IGEAR 

WOOL BLEND 

knit of 85% wool 
and 15% Nylon 

i 
~ 

0d ~ 
WIGWAM MILLS, INC. 
Sheboygan, WI 53081 

Canada: Hanson Mills Ltd. 
Prov. of Quebec 

BIBLER 
makes the finest, 

lightest, and most compact 
Goretex self-standing tents 

tor one to tour people 

FREI CATALOG 
BIBLER TENTS 

3416-21 st West #3 
Seattle, WA 98199 

1398-FB Solano Avenue• Albany, California 94706 • (415) 527-8100 
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BLIND, BUT NOT HANDICAPPED 
While browsing at an outdoor store early 

this year Loy Maciver, a blind nurse, told a 
clerk that she desperately wanted to find an 
organization she could join that would enable 
her to camp and hike. The clerk suggested she 
contact the Mazamas. 

Her first contact with the organization led 
to spring hiking trips in the Columbia River 
Gorge, Mount Jefferson Wilderness Area and 
Mount Rainier National Park. She hiked about 
250 miles and climbed some of the areas' 
highest non-glaciated peaks. 

The hiking was possible with the aid of 
her seeing-eye dog, Genie, a black Labrador 
retriever that has been her constant compan
ion for three years. 

"Genie opened the door for me. With 
her, I climbed Mount Defiance, the highest 
peak in the Columbia Gorge." 

After she gained confidence in hiking and 
camping, Miss Maciver yearned for a new 
challenge, and she found it in mountaineering. 

She enrolled in a basic mountaineering 
class offered by the Mazamas at Portland 
State University. A retired man who was a 
teacher in the class, Elmore Willmore, took 
her under his wing and encouraged her to test 
her new outdoor skills. 

"Elmer is the kind of guy that nothing 
defeats," she said. "He was a tremendous 
inspiration for me." 

The first mountain climb she tried was 
Mount Hood in May. Winds were gusting to 
35 mph and, with the chill factor, brought the 
temperature to 25 degrees below zero. The 
group of climbers had to turn back just short 
of the summit. 

Undaunted, Miss Maciver tried again in 
June. She was tied into a rope with 11 other 
persons, and listened intently for Willmore 
crunching through the snow just ahead of her. 
He had a bell on his pack. so she could tell 
where he was at all times, and he talked her 
through difficult crevasse crossings and up 
the steeper slopes. 

Once on top, she joked with other mem
bers of the party who were frightened when 
they looked at the steep slopes they would 
have to descend. "Don't look," she told them. 
"Just close your eyes and follow the rope." 

Other mountains climbed by Miss Mac
Iver were the 12,276-foot Mount Adams and 
the 9,677-foot Mount St. Helens. 

She spends weeks preparing for a climb, 
organizing gear and making sure everything is 
in order. She keeps her food, cooking gear, 
clothing and first aid kit in separate bags and 
stacks them side-by-side in her pack so they 
are readily accessible. "If you prepare in the 
valley, you will reach the summit," she said. 

Miss Maciver is especially proud of an 
award she received from the Mazamas Nov
ember 3 for climbing tl--e three Guardians of 
the Columbia (Mount Hood, Mount Adams 
and Mount St. Helens). The Mazamas believe 
she is the only blind person ever to have done 
so. -Don Bundy 

via MAZAMA 
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Top-Sallie Greenwood and Stephanie Petrilak at the top of Irene's Arete on 
Disappointment Peak in the Tetons. Bottom-Meriby Sweet, Sallie Greenwood, 
Rebecca Mohr, Pat Dillingham, and Janet Kreft at the Teton Climber's Ranch. 

WOMEN'S CLIMBING MEET AT TETONS 
The first annual Women's Climbing Meet 

was held in Grand Teton National Park last 
August 12-18. It was sponsored by the Ameri
can Women's Himalayan Expedition and in
cluded sixteen members and two Sherpas of 
the successful Annapurna ascent of 1978. The 
meet was held in memory of the two women 
climbers who died on the expedition, Alison 
Chadwick-Onyszkiewicz and Vera Watson. 
Both were committed to the goal of promo
ting women's expeditions. The sponsors hope 
to create a network of women climbers 
throughout the country by annual climbing 
meets. 

Base camp was the A .A.C. Climbers 
Ranch below Jenny Lake. Over forty women 
and several men from the U.S., France and 
Germany participated. It was great to share 
experiences with climbers from Chamonix and 
the Gunks. Those of us who have backpacked 
the seventeen miles into Mount Olympus 
smiled at the eastern rock climbers who com
plained of carrying a day pack a whole two 
miles to the first pitch. Although levels of 
experience varied from Mount Sunflower in 
Kansas to Annapurna, enthusiasm was uni
versally high. 

High camp was the morraine at 11,000 
feet where we bivouaced for our climbs on the 
massive Grand Teton, via the Exum Ridge and 
Petzoldt Ridge routes. Joan Windsor had dis
appeared earlier, conning partners for ice 
routes up the Middle Teton. Irene's Arete, 
named after meet participant Irene Beardsley 
(Miller) in 1957, was topped by Wendy Henke, 
Sallie Greenwood and Stefi Petrilak. Other 
climbers roped up for Baxter's Pinnacle, Cube 
Point, Guide's Wall, Prospector Peak, Disap
pointment Peak and others. Also completed 
were traverses of Storm Point and Ice Point. 

Afternoon showers found us huddled 
under the outdoor eating shelter at the ranch 
socializing and planning. Sallie and Lucy had 
the foresight to bring fishing poles. 

In the evenings we gathered in Jackson 
Hole for discussions on expedition planning 
and slide programs. At the end of a happy 
week we sat in the meadow and planned for 
next year - AWHE Tetons '80. To get on the 
mailing list write: Meriby Sweet, AWHE/Te
tons '80, White Mountain School, Littleton, 
New Hampshire 93561 . -Janet Kreft 

Portland, Oregon 
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Alpine Adventure -
Adventure is Our Business JEWELRY FOR MOUNTAINEERS 

Alpine Adventure has developed the 
Cocoon, a bivouac-sack/sleeping bag 
cover that incorporates recent deve
lopments in shelter design and outer-

wear fabrics. Gore-Tex' Laminate is 
used as the top layer of each Cocoon 

and waterproof nylon as the floor. 
Two-way YKK zippers and velcro 

tabs provide for adjustable venti
lation. The Cocoon weighs less 
than 2 lbs. and there is plenty of 
room inside for one person, his 
sleeping bag, and extra gear. 

The Super Cocoon has added 
features including zippered mos

quito netting, a hood support pole, 
and a roomier head area. Anyone who 
has shivered the night through in a high 

alpine bivouac or rain storm, or suf
fered in a poorly designed sleeping 

bag or tent will appreciate the simpli-
city and efficiency of the Cocoon. 

Check appropriate box: □ Cocoon - $ 70 
□ Super Cocoon - $84 

□ Please send further information 
on these products. 

Send my Cocoon to: 
Name _ _ ___ _ ___ _ _ _ 
Address _______ ___ _ 
City _ _ ___ State _ _ Zip _ _ 

P.O. Box 6311, Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 801-263-1247 

Available Exclusively From 

WINSTON QUAN 
GOLDSMITH 

HANDMADE HOUSE 

212A - 3rd Ave. South 

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 

Canada 

Sterling Silver Ice Axe 

$38.00 us 
Sterling Silver Ice Axe Stickpin 

$42.00 us 
14K Gold Ice Axe 

(Penant Only) 

$125.00 us 
Prices based on Gold Spot Price 

of $600.00 US per oz. 

(axe on chain shown 
actual size} 

Also available on special order: 
Carabiners, crampons, ice screws, 
etc., in 14K gold only. 
Write for details. 

___ . ..._ • .... 

For free catalog and local dealer 
contact/write: 

DRILL & HOLDER INCOMPATIBILITY 
Due to variations in recent Rawl No. 14 holders, some will not accept some of my drills. 

(Two-flute drills made to fit the No. 14 holder.) Sometimes the hole diameter is too small 
and drills can 't be inserted, or get stuck. Or the hole may be too deep or too sl>allow (as 
shown above) so the drill can 't be ejected with the drift supplied . 

When buying drills and holders, check them for compatibility with each other and with 
any that you already own. Allow for some additional penetration into the holder when 
pounded on. In addition, before drills are taken on a climb, check that each one can be 
ejected after being pounded on. 

If you already have incompatible drills and holder, you may be able to file or grind the 
base of the drills, or narrow the drift, if appropriate. 

Alternately , you may return all your two-flute drills, No. 14 holders, and drifts to me; 
and I will either make them fit each other or exchange them at no charge, whether I 
wholesaled the particular holder or not. Send everything UPS or postpaid, and it will be 
returned postpaid. Please don't insure parcel post packages; but wrap drills and holders 
tightly in many layers of newspapers before putting in a Jiffy bag or carton-or they'll 
punch their way out. 

I can't be responsible for Rawl drills (three-flute type) that won't fit Rawl holders. 
Also, I'm sorry but I can't sell bolting equipment directly, as only local dealers are in a 
position to decide what sales may lead to misuse on local rocks.) 

ED LEEPER, SALINA STAR RT., BOULDER, COLO. 80302 
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HIGH & WILD: 
A MOUNTAINEER'S WORLD 

By Galen Rowell. Published by Sierra Club 
Books, 530 Bush Street, San Francisco, Cali
fornia. Format: 9 x 12 inches, 160 pages, 112 
color photographs. $29.95 Hardcover. 

There are only two things wrong with 
High and Wild. The first is that it is too short. 
There are perhaps fifty pages of text, though 
spread over ninety-one pages. I enjoy Row
ell's prose so much that I wanted more of it. 
But then, I enjoy his photographs, too, so 
there must be space for them. There had to be 
a limit to both text and photographs to keep 
the book remotely reasonable in price--which 
brings up the second problem. 

High and Wild is expensive at $29.95, 
priced beyond the means of many of those 
who would most appreciate it. But then, the 
photographs dictate the price, for if color 
photos like Rowell's are to be adequately dis
played they must be printed large enough and 
on paper of sufficient quality to reveal their 
excellence. The paper is vintage gloss and the 
photos are beautifully presented. The quality 
of photographs and writing are, of course, 
what make this a worthwhile book, and there 
are enough of each, nicely balanced. I am 
personally glad that the publishers took the 
risk of the high-priced and high-quality route. 
The product, in my view, is an outstanding 
publication in the tradition of such Sierra Club 
classics as Adams and Newhall's This Is The 
American Earth, Cedric Wright's Words of the 
Earth, and Hornbein's Everest: The West 
Ridge. 

Rowell makes several points in this book. 
One comment is on climbing, and he argues 
for style and commitment in conceiving and 
doing climbs. Described are Rowell's climbs 
of the Moose's Tooth, Mount Dickey, the 
West Face of North Howser Tower, and 
Mount McKinley, among many others. These 
climbs are done quickly and lightly, in alpine 
style, and with great committment. Rowell 
describes the "New Age of Mountain Ex
ploration" through personal experience, and 
such exploration does not only involve climb
ing the great granite face, but also the tra
verse of the White Mountains in winter or the 
"Great Circle Expedition" on skis around 
Mount McKinley. Reflecting on his one-day 
climb of Mount McKinley he notes that he 
hoped that others would follow the lead of the 
original sourdough climbers who inspired him 
by their ascent of Mount McKinley's North 
Peak in a day from its base. Their example 
involves "seeking simple ways of dealing with 
nature, rather than striving to overcome a 
mountain by a long seige." 

A second comment is upon the oppor
tunities for adventure that lie in the natural 
world. He notes that: 

"Many young ·climbers feel unlucky not 
to have been part of the so-called Golden 
Age, rougly from 1860 to 1960, when most of 
the world's important mountains and rock 
walls were climbed for the first time. These 
particular achievements can never be repeat
ed, but a mountain or cliff is never conquered, 
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Reviews 
though one party of climbers or many manage 
to sneak through its defenses. Crowley's 
"spiritual satisfaction" and Mummery's "de
light in the struggle" are still available for the 
modern generation, for the 2000th person on 
top of Mount McKinley as well as for the first, 
and for the unnumbered person who solves a 
boulder problem in a city park. 

Some of the trips Rowell describes verify 
this point. While he is an exceptionally gifted 
mountain explorer, his example can inspire 
tbose of us with lesser resources to explore in 
the mountains. We can and must use our 
imagination to conceive our projects, set upon 
them, and take joy from the idea and the 
effort, the natural beauty and the companion
ship. Rowell well describes with both his 
words and pictures the joy he derives from 
these elements of his mountain adventures. 

The third comment that emerges in High 
and Wild is upon wilderness. He is joyful in his 
adventures, but they are tempered by sad
ness, for he sees the solitude and untrammel
ed beauty of even the most remote mountains 
succumbing to human encroachment of one 
sort or another. There is Bristlecone number 
WPN-114 near Wheeler Peak, Nevada, once 
the oldest known living thing, which was 
sawed up in the interest of "science." There is 
the Alpine Club of Canada hut at Boulder 
Camp in the Bugaboos, and the promise of 
another for the west side of Howser Towers. 
And there is even garbage in the meadows of 
the remote Cirque of the Unclimbables in the 
Northwest Territories of subarctic Canada. 
The places where we would have our adven
tures are fragile and vulnerable. Rowell gently 
warns us to be on our toes, to do our best to 
preserve and protect these places, no matter 
how close or remote they may be. 

I could go on about this delightful book, 
but I have perhaps convinced you by now to 
get yourself a copy. It is certainly worth hav
ing in your library, for it is an affirmation of the 
beauty of the earth and the potential for ex
ploration that will always be present. The Epi
logue, quoting Eric Shipton, provides the ex
clamation mark to the book and restates the 

point of High and Wild. 
"There was a time, long ago, when I was 

oppressed by the thought that soon there 
would be no peaks to climb and no new 
routes to explore. But the more I traveled in 
the remoter ranges ... the more I realized how 
vast is the field of fresh endeavor .. . With the 
application of these new climbing and survival 
techniques, the horizon is truly boundless." 

-John Miles 
Bellevue, Washington 

THE CLOUD WALKERS 
By Paddy Sherman. Published by The Moun
taineers, 719 Pike Street, Seattle, Washington 
98101. Format: 5½ x 8½ inches, 348 pages. 
$9.95 paperback. 

British born, but a longtime resident of 
British Columbia, Canada, Paddy Sherman 
draws upon his own years of climbing and 
mountain rescue activity in British Columbia, 
as well as those of other well-known Canadian 
climbers in writing The Cloud Walkers. It con
tains very involving and enjoyable accounts of 
first ascents and/or early climbs and explora
tion of Mounts Logan, Waddington, Robson, 
Fairweather, and Howson in British Columbia, 
Canada. Also included are accounts of acci
dents and mountain rescues in various parts 
of British Columbia, and of airliner accidents 
in the mountains l)ear Vancouver. 

Whi le interesting and somewhat useful 
from an historical aspect for the avid climber, 
the book is written with a broader audience in 
mind. This is born out by the author's com
ment in the preface:" ... these earlier feats are 
too fine to be kept for the esoteric pleasure of 
the addict. There is much in them to make a 
larger audience proud." 

W ith this in mind, his at times rather 
theatrical narrative can be justified, as well as 
his very understandable and concise explana
tions of certain climbing techniques, such 
things, for instance, as mountain sickness and 

Continued. 
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fJef Ready 
with 

OFF BELAY REPRINTS 

15630 S.E. 124th Street 
Renton, Washington 98055 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

$1.00 
+ 15t postage 

An expanded version of the February 1973 article describing how to 
build igloos. Covers snow saws, snow preparation, cutting blocks, 
establishing the spiral, entranceways, and the all important "igloo 
principle," the secret that keeps the tilted snow blocks in place as 
the angle changes. Also included are solutions to common prob
lems, emergency shelters, Eskimo terminology, and historic quotes 
by artic explorers. Igloo building is an important mountaineering and 
winter camping skin. This booklet will teach you how, 16 pages, 20 
photographs, 10 sketches, 5 ½ x 8 inches. 

$1.50 FOR MOUNTAINEERING 
+2Bt postage 

A reprint of the popular 1973 article on lightweight backpacking 
stoves. Explains the principles of gasoline, butane, kerosene, and 
alcohol stoves, "target" and "ported" burners, altitude and tem
perature effects, liquid and vapor feed, plus important safety 
considerations and common abuses. Test data, spare parts, specifi 
cations, and user experience are summarized for 24 different models 
of stoves. Also included are reader responses to the original article 
plus suggestions for adding an igniter to riour stove. 32 pages, 32 
photographs, 50 graphs and sketches, 5 ½ x 8 inches. 

All five reprints- $6.48 postpaid. 

MOUNTAIN MEDICINE 1 

$1.00 

ADVANCED TOPICS IN EMERGENCY AID 

$1.50 +28t postage 

Contains all of the Mountain Medicine articles from now out of print 
issues 1 through 14. Contents include "Improvised First Aid for 
Severe Mountaineering Injuries," "A Mountaineering First Aid Kit," 
"Medication by Injection," "Conditioning for Strength," "The 

~~~~f1Yl6uldf y~~m8~1~ .. ·:.~~l~~~c!n~t!~8fin··~~rv~~d!~usi~::: 
Letters to the editor and author's notes are included. 32 pages, 16 
photographs, 20 sketches, 5 ½ x 8 inches. 

$1.50 
+ 15t postage +28t postage 

MOUNTAIN TOPICS 1 
ON CLIMBING, EQUIPMENT, & TECHNIQUE 

Eight articles on rope ascenders and their uses, including several 
from out of print issues. Describes two methods of Jumaring, 
various hauling schemes, the use of Gibbs ascenders, strength tests, 
and failure reports, caving techniques applicable to climbing, 
ascending safety, the Clog ascender and other topics related to 
climbing a rope. 16 pages, 20 photographs, 18 sketches, 51/, x 8 
inches. 

Eighteen of the best articles on equipment and technique drawn 
from out of print issues 1 through 14. Included are "The Strength of 
Stitched Webbing," "Brake Bar Rappels," "Old Carabiners Never 
Die," "Hammocks and Hanging Bivouacs," "Expedition Experi
ence," "Snow Anchors," and many others, plus letters to the editor 
and author replies. 32 pages, 17 photographs, 32 sketches, 5 ½ x 8 
inches. 

Supergator 
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the honest good looks 
of equipment designed 
to face the mountain 
-not the mirror 

write for our free brochure 
Uptown Sewing Incorporated 
Box 700, Jackson, Wyoming 83001 

PIEPS2 
AVALANCHE RESCUE BEACON 

• New improved version- rugged, 
waterproof, rotary switch. 

• Batteries (2 A cells) included, 
provides 500 hours service. 

• 2275 Hz frequency compatible 
with Pieps 1, Skadi and Echo. 

For immediate shipment, send 
certified check or money order to 

P.O. BOX 728, RENTON, WASHINGTON, 98055 

+ $3.00 Insured Postage 
(Washington State only 
add $5.19 Sales Tax.) 
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Reviews-Continued 
how the body physiologically adapts to alti
tude. However, a.good balance is struck; un
derstandable for the non "addict" but yet not 
tedious to read for the "addict." 

Eleven pages at the end of chapter five 
are devoted to a short discussion of some 
climbing accidents, and to an extended moun
tain rescue operation within sight of down
town Vancouver. This is very fitting. It says to 
the not-so-experienced or aspiring alpinist 
"Okay, mountains are fun and full of adven
ture, but they can also be highly dangerous 
(even lethal) to the unprepared." 

The only thing in the book which seemed 
out of place was the twenty-five page detailed 
account of an airline disaster in 1956. I found 
myself wondering what this really had to do 
with the rest of the book. On the whole, how
ever, The Cloud Walkers is very entertain ing 
for all levels of readers, and because of its 
varied contents, never becomes dull. 

- Dan Prittie 
Sequim, Washington 

CLIMBER'S GUIDE TO 
KANKAKEE RIVER STATE PARK 

By Matt and Andrew Nicodemus. Published 
by Matt and Andrew Nicodemus, 1030 Maple 
Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60202 1979. For
mat: 4 x 5½ inches, 26 pages, 8 illustrations, 2 
ma/JS. Pocket book. 

A. Climbers Guide to Kankakee River 
State Park rea lly performs a dual purpose for 
the midwest climbing community. Besides 
having route information, it actual ly intro
duces a little known climbing area south of 
Chicago that is well worth a visit. The climbs 
are located across the street ( Route 102) from 
the main section of the park, on the east and 
west sides of a canyon formed by Rock Creek. 

I've lived less than an hour away from 
this park all of my life, but have opted for the 
four hour drive to Devils Lake, Wisconsin in
stead. Recently, I took some time to investi
gate Kankakee River State Park with this 
guidebook in hand. Even though I was unfam
iliar with the climbs, locating the routes I 
wanted was easy. I also photographed all 
eight of the major rock outcrops that day, and 
easily matched them up to the excellent dia
grams used in the book. During my survey, I 
also found severa l other canyon wa lls further 
north that are comparable in quality to those 
mapped in the guidebook. Some of them have 
"deep-water" starts from the creek, except in 
severe drought years. Whether these walls 
have any potential climbing routes is st ill un
certain, but may be worth some future inves
tigation. 

The rock is both smooth and textured 
layers of limestone. The cracks and rock sur
face col lect dirt that washes down from above 
with the rain and snow melt. When climbing 
at Kankakee River State Park you don't just 
get dirty, you get filthy. Most routes are less 
than 30 feet, and some are seasona lly vege
tated. Helmets are advised for a clean head of 
hair. 
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Since the area is very small, the book is 
concise and to the point. As with any guide
book, some of the route names and ratings 
have been disputed. But this is of no real sig
nificance. The park offers a climbing oppor
tunity for those who need to jam their fingers 
in cracks on a daily basis. It won't replace 
climbing weekends at Devils Lake, but it does 
offer a nearby alternative. Climbers travelling 
through Illinois via Interstate 80 should appre
ciate this quick climbing stopover. Plenty of 
camping is available in the park, and the fish
ing i,-n't bad either. - Mark Petnuch 

Mokena, Illinois 

THE MOUNTAIN SPIRIT 
Edited by Michael Charles Tobias and Harold 
Drasdo. Published 1979 by The Overlook 
f!ress, Lewis Hollow Road, Woodstock, New 
York 12498. Format: 8 x 10 inches, 264 pages, 
47 illustrations. $17.95 Hardcover. 

You know the process: Drop by the 
bookstore or book section of the climbing 
shop, browse around hoping for something 
new on mountains, look at the pictures. Ah, 
here's one. Nice pictures! Buy it and head for 
the fireside in anticipation of vicarious ad
venture. I did that with The Mountain Spirit, 
and I'm still not sure what I've got. We read
ers of mountain books complain that they all 
tend, o be boringly similar i~ focus and for
mat. 1\his one by Tobias and Drasdo breaks 
with tradition . \ 

Their goal in the book is "to reveal a 
unanimous passion stemming from the moun
tain: a passion which not only affects ancient 
and medieval sensibility but which continues 
to exert an unusual influence upon art, intro
spection, and culture even today." This is a 
large order, even without the arduous task of 
establishing unanimity. If I had not climbed a 
few mountains and read other people's des
criptions of their climbs, I wouldn't know 
what the authors mean by "passion." I'm not 
sure I do even with my background in the 
sport. Do they mean intense involvement with 
mountains? That is what the word connotes 
for me, yet having read the various essays 
Tobias and Drasdo have brought together to 
address the objective, I find them all, with one 
exception, singularly passionless. That excep
tion is a short piece by Galen Rowell, bless his 
soul, who awakened me with an absorbing 
account of his first climb of El Cap and, most 
notably, what he learned from it. The rest of 
the selections, which are interesting in their 
scholarship and scope, hardly describe the 
passion the editors are interested in. 

What they do is show the fact if not the 
nature of the influence of mountains on peo
ples and cu ltures diverse in space and time. 
There is a selection from the writings of the 
13th century Japanese master Dagen titled 
"The Mountains and Rivers Sutra," and 
another from Kukai, another Japanese Budd
hist, written in the year 814. I found these 
tough reading, but they do illustrate the im
portance, or at least the presence, of moun
tains in Japanese Buddhist thought. Tobias 
contributes a long, tedious and scholarly arti
cle on the mountain and wilderness motif in 

art and literature, finding it as early as 2150 
B.C. and working forward to the 19th century. 
The scope of his scholarship is most impres
sive. He observes that: 

"Wilderness transcends temporality. 
Man, ancient or modern, finds communion in 
the hills. In so doing he courts invigoration, 
willfully unleashing the physical upon the 
symbolic. Thoreau believed that wilderness 
exists inside the person. Lao Tzu said it could 
be found in one's backyard. Paraphrasing Da
gen, one might conclude there is a wilderness 
of the mind, and a wilderness of the body. The 
mountain spirit harbors perhaps the clearest 
similitude between them." 

This heavy prose is typical of Tobias and 
some of the other contributors. What is stated 
is important and insightful, but it's the "how" 
of the statement that troubles me. Oh well, 
maybe I'm just not erudite enough. 

The various essays seem to combine in 
an effort to explain the presence and meaning 
of Tobias' "wilderness" of mind and body in 
mountains and mountain experiences. Dave 
Roberts describes it in Alaska, Rowell in Yose
mite, John Gill on boulders, T.S. Blakeney on 
the Tibetan plateau near the sacred mountain 
of Kailas, and Jeffrey Long on Makalu. It 
appears in painting, photography, poetry and 
prose. In short, Tobias and Drasdo searched 
the record of many cultures and came up with 
impressive evidence of the presence of a 
mountain spirit amond diverse human groups. 
We clearly see that mountains have been sig
nificant as symbols for millenia, and that they 
are still powerful symbols despite their famil
iarity. We moderns no longer believe in moun
tain gods and sacred sanctuaries, but moun
tains still exert a powerful spiritual influence 
over at least some of us and probably always 
will. This point is made in several essays. 

The Mountain Spirit is worth struggling 
with. It is not light and entertaining reading, 
but if you are a student of mountains in all of 
their dimensions, you will be rewarded by an 
expedition into this book. Just be certain that 
your kit includes patience, resolve, and time to 
think and reflect . -John Miles 

Bellevue, Washington 

Quickie Reviews 
MONTE CRISTO AREA (Majors and McCol
lum, 1977: Northwest Press, P.O. Box 2248, 
Seattle, WA 98111) The subtitle, A Complete 
Outdoor Guide for once is appropriate. Its 214 
magazine sized pages include not only a histo
rical sketch of the turn of the century mining 
activity, but also an up to date (but somewhat 
technical) geology, a road log for the moun
tain Loop Highway, a campground directory 
(with maps showing individual campsites), a 
trail guide following the now standard format 
(with photo's and maps), but also giving a 
historical sketch, a similar section titled 
"scrambles" which describes cross country 
ramblings and traverses, a thorough, well il
lustrated climbing guide, and finally a section 
titled "Botany", with sketches of trees, 
shrubs, ferns, and flowers. Extensively illus
trated throughout with a balance section of 
recent and well reproduced historical photo
graphs. (Paperback, 214 pages) Continued. 
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Reviews-Continued 

PRACTICAL GUIDE AND ROUTES OF AS
CENSION OF MOUNT ACONCAGUA (Parra, 
1979: Luis Alberto Parra M., Guiraldes 246, 
Guaymallen, 5519 Mendoza, R.C.A. Argen
tina) Climbing routes and related information 
for the highest mountain in the western hem
isphere are summarized in fifteen machine re
produced, legal size pages. The price is a bit 

MSR ICE AXES: 
• Eagle 

mixed climbing 

• Sumner 
technical axe 

• Steel Thunderbird 
general mountaineering 

• Aluminum Thunderbird 
for the backpacker or 
mountaineer 

steep at $12.00 U.S., postpaid, but the basic 
information needed to organize an ascent is all 
there, provided you can wade through some 
of the unique grammar, spelling, and phrase
ology used in the translation. Seven photo
graphs are included but they are very poorly 
reproduced . The author/ publisher also pro
vides outfitting, transportation, and rental ser
vices related to the ascent of Aconcagua. 

Write for free catalog and list of dealers. 

Mountain Safety Research 
Dept. OB-020, 631 S. 96th Street, Seattle, WA 98108 
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AN ADIRONDACK SAMPLER (Wadsworth, 
1979: Adirondack Mountain Club, 172 Ridge 
Street, Glen Falls, NY 12801) The subtitle, Day 
Hikes for All Seasons, describes the contents 
quite well. Fifty trips are detailed, ranging 
from short walks to all day excursions, fairly 
well covering the scenic interest in New 
York's Adirondack State Park. (124 pages, 
paperback, $5.95) 

INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY OF MOUN
TAINEERING CLUBS AND ORGANIZA
TIONS (Pokorny, Peavler, and Griffin, 1979: 
Mountain Press Publishing, P.O. Box 2399, 
Missoula MT 59806). A full 162 pages of 
mountaineering clubs and rescue organiza
tions serve as a useful reference to travelers. 
Mountaineering, rock climbing, and hiking or
ganizations are listed for each state and most 
foreign countries. Addresses, the number of 
members, branches, and publications are gi
ven for each entry. ($5.00 paperback.) 

EXPLORING MANNING PARK (Harcombe & 
Cyca, 1979) EXPLORING THE PURCELL 
WILDERNESS (Edwards, Morrow, & Two
mey, 1979), EXPLORING THE YUKON RIVER 
(Satterfield, 1979: All published by The Moun
taineers, 719-R Pike Street, Seattle WA 
98101) These three tit les represent a departure 
from the now standard 100 Hikes format intro
duced by the Mountaineers. The latter was 
intended primarily for locals, who had a basic 
familiarity with the area and ample time to 
search out its delights. The Exploring series on 
the other hand presupposes an outside, per
haps a first time visitor. One third to half of 
each volume is background materia l, while the 
balance is detailed backcountry route infor
mation. A ll three volumes deal w ith Canadian 
wilderness. The Purcel ls are that part of the 
Rockies just north of the U.S. border between 
Kootenay Lake and the Columbia River. The 
Bugaboos, well known to climbers, are a part 
of this group. Manning Park is also near the 
border, 150 miles east of Vancouver. The his
toric Yukon River is well known, at least by 
name. This volume is a canoeists guide to 500 
miles of that gold rush river. ($6.95 each, 
paperback.) 

MOUNT BAKER (Majors, editor, 1978: North
west Press, P.O. Box 2248, Seattle WA 98111) 
This fine little volume will appeal to aficion
ados of Mount Baker, the northernmost of 
Washington State's glacierized volcanoes. 
The origin of its English and Indian names and 
early sightings are chronicled. Particularly en
thralling are the many verbatim references to 
volcanic eruptions during the 1800's. The 
mountain appears to have been particularly 
active during this period, belching smoke, 
ashes, and fire . There are also many reports of 
a summit collapse which lowered the summit 
some 1000 feet and destroyed its original coni
cal profile in 1863. Also included in the volume 
are Coleman's narratives of his two attempts 
and final successful c-limb, a long lost narra
tive by Thomas Stratton, the strongest climb
er in Coleman's party, details of the second 
ascent in 1884 and the Dorr attempt of the 
same year, plus numerous newspaper refer
ences and interviews. ( Limited edition, $6.95) 
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LETTERS 
Editor, OFF BELAY 

We have read the accounts of your inter
views with Paul Petzoldt in recent issues of 
OFF BELAY with interest - especially his re
collections of his climb with us on K-2 in 1938. 

We almost died laffing. 

"The Children on the Mountain" 
Bill House 
Bob Bates 

Charlie Houston 

Editor's Comment 

~here
1 

are two sides to every story. For 
further insight into the early K2 expeditions, 
we sugge}t readihg Five Miles High, the story 
of the 1938 expedition, a book that Petzoldt 
collaborated in writing. Also recommended 
are expedition accounts in the American Al
pine Journal, and the book K2- The Savage 
Mountain on the 1953 expedition, recently re
printed by The Mountaineers. -R.S. 

Edi to r, OFF BELAY 

I read the article " In Search of a Better 
Belay" and found a number of new methods 
to make my climbing safer. For my direct 
belays I've been using a special version of the 
figure 8 made by Russ Anderson, 324 Foothill 
Avenue, Sierra Madre, California. This mach
ined figure 8 has a slot in the center which 
allows it to function as a Sticht plate. 

These figure S's are tested at about 5,000 
psi. With the slot in it these figure S's are not 
as strong as Anderson's regular figure S's, one 
of which was tested to breaking strength at 
17,750 pounds. 

Scott Baily 
Rancho Palos Verdes, California 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Recently, I had a discussion with a well 
qualified alpine ski technician concerning the 
safety of using the plastic heel locaters for 
cross country skiis. He claimed that they 
defeat all the principles of binding design and 
that using them will result in breaking the 
lower leg just above the ankle in certain types 
of falls (esper.ially where the body falls back
wards quickly) . His argument was very con
vincing . Do you or your readers have any 
opinion on their use. 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Brian Rutherford 
Summerland, B.C. 

In the December issue of OFF BELAY 
Jim Glendenning gave us an account of his 
son's death and went on to point out four 
ways in which we could make climbing safer. 
If I may, I would like to argue with point #3, 
which recommends closing the Bastille in the 
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spring to clean off all the loose rock. 
If you were to make this an annual event 

you would be endangering the life of the 
mountain. By taking a layer of loose rock off 
the Bastille, more people climbing would dis
lodge still more rocks. Soon your big climb 
would be reduced to a little climb. Of course 
this would take many years or hundreds of 
years, but the point I stress is that it will even
tually happen. 

If the rockfall danger is so great, then try 
to learn to climb without dislodging rocks. I 
agree it is very hard, but it can be done. Al
though it might take longer, you will feel 
much better after finishing knowing that you 
did not disturb anything. 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Bruce Kahn 
Montreal, Quebec 

Sometimes I wonder about the exper
ience of your staff, and its closeness to the 
world of climbing. I am referring to your pub
lication of "Gory, Gory" in the so-called "Holi
day Cheers" section of your December '79 
issue. 

I realize that the subject of death is one 
close to the lives of many who climb, and to 
joke about death is one way of denying it, or 
at least making the best of an uncomfortable 
situation . On the other hand, many climbers 
have lost close friends or acquaintances to 
climbing, and the expression of such morbid 
humor is a very sensitive matter, which re
quires a delicate mixture of timing and per
sonality in order not to appear tasteless or 
offensive. Unfortunately, the lyrics to "Gory, 
Gory" were both tasteless and offensive. 
Such accidents as described in the lyrics are 
not merely humorous fantasy, they really 
happen, and they affect the lives of many 
people. To read about such death and disfig
uration, written in such a satirical, sick man
ner, when it evokes horrors past, hardly con
tributes to the "holiday cheer," as your issue 
purports to do. 

I work in a mountaineering equipment 
store, and many of my fellow employees and 
climbers share this sentiment. If you wish to 
appear as a competent spokesman of the 
climbing community, instead of a mouthpiece 
for bloodthirsty, macho clods who've never 
left a toprope, I'd suggest you get in touch 
with the sensitivities and values of the major
ity of those you wish to serve. 

Editor's Reply 

Randall A. Mikkelsen 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

"Gory, Gory" has been a climbers' camp
fire song for nigh onto forty years and is hard
ly the invention of OFF BELAY. If I am not 
mistaken, it originated among Eastern rock
climbers. It appears in most climbing song an
thologies, with a great deal of local variation in 
the lyrics, all equally "gory. " We regret that 
some readers may have found it offensive. 

As stated on the contents page of each 
issue, "OFF BELAY has no editorial staff." All 
material is contributed by members of the 
climbing community. This version of "Gory, 

Gory," a page from a climbing club songbook, 
was sent to us by an OFF BELAY subscriber. 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

I would also like to comment on the letter 
in your October issue from Charles S. Bond, 
the United States agent for Edelweiss ropes. 
He says, "Our returns of damaged ropes have 
declined steadily in spite of increasing sales." 

Two years ago I bought a rope from 
EMS. The first time I used the rope I took a 
leader fall from about 5 to 7 feet above my last 
protection. I had run out about 30 feet of rope 
before peeling off. Inspection of the rope re
vea led possible damage to the rope, indicated 
by a slight mashed or flattened spot. The 
flattened spot was probably caused by the 
carabiner which caught my fall. 

When I took the rope back to EMS in 
hopes of either getting a new rope or deter
mining if the rope was still safe to use, the 
manager refused to have anything to do with 
the rope; no refund, no interest in the rope. I 
am not sure which of two well-known brands 
my rope was, but it was not an Edelweiss 
rope. 

If my experience is typical, the lack of 
information on damaged ropes may be due to 
an unwillingness on the part of distributors to 
collect the information. Hopefully, Mr. Bond 
has more interest in the fate of the ropes he 
sells. 

I resolved the situation by cutting off 
about 15 feet of rope which included the poss
ible damage. A static test of the cut off por
tion of the rope by Forrest Mountaineering 
gave a break load of 5,000 pounds, a result 
which indicated that the mashed spot had 
negligible effect on the strength of the rope. 
The break occurred at a knot instead of the 
mashed spot, but the mantle ruptured at the 
mashed spot, indicating slight weakening of 
the rope at this point. 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Robert S. Stelzer 
Lakewood, Colorado 

In Doug Geller's luckily non-fatal fall in 
the Shawangunks (OFF BELAY 46, 47 & 48) 
there was clear evidence of where the rope 
broke. 

Ellen Synan and Rod Swartz climbed the 
route immediately after the fall. They found 
the large hex in place under the roof in the 
same crack where there was a fixed bong in 
earlier years, with a sling short enough to 
guide the rope over the top of a square-edged 
block. And on the right hand edge of the 
block they found a clear line of orange fuzz, 
where the rope could only have been dragged 
if in fact the higher chock pulled before the 
rope broke. They did not notice any higher 
chock still in place. 

Mohonk Trust rangers have indicated 
that the official assessment may be that the 
accident could have been avoided had a 
longer sling been used so that the carabiner 
would have been out on the face ·rather than 
on top of the block, although Swartz feels this 
might have put enough extra force on the not-

Continued. 
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YOSEMITE INSTITUTE 

MOUNTAIN MEDICINE 
SYMPOSIUM 4 
March 23-26, 1980 

Yosemite National Park, California 

A four-day national Mountain Medicine Symposium. sponsored by the Yosemite lnsl1tute . Is 
set for Yosemite National Park in la1e March 1980 

The fi rst three days o f the session will cover a wide variety of challenges and hazards th al can 
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Himalayan expedition . 

Assisted by the Nat ional Park Service. U S Navy. and Moun lain Rescue Assoc1at1on. the 
fourth day will locus on search and rescue techniques. including demonstrations of air craft 
rescues. electronic tools. and avalanche and search dogs 

Directed by Dr. Charles Houston . leader of the 1938 and 1953 K-2 exped1t1ons . the symposium 
stall inc ludes some of the finest authorities from the United States Europe. and Africa 
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letters-Continued 
too-good chock to pull it, which would have 
meant a very long fall, though presumably on 
an intact rope, and so, short of the ground. 

In any case, everyone familiar with the 
fall seems to agree that a rope being cut over 
the edge of th is block, which is not all that 
sharp, in a 40 or 45 foot fall, has given them a 
new respect for the possibility that a rope can 
cut. Even if this particular rock edge could 
have been avoided with a longer sling, it was 
not an unusual or obviously dangerous situa
tion . Climbers quite commonly run their ropes 
over similar edges elsewhere-perhaps even 
intentionally, to save placing some protection. 

An additional fact that has escaped men
tion is that the belay was a Sticht Plate belay. 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Ed Leeper 
Boulder, Colorado 

I have enclosed some slides and prints of 
"High Exposure." The pictures were taken 
with a 35mm. SLR with the standard 50mm 
lens. It is an awkward spot to try to get an 
overall view as you can't get back away from 
the rock. 

When the accident occurred I was on the 
final pitch of a nearby route ("Diana"). I heard 
the shouts and commotion but didn't know 
what had happened. 

When my climbing partner, Ellen Synan, 
reached the top she said that she had heard 
the impact when the fallen climber hit the 
ground. She had also heard the belayer say 
that the rope had broken. 

We walked along the top of the cliff and 
scrambled down a series of 1 short ledges and 
gullies which lead to the large Grand Traverse 
Ledge (about two-thirds of the way up the 
cliff). We traversed along this ledge to the 
"High Exposure" belay. By this time the res
cuers had evacuated the victim. 

The belay anchors were still in place so I 
removed them and dropped them down to the 
other members of Doug's party who were still 
at the bottom of the route. 

At this time I assumed that the fall must 
have taken place on a lower section of the 
climb. I couldn't believe that anyone could fall 
from the third pitch and still be alive and con
scious. 

I suggested that Ellen lead the final pitch 
of "High Exposure." She had followed it a 
couple of times before and had been thinking 
about leading it. When she reached the first 
ledge under the overhang she said that there 
was a nut in place. I told her to clip into it and 
continue. At this time I noted that the rope 
would drag accross the corner of the ledge 
because the runner was not long enough. I 
told her to extend the runner from the nut. 
She placed another runner which allowed me 
to flip the rope so it would not drag on the 
rock below the overhang. At this time I was 
concerned with minimizing rope drag so she 
wouldn't have trouble pulling the rope up. 
She completed the lead without any problem. 

When I reached the first nut, a large hex
centric, ( #9, I think) I saw that it had 3 stan-
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Steep face climbing 

correct route Top left-The "High Exposure" 
_ ledge in profile. Top right-A re-

~ construction of the chock sling, 
and rope positions after the fall. 
The belayer is to the left, the 
climber is to the right. Center-

Fis> The rounded edge which appar-

_________-J~ ently severed the rope. Left-A 
sketch of the ledge. 

pitons. There were quite a few orange threads 
stuck to the edge where I show the rope in the 
prints I took. (Doug's rope was black with 
orange stripe.) 

Larye Hex 
under roof 

Orange fuzz 
found here 

dard length runners attached to it. (Five foot 
sling length tied with waterknot.) Two of the 
runners were Doug's. One of the runners was 
abraded slightly as if it had been pulled across 
a sharp edge. 

As I looked at the nut placement I 
thought it looked marginal and probably 
would not hold a fall. The crack flares in two 
directions so only one corner of the hex was 
holding well. It came out easily with only the 
use of my hand. ' 

As I stepped around the corner to con
tinue I noticed quite a bit of rope fuzz on the 
lower portion of the block just below the fixed 
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There may have been some fuzz on the 
underside of the overhang but I can't remem
ber this for sure. 

We didn't notice any further hardware on 
the route but since Doug apparently went 
quite a bit to the right while the normal route 
diagonals up leftward we wouldn't have been 
looking over that way anyway. 

After we got back to the Uberfall I talked 
to the rangers and got the full story of where 
he had fallen from. I saw the rope and noted 
the orange stripe appeared to match the fuzz 
we had seen. 

My feeling is that when Doug fell his 
upper nut probably popped, perhaps holding 
long enough to pull the rope up under the 
overhang and cause some abrasion. I don't 
believe a rope would be seriously damaged in 
this manner (being pulled upward). I have 
caught one leader fall in a similar situation 
which damaged the sheath badly but didn't 
affect the core of the rope. 

If the upper nut failed then the rope 
would run across the corner of the ledge as 

All photo's by RON SCHWARTZ 

my photos show. As Doug had traversed to 
the right a ways there would have been a 
sawing effect as the rope slid along the edge 

of the block. 
If this happened the upper nut would 

have fallen to the ground and might have 
been lost in the brush and leaves or it might 
have been picked up with the rest of Doug's 
gear. I haven't talked to Doug or his belayer. 
The only thing which really puzzles me is why 
he never clipped in to any of the pitons at the 
start of the steep face. The first one is an old 
ring pin in really bad shape, next a bent lost 
arrow type, then a ring angle and a conven
tional angle driven right next to each other. 

These pins are all within reach once you 
set your foot on the block and stand up 
straight. I have heard of another person taking 
a long fall after traversing right at this point 
but apparently he had cl ipped into one or 
more of the pitons and everything held. 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Rod Swartz 
Syracuse, New York 

Jim Mitchell's letter (December 1979) re
garding sanitation on the Camp Muir-Dis
appointment Cleaver route up Mount Rainier 
is good as far as it goes. I would like to add 
some further observations with a solution. 

Regarding toilets at Camp Muir, there 
were two in 1922 and there are only two to
day. When the new toilets were put in last 
year, I had urged the Park Service in advance 
to leave the two old toilets in place to be used 
only during the rush hour in the morning. The 
Park Service declined to leave the two old 
toilets in for even one season, even for a trial 
to see how much use they would get. I expect 
that the Park Service would rather use insuf
ficient toilets at Camp Muir as a reason for 
exercising restrictive power on the number of 
climbers. 

During the early stages of our lawsuit 
against the Park Service, we offered to contri
bute the $4,000 we had available to the im
provement of sanitiation at Camp Muir if we 
could settle the lawsuit on a reasonable basis. 
The Park Service refused the offer. The law
suit was finally settled by a negotiated agree
ment which was reasonable. The money went 
to the lawyers. 

About 1975, we conducted a mail survey 
of 10% of the climbers who registered for 
summit climbing in the previous season. Res-

Continued. 
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CLIMBING 
If you haven't seen us 
in awhile, you've 
probably been 
missing something. 
We cover 
climbing like 
no one else with 
news, features, 
commentary, 
fiction, 
fine photography, 
and much more . 
Why not 
check us 
out? 

1 year$7.50 
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CLIMBING 
BoxE 

Aspen 
Colorado 

81611 

A New Experience -
Cross-Country Downhill 
and Other Nordic Mountain Skiing Techniques, 
by Steve Barnett Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged 

Leave crowded downhill slopes and 
cross-country tracks and ski In the 
mountain wilderness - at almost any 
time of year! 

" . . . cross-country Downhill ls great! 
Now the second edition promises to be 
the most timely and Informative book 
on the subject! 

David Moe 
senior Editor, Powder magazine 
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ponse was about 60%. One of the questions 
was whether the climber would pay a fee of 
$2.00 per climb to finance better sanitation at 
Camp Muir. To the surprise of the Park Ser
vice, 85% replied in the affirmative. 

Accordingly, I believe it is not at all out of 
feasibility to collect such a fee from climbers 
on the above route in order to provide better 
sanitation above Camp Muir. The problem, 
however, is maintenance. A toilet could not 
be positioned at Ingraham Flat without severe 
problems in coping with the annual and even 
summer-time snowfall. 

Instead, there is an inexpensive way to 
handle sanitation. Each climber should be pro
vided with several heavy-weight kraft paper 
bags into which to deposit the waste solids. 
The bag can then be folded and dropped into 
a crevasse. 

We've made this suggestion to the Park 
Service, but so far they have shown no inter
est. We are going to donate to the Park Ser
vice 1000 of these sacks before the start of the 
coming climbing season. They should at least 
give the method a try. 

Formal regulation by Park Service per
sonnel is no answer. They are likely to re
spond by closing all climbing in Mount Rainier 

· Park. 
Mountain Safety Research will be glad to 

accept donations which we will use to furnish 
to the Park Service a continuous supply of the 
paper bags for summit climbers. If individual 
climbing parties wish to provide their own, 
such heavy-weight bags can be obtained at 
hardware stores. 

Larry Penberthy 
Mountain Safety Research, Inc. 

631 South 96th Street 
Seattle, Washington 98108 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

A year ago President Carter designated 
110 million acres of Alaskan land as national 
monuments. Aha! I said, the feds have finally 
pulled through and set aside some land per
manently. Little did I know what a disaster the 
move would become. 

Having lived in Alaska my entire life I am 
familiar with large tracts of federally-controll
ed land and don't necessarily disapprove of 
them, at least in the form they used to take. 
Although for many years the lion's share of 
the state belonged to the federal government 
there were never any legal restrictions on ac
cess to any of it; anyone, climbers included, 
could come and go as he pleased. Park Ser
vice control has changed the situation dras
tically. 

As a climber I am dismayed by the un
restrainable entity that is the Park Service. As 
an individual I feel threatened by a govern
ment that seeks to care for every facet of my 
existence. The host of regulations the Park 
Service intends to enforce in the enormous 
new monuments are inconvenient or ignor
able at their best and unendurable at their 
worst. However, the crucial point about these 
regulations is not how appropriate or inappro
priate they may be at a given time; the crucial 
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point is that these regulations are about as 
subject to change as the mood of the itinerant 
Park Service bureaucrat in charge. Even in the 
unlikely event that the Park Service managed 
td d:ome up with a small list of acceptable 
regulations, these rules could be replaced for 
the worse almost at a moment's notice. 

The only solution is to remove the lands 
from monument status to something less re
strictive and to throw the Park Service out of 
the picture entirely. 

John Pender 
Member, Alaskan Alpine Club 

Fairbanks, Alaska 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Most of my climbing has taken place in 
Alaska and like many Alaskan mountaineers I 
have also climbed in the Lower Forty-Eight 
under National Park Service regulation. Speci
fically in Rocky Mountain, Grand Teton and 
Yosemite National Parks. I recognize the 
heavy use (and abuse) of these areas and the 
required control. But the Alaskan situation 
outside of McKinley Park is different. 

I much prefer the total freedom of un
regulated climbing. Use is and should con
tinue to be regulated, not by human imposed 
rules, but by the terms of raw mountain wilds. 
Regulate develoment, not wilderness use in 
Alaska. Roads, aerial tramways, visitor cen
ters, trails, and publicity should be outlawed in 
these new monuments. Perhaps even core 
wilderness areas should be closed to air ac
cess. But I would much prefer total air access 
to any roads. In this manner natural limits of 
logistics, climate, and ultimately the committ
ment of unroaded wilderness (meaning no 
Valley Trail, Park Road, or Jenny Lake) will 
restrict use sufficiently. 

I am not a mouthpiece for Mr. Buchanan. 
On the contrary his fanaticism may be detri
mental to the cause. But do not treat these 
preserves as typical National Park units. The 
Alaska Range is not the Sierras, the Brooks is 
not the Colorado Rockies, the Wrange/1s are 
not the Cascades. So why not keep it wild and 
raw, not tamed "wilderness" but true north 
country as it is now. 

Hunting, fishing, trapping, and unregu
lated wilderness use have done no harm, nor 
are they likely as long as access is restricted 
by natural barriers. Keep out Anaconda and 
the Curry Co., but allow my companions and 
me our larks of alpine freedom. 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Roman Dial 
Fairbanks, Alaska 

I am writing in reference to several let
ters concerning National Park Service control 
over Alaskan mountains. 

Being raised in Washington State, I have 
seen first hand the way that the National Park 
Service "preserves'' wilderness by building 
access roads, visitor centers and camp
grounds. Are they also preserving wilderness 
by attracting thousands of people to their 
parks and then setting quotas to keep them 
out? 

Since living in Alaska for the last five 
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years I have breathed the fresh air of freedom 
and have seen what true wilderness is. Can't 
the National Park Service realize that by their 
methods of saving the wilderness (especially 
access roads) they are actually destroying it? 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Dick Klapstein 
Fairbanks, Alaska 

What's going on with the Alaskan moun
tains? What are they trying to prove? When 
are they going to get out of their armchairs 
and realize they can't save anything with a 
bunch of absurd regulations? The National 
Park Service has gone too far! It's time more 
people began to "Question Authority!!" 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

David Koester 
Seward, Alaska 

Mr. Reid brings out the hysterical emo
tionalism of rape and ruin versus pristine wil
derness. I feel I must hop aboard his band
wagon, but from the other side, however. 

Alaskan climbers are hardly myopic. They 
can see the whole Alaska lands issue, but 
choose only to voice their opinions on one 
area they feel strongly about. It's obvious that 
Mr. Reid's view of myopia extends to all who 
do not share his views. 

Mr. Reid says that the Alaska lands bill 
will save the Porcupine Caribou herd from the 
gas pipeline. The gas pipeline, now planned, 
follows the oil pipeline along which caribou 
herds are thriving, using the pipeline for graz
ing and for protection from planes. 

And these horrible mines which will ob
viously destroy all Alaskan wilderness be
cause they occupy a few thousand acres of 
Mr. Reid's hundred million acre playground. 

Mr. Reid admits that Alaska has great 
mineral resources, minerals which, assuming 
he climbs, are used in the crampons, ice axe, 
pack frame, nuts, ice screws, etc. he uses. But 
since extracting minerals from Alaska would 
be such a tragedy, Mr. Reid must be advo-

eating American dependence on foreign 
sources, since we import the majority of our 
mineral needs. Spending our money in other · 
countries may be fun but, unfortunately, just 
leads to things like higher national debt and 
inflation. Our minerals are free. We don't have 
to buy them from Africa or South America. 

I don't know if Mr. Reid has ever been to 
Alaska, but I do know he has no concept of 
how big these proposed lock-ups are. The 
potential mining area in the Wrangells is min
uscule compared to the proposed park. Last 
spring I spent several weeks climbing in the 
eastern end of the proposed park. We spent 
ten days trying to get out to the nearest, so
called civilization and only made it halfway 
before our time ran out and we called a plane. 

Mr. Reid obviously thinks that only un
violated wilderness will do. How does he feel 
about the "nondevelopment" resorts the Park 
Service has planned for the Gates of the Arc
tic and Misty Fjords parks and the float plane 
docks on heretofore untouched lakes? 

I'm not advocating wholesale develop
ment. The environmental conscience of this 
country is strong enough to preserve as well 
as develop. It's the standard of living in this 
country that gives us the time and money to 
enjoy the wilderness instead of completely 
exploiting it. But to keep up the standard of 
living that allows us to be rich enough in time 
and money for mountaineering requires some 
compromise. 

The next time Mr. Reid needs a new pack 
frame for a trip to Alaska he may find his cash 
gone and his bankcards at their limit. If he 
gets his way he may find that the bank is 
closed, the billions of dollars of Alaskan assets 
frozen. But maybe the Alaska Coalition will 
give him a loan. 

But back to climbing. Support the Alas
kan Alpine Club and its fight against rampant 
governmental regulations, or the Park Service 
will control climbing and the freedom of the 
hills will disappear like Southern California 
wilderness. 

Earl Redman 
Anchorage, Alaska 
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SIFI 
CLASSIFIED RATES: $.30 per word, $5,00 mini
mum. Must be paid in advance. No discounts, 
billing, or tear sheets. Deadline for the April issue is 
February 20th. 

Schools and Guide Services 

EE-DA-HOW MOUNTAINEERING offers challen
ging climbing expeditions, qualified instruction, 
summit climbs. Backpacking-wilderness experience 
seminars in the Sawtooth mountains of Idaho. 
Write P.O. Box 207, Ucon, Idaho 83454. 

FANTASY RIDGE MOUNTAIN GUIDE Ski Moun
taineering- Technical Ice-Winter Climbing at 
Rocky Mountain National Park. Expeditions to 
Denali ( McKinley) Catalogue $1 to Director: Michael 
Covington Box 2106 Estes Park Colorado 80517. 

NORTH CASCADES ALPINE SCHOOL: February 
through April: Waterfall Climbing (2 & 6 days); 
Snow Physics/ Avalanche Evaluation (2 days), Win
ter Mountaineering (6), Ski Mountaineering (6), 
Skiing the Ruth Amphitheater Alaska (8) . May 
through September: Alpine Mountaineering, Ice 
Climbing, Rock Climbing, Masters' Classes in Ice & 
Rock, Mountaineering Medicine, Rescue, Alpine 
Ecology. Spring and summer climbing programs in 
Peru, Bolivia, Mexico, New Zealand, Kenya, and 
Alaska. 1980 Expeditions to Alpamayo, Huasc~ran, 
McKinley. Brochures: N.C.A.S. 1212 24th 08-8, 
Bellingham, WA 98225. (206) 671-1505. 

VERMONT VOYAGEUR EXPEDITIONS, Inc., Best 
possible instruction in Backpacking, Canoeing and 
Rockclimbing in Adirondacks, Green Mountains 
and White Mountains. 2 and 5-day and 2 and 3-
week courses, May 1-0ct 1. Write or call for free 
brochure. RFD3, Montgomery Center, Vermont 
05471 802/326-4789. 

TRAVEL EXPLORATIONS-All details of your ex
pedition/ trek professionally arranged. Custom itin
eraries. All destinations. Write: Box 17641-0, Den
ver, Colorado 80217. 

ADVENTURE CLIMBING IN THE NORTH CAS
CADES! Instruction and guided trips for backpack
ing, mountaineering, ski touring, rafting and kayak
ing high in the North Cascades. Free brochure: write 
LIBERTY BELL ALPINE TOURS, Mazama, Wash. 
98833 1509) 996-2250. 

CANADIAN CLIMBING: a Mt. Logan traverse by 
the Catenary Ridge & Kings Trench, St. Elias ski
mountaineering, Mt. Waddington and the northern 
Selkirks. For information on these and other 1980 
expeditions write for brochure to Ecosummer Can
ada 304-207 W . Hastings Street Vancouver, B.C. 
V68 1 H7 (604) 688-3921 . 

Three weeks guided trekking in the Cordillera Blan
ca, Peru , leaving April 24th. POB 516 Cedarcrest 
NM 87008. 

EUROPEAN ALPINE ADVENTURE. June 28 to July 
20 or 27. Hike, climb and explore the best mountain 
regions of Italy, Austria, and Switzerland. Travel in 
VW busses and separate in small groups to satisfy 
specific interests. Inquire: Iowa Mountaineers, P.O. 
Box 163, Iowa City, Iowa 52242. 
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HOLUBAR ADVENTURE TRAVEL-Quality trek
king and climbing trips in New Zealand (Mt. Cook), 
Nepal (Annapurna Sanctuary), Peru (Ampato 
20,475'), Morocco (Mt. Toubkal), Mexico (Volca
noes), Norway (X-C skiing), Kenya (Kilamanjaro and 
Mt. Kenya). Free brochures: Box 17641, Denver CO 
80217. 

FRENCH AND SWISS ALPS, EIGER, MATTER
horn, Mont-Blanc are amongst the peaks that can 
be climbed with Mountain Ventures, Summer 1980. 
We offer: Schools of Alpine Mountaineering, Col
lective Guiding for small groups of experienced 
mountaineers, Guiding for Individuals (and Pairs) , 
Alpine Walking Holidays with top class British 
Mountaineers and Professional Guides. Mountain 
Ventures, Brecon House, Greenhill Road, Liverpool, 
U.K. L18 7HQ Tel : 051-724-2732. 

MOUNTAINEERING/ GLACIER NATURAL HAZ
ards Seminar Apr 10-13, Anchorage, AK. Emphasis 
on glacier travel, routefinding and avalanches. In
structors include Yvon Chouinard, Ed LaChapelle
and Fred Beckey. Sponsored by American Ava
lanche Institute, Box 3088 Wilson, WY 83014. 

HIMALAYAN CLIMBING--Reasonably-priced 7-28 
day expeditions for experienced climbers. We make 
all arrangements to put you in a climbing base 
camp. JOURNEYS, Box 7545, Ann Arbor, Ml 48107 
(313) 973-7658. 

JOHANN MOUNTAIN GUIDES trek to the high 
remote peaks of Mexico. Necado de Toluca, Popo
cateptl and lxtaccihuatle March 17-22, $480.00 Ex
peditions also to Bolivia and Ecuador. Write P.O. 
Box 2334, Lincoln City, Oregon 97367. 

PALISADE SCHOOL OF MOUNTAINEERING. 
Winter Climbing in Scotland, Seacliff Climbing in 
Britain, Ski Mountaineering, Avalanche Seminar, 
Rock Climbing, and Mountaineering Instruction. 
Private guiding and instruction by arrangement. 
Write for 1980 brochure: PSOM, Box 694008, 
Bishop, CA 93514. 

GUIDED ASCENTS at SENECA ROCKS WEST Va. 
Basic Rock and Ice Climbing Instruction in the 
Washington D.C. area. Write: North Country Moun
taineering Inc. 2601 Woodley Place, Northwest, 
Washington D.C. 20008 Suite 615. 

Equipment 

Bonna 2400 wooden X-C skis, 200cm, unused, un
mounted. Pivetta no. 8 boots, with full-length steel 
shank installed by Komito boots, size 11 N. Worn 
only enough to be broken in, comfortable crampon 
boots. Gene May, Box 7582, Ann Arbor Ml 48107. 

FREE! THE NEW GREAT PACIFIC IRON WORKS 
equipment brochure is available now! Features 
many new items in Chouinard Equipment and Pata
gonia Software. Send your request !include zip 
code please) to: Great Pacific Iron Works/ PO Box 
150/Ventura, CA 93001. 

Trucker- BCP's-180, 190 cm new reg 199.50 now 
125.00 N.Y.S. residents add 4% Mountain Sports, 
RD #2 Cewter Road, Frankfort, New York 13340 
(315-733-5458) . 

" THE ULTRA LIGHT" headlamp handcrafted for 
climbers by climbers. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send 
S.A.S.E. for details, or $10.95 for postpaid delivery. 
Tucker Jones Mountaineering, 171 Prospect Hill 
Rd., Waltham, Ma. 02154. 

Factory reconditioned Skadi avalanche •rescue 
transceivers with battery charger, new battery and 
one year guarantee, $120.00 John Lawton 326 
Walton Buffalo, NY 14226. 

Books, New and Used 

New book Large face type-bibliography of Colo
rado mountain ascents, 1863-1976. A biblio.graph
ical index to 600 Colorado mountains compilei1 from 
seventeen major mountaineering journals ancjl mag
azines. Informational with 3,100 title listings. Val
uable reference for mountaineers. Paperbourld, 258 
pages, $6.95 plus $.95 postage/handling. Colorado 
residents add 5% tax. Joseph Kramarsic, Bo\t 1342, 
Dillon, Colorado 80435. : ! 

Miscellaneous 

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, your design, 
low minimum. Brochure design hints and prices. 
Emblems, Dept. 21, Littleton, New Hampshire 
03561. 

INSTRUCTORS AND EDUCATORS. The North
west Outward Bound School is soliciting applica
tions from qualified mountaineers for employment 
within its adventure based mountaineering pro
gram. Women are particularly encouraged to apply. 
For application and further information, contact the 
Program Director, the Northwest Outward Bound 
School, 0110 S.W. Bancroft, Portland, Oregon 
97201. 

FREE CLIMB: The Northwest Face of Half Dome. A 
spectacular new film. Jim Erickson and Art Higbee 
climbing, pushing the limits (5.11 ). Directed by Bob 
Godfrey. Narrator Robert Redford. Cameramen 
Tom Frost and Greg Lowe. 50 minutes. 16mm 
color/ sound. Rent or purchase from Alpine Films, 
Dept. 0, P.O. Box 1763, Boulder, CO. 80306. Write 
for free brochure. 

Wilderness Bound is accepting applications for 1980 
summer positions: Leader for adult Peruvian trek 
(bi-lingual) , instructors and assistant instructors for 
U.S. mountaineering courses and U.S. backpacking 
courses. Applicants must be highly qualified, at 
least 21 yea rs old, have a valid drivers license and be 
available for a New York or Seattle interview. U.S. 
instructors must be able to interact easily with teen
agers. Send resume to, Wilderness Bound, Losee 
Road, Wappingers Falls, New York 12590. 

Climbing physician desires to join or organize Mt. 
McKinley expedition May or June 1980. Contact 
C.J. Wolf 9704 116th St. SW Tacoma, WA 98498 
(206) 584-8500. 

PERSONABLE ablebodied mountaineers wanted 
for Mount McKinley Expedition in 1981 , Must be 
able to travel to New York. Contact Michael 
Depraida, 46-51 159th. St. Flushing, Queens NY, 
11358. 

Parttime piece work. Webster, America's foremost 
dictionary company needs home workers to update 
local mailing lists. All ages, experience unnecessary. 
Send name, address, phone number to Webster, 
175 5th Ave. Suite 1101-1328, New York, NY 10010. 

? ? ? ? MOVING???? 

The Post Office will not forward 
magazines. Unfortunately, that 
includes OFF BELAY. Please let 
us know when you move. We 
hate sending magazines to limbo. 
Send us both your old and new 
addresses, including zip codes. 

OFF BELAY 
15630 S.E. 124th Street 
Renton, Washington 98055 
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Salblt coloured Mt. Hood coloured 

the 
number one 
rope 

from 

OBBIN 
TANGEAR 

Aiguille du Midi black/white 

EDELRID 
POSTERS 
To obtain any of 
these four handsome 
and large (60x85cm) 
posters, specify the 
poster(s) you want 
and send $2 per 
poster to: 
ROBBINS 
Box 4536 
Modesto, CA 95352 

EDELRID is not only the 
leader in climbing rope 
technology, but also 
manufactures the widest 
range of climbing ropes 
in the world. Edelrid truly 
has a rope for every 
reason. 

Consider the ROBBINS 
STANDARD. With this rope 
Edelrid shatters the myth 
that a fine climbing rope 
must also be expensive. 
The Standard is an 
economically priced 
rope which nonetheless 
exceeds the UIAA re
quirement of three test 
falls (it holds seven). It 
has low impact force 
without excessive stretch, 
and, amazingly for a low 
priced rope, possess 
superior handling 
qualities. 

I can recommend this 
rope as a very special 
value in the extensive 
range of Edelrid climb
ing ropes. Yet there are 
no compromises in the 
quality of this, or any 
Edelrid rope. Edelrid is 
the number one climbing 
rope. Period. 
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Mt. Blanc black/white 
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